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Robust Identification, Estimation, and Control of Electric Power Systems
Using the Koopman Operator-Theoretic Framework

Marcos Netto

(ABSTRACT)

The study of nonlinear dynamical systems via the spectrum of the Koopman operator has
emerged as a paradigm shift, from the Poincaré’s geometric picture that centers the attention
on the evolution of states, to the Koopman operator’s picture that focuses on the evolution
of observables. The Koopman operator-theoretic framework rests on the idea of lifting the
states of a nonlinear dynamical system to a higher dimensional space; these lifted states are
referred to as the Koopman eigenfunctions. To determine the Koopman eigenfunctions, one
performs a nonlinear transformation of the states by relying on the so-called observables,
that is, scalar-valued functions of the states. In other words, one executes a change of coor-
dinates from the state space to another set of coordinates, which are denominated Koopman
canonical coordinates. The variables defined on these intrinsic coordinates will evolve lin-
early in time, despite the underlying system being nonlinear. Since the Koopman operator
is linear, it is natural to exploit its spectral properties. In fact, the theory surrounding the
spectral properties of linear operators has well-known implications in electric power systems.
Examples include small-signal stability analysis and direct methods for transient stability
analysis based on the Lyapunov function. From the applications’ standpoint, this frame-
work based on the Koopman operator is attractive because it is capable of revealing linear
and nonlinear modes by only applying well-established tools that have been developed for
linear systems. With the challenges associated with the high-dimensionality and increasing
uncertainties in the power systems models, researchers and practitioners are seeking alter-
native modeling approaches capable of incorporating information from measurements. This
is fueled by an increasing amount of data made available by the wide-scale deployment of
measuring devices such as phasor measurement units and smart meters. Along these lines,
the Koopman operator theory is a promising framework for the integration of data analysis
into our mathematical knowledge and is bringing an exciting perspective to the community.
The present dissertation reports on the application of the Koopman operator for identifica-
tion, estimation, and control of electric power systems. A dynamic state estimator based on
the Koopman operator has been developed and compares favorably against model-based ap-
proaches, in particular for centralized dynamic state estimation. Also, a data-driven method
to compute participation factors for nonlinear systems based on Koopman mode decompo-
sition has been developed; it generalizes the original definition of participation factors under
certain conditions.

That this work received support from CAPES Foundation, Ministry of Education of Brazil,
under grant BEX 13594/13-3.



Robust Identification, Estimation, and Control of Electric Power Systems
Using the Koopman Operator-Theoretic Framework

Marcos Netto

(GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT)

Electric power systems are complex, large-scale, and given the bidirectional causality be-
tween economic growth and electricity consumption, they are constantly being expanded.
In the U.S., some of the electric power grid facilities date back to the 1880s, and this ag-
ing system is operating at its capacity limits. In addition, the international pressure for
sustainability is driving an unprecedented deployment of renewable energy sources into the
grid. Unlike the case of other primary sources of electric energy such as coal and nuclear,
the electricity generated from renewable energy sources is strongly influenced by the weather
conditions, which are very challenging to forecast even for short periods of time. Within this
context, the mathematical models that have aided engineers to design and operate electric
power grids over the past decades are falling short when uncertainties are incorporated to
the models of such high-dimensional systems. Consequently, researchers are investigating
alternative data-driven approaches. This is not only motivated by the need to overcome the
above challenges, but it is also fueled by the increasing amount of data produced by today’s
powerful computational resources and experimental apparatus. In power systems, a massive
amount of data will be available thanks to the deployment of measuring devices called phasor
measurement units. Along these lines, the Koopman operator theory is a promising frame-
work for the integration of data analysis into our mathematical knowledge, and is bringing
an exciting perspective on the treatment of high-dimensional systems that lie in the forefront
of science and technology. In the research work reported in this dissertation, the Koopman
operator theory has been exploited to seek for solutions to some of the challenges that are
threatening the safe, reliable, and efficient operation of electric power systems.

That this work received support from CAPES Foundation, Ministry of Education of Brazil,
under grant BEX 13594/13-3.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Electric power systems are undergoing radical changes triggered by the advent of novel
technologies in sensing and measuring, communications and networking, signal processing,
power electronics, energy conversion and storage, and control.

In particular, the development of the phasor measurement unit (PMU) [1–3] represents a
major advance to measuring technology. The data acquired from PMUs, hereafter referred
to as PMU measurements, are significantly more informative than the data acquired from the
legacy remote terminal units (RTUs) [4]. If compared to RTUs, the additional advantages
offered by PMUs are the following:

1. Their reporting rate is at least one order of magnitude faster;
2. They provide measurements of voltage/current phase angles in addition to measurements

of voltage/current magnitudes;
3. Measurements are time-tagged by civilian global positioning system (GPS) receivers.

Important advances of science and technology also led to the emergence of high-speed, large
bandwidth communication networks. The expansion of these communication networks, along
with the deployment of PMUs, is creating wide area measurement systems (WAMS) that
offer the possibility of tracking the dynamics of the grid. Further, along with other grid-edge
metering devices, such as smart meters [5,6] and micro-PMUs [7], they are giving rise to the
era of big data in the electric power industry. This is fueling interest in data-driven methods
that can enhance the resilience of power grids [8].

Simultaneously, and perhaps most importantly, we are witnessing an unprecedented increase
of the share of renewable energy sources in the generation portfolio [9–12]. The intermittent
and stochastic nature of renewable energy sources such as wind and solar is imposing new
challenges to generation dispatch and unit commitment [13,14], reliability evaluation [15,16],
and stability assessment [17,18], to mention a few. The increase in the stochastic dynamics
of the net load challenges the traditional deterministic, model-based methods applied in the
legacy systems [19,20].

1
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Due to the exposed facts, there is a growing interest in exploiting fast sampled measurement
data to advance power grid modeling, analysis, and control through data analytics [21–24].
Along these lines, the enhancement of the existing forecasting methods is an ongoing effort.
In general, the model-based methods are being improved by two broad approaches, which
are enhancing the visibility of various sources of uncertainties through advanced forecasting
methods, and utilizing machine learning and data analytics to add situational awareness.

In the course of the aforementioned changes, the control centers of electric power systems
shall keep playing an important role by centralizing intelligence, performing monitoring, and
coordinating control actions to maintain the backbone of the grid. Concurrently, control
actions shall be executed locally to the extent that it is possible, thereby providing the system
with a hierarchical decentralized [25] structure. For example, while the control of inter-
area oscillations [26] rely on wide-area observability and naturally requires centralization,
the control of reactive reserves for voltage stability is an inherently localized problem and
shall be addressed locally. In the work reported in this dissertation, we place ourselves at
the control center of an electric transmission system from a functional standpoint, where
a certain area is being monitored and controlled in real-time; this area is supposed to be
completely observable by PMU measurements. Note that in the United States, Europe, and
China, entire regions are already observable by PMU measurements. The next large-scale
deployments of PMUs are expected to happen in Brazil and India.

In order to comprehend and address some of the challenges associated with this changing
panorama, it is necessary to understand the basics of how the measurements processed at
the control center translate into meaningful information. Hence, in what follows, we will
dive into the details starting from the well-established concept of control centers of electric
transmission systems. See Fig. 1.1. Then, we will gradually move toward the envisioned
future where the system is fully observable by PMU measurements, and which constitutes
this work’s starting point. While discussing the details, we will highlight the challenges and
opportunities, pinpoint the limits of the status quo, and motivate the research work reported
in this dissertation. Recall that the control centers are considered the central nervous system
of the electric power systems, from where real-time monitoring and control are accomplished
with the aim of specific computer programs. In what follows, each one of these computer
programs is referred to as an application. The energy management system (EMS) running
in the control centers encompasses a suite of applications. The supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) system collects measurements from RTUs and intelligent electronic
devices (IEDs) every second or so, including the status of circuit breakers and other switch-
ing equipment, tap position of transformers, voltage and current magnitudes, and real and
reactive power. These measurements are stored in a real-time database and made available
to the EMS.

In what follows, the major groups of applications that constitute an EMS [13, 27–29] are
briefly described.
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Figure 1.1: Functional schematic diagram of a SCADA/EMS.
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Market operations

Applications developed for market operations are mainly devoted to business management.
Examples include outage management, energy/reserve capacity market, and clearing market,
to name a few. These applications constitute an important part of today’s electric power
exchange. More details can be found in [13,25,27–30] and references therein.

Generation scheduling and control

Generation scheduling and control applications essentially perform balancing between electric
power demand and generation. They are also referred to as automatic generation control
and include several applications, each of them with a specific and well-established role;
economic dispatch, unit commitment, and load frequency control are typical examples. Other
applications fall into this group, although they do not belong exclusively to it. For example,
short-term load forecasting [19] is also of fundamental importance for security monitoring
and control applications. Short-term load forecasting is typically carried out in intervals of
several to tens of minutes and provides an envision of the close future, thereby allowing for
preventive control actions to be taken in advance.

Note that only hydro-thermal generation are scheduled on legacy systems [13]; thus, the
uncertainties are essentially associated with state estimation and load forecasting. This
scenario is rapidly changing, as the deployment of renewables is adding uncertainties on the
generation side. More details can be found in [13,31,32] and references therein.

Static state estimation

The topology processor and the state estimator are, together, “the front gate” of the control
center; most of the applications running at the control center rely on their outcome [33,
34]. The topology processor retrieves data from the real-time database and processes it to
determine the network topology. In simple words, it is responsible for creating the bus-
branch model of the network, using the node-breaker network model existing in the EMS
database. With the bus-branch model reflecting the topology of the network in real-time,
along with redundant measurements of electrical quantities, the state estimator is able to
determine the most likely state of the system.

As initially conceived by Schweppe et al. [35–37], the state estimator described at this point
is based on an algebraic model of the electric power network. Therefore it is referred to as
the static state estimator (SSE). It typically runs every minute or so, under the assumption
that the system is in quasi-steady state. The SSE is only able to estimate the algebraic states
of the network, i.e., voltage magnitudes and phase angles, and in some cases, tap position of
transformers and the firing angle of power electronics converters. Formally, the SSE solves
the following problem. For a fixed time t ∈ R with corresponding state x, an element of the
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state space S ⊂ Rn,

minimize
m∑
i=1

ρ (rsi) , (1.1)

subject to y = h (x) + rs, (1.2)

where y ∈ Rm denotes the system observations (or measurements), h : Rn → Rm is a vector-
valued nonlinear function that relates the state, x, to the observation, y, rs ∈ Rm is a vector
containing the standardized residues rsi , i = 1, ...,m.

The ρ-function in (1.1), also referred to as the loss function, depends on the choice of the
estimator. For example, if the least squares estimator is adopted,

ρ (rsi) = r2
si
, (1.3)

whereas if the weighted least squares estimator is adopted,

ρ (rsi) = $ir
2
si
, (1.4)

where$i denotes the i-th weight. Further, if the least absolute value (LAV) estimator [38–42]
is chosen, then

ρ (rsi) = |rsi |, (1.5)

where |rsi| denotes the absolute value of rsi . The Huber estimator, widely used in the work
reported in this dissertation, is defined as

ρ (rsi) =

{
1
2
r2
si
, |rsi | ≤ β,

β|rsi| − 1
2
β2, otherwise,

(1.6)

where β is a parameter of choice. More specifically, a slightly modified version of (1.6) termed
Schweppe-Huber estimator [43] is adopted. Formally:

ρ (rsi) =

{
$2
i

(
1
2
r2
si

)
, |rsi | ≤ β,

$2
i

(
β|rsi | − 1

2
β2
)
, otherwise.

(1.7)

In practice, the measured electrical quantities and statuses of switching equipment, as well as
the parameters of the network model might be erroneous. Therefore, it is critical to detect,
identify, and suppress the negative effect of outliers on the estimation process. This motivates
the robust static state estimators [38–43]. The term robust comes from the fact that, up to a
certain extent, they are able to suppress the undesired effect of the aforementioned errors in
the estimation process, provided that there is enough redundancy. Note that, conceptually,
the model itself is never questioned, which might not be reasonable when external network
equivalents [44] are adopted, to mention an example. State estimation is a key component
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of the work reported in this dissertation. It will be discussed in more details in section 1.1.1
and in the forthcoming chapters.

Security monitoring and control

Security monitoring applications essentially answer what-if types of questions. One typical
application is the steady-state contingency analysis, where a list of credible contingencies is
postulated, including generator and transmission line outages. Then, power flow is solved for
each scenario in order to identify possible overloaded equipment and abnormal voltage levels
along the system. Other applications responsible for enhancing steady-state and dynamic
security monitoring might be executed as well.

If compared to off-line planning tools, real-time applications have stringent requirements.
Firstly and foremost, the computational speed is critical as in real-time operation a delay in
providing information can hide an imminent situation of risk, and the consequences might be
severe. Secondly, the robustness of the numerical solution is fundamental as power system
simulations are prone to divergence, especially in the case of very large networks; numerically
ill-conditioned problems and model approximations are among the issues. In the planning
department, these problems are not uncommon and can be handled by seasoned engineers.
However, at the control center, there is not much time for analysis; an inappropriate outcome
might mislead the operator to take a wrong decision. Lastly, visualization tools are very
important; operators must be able to quickly interpret the situation and take actions in an
assertive way. Single-line diagrams, nomograms [45], graphs and maps are normally adopted.

We shall mention that on an ordered time scale, security monitoring and control applications
are a second line of defense. The first one is provided by the protective relays. Protective
relays are mostly based on local measurements and oriented toward a single piece of equip-
ment, e.g. generator, transformer, transmission line, busbar or feeder. They typically act in
a few hundreds of milliseconds considering the entire time frame of actions, from the event
detection to the completion of circuit breaker opening. Conversely, security monitoring and
control applications are based on measurements collected throughout the system, available
after being processed by the state estimator every minute or so. The time frame from state
estimation, to the outcome of the security monitoring applications, to the decision making,
to the control actions, is in the order of tens of minutes. There exists an information and
control gap in the time comprehended between a few hundreds of milliseconds and tens of
minutes. This gap, along with the lack of wide-area visibility of the system state, have been
pinpointed as an important contributor to the missed opportunity in preventing cascading
failures, such as the ones that led to the North American blackout and the Italian blackout in
2003 [29]. Security monitoring and control is also an important part of the work reported in
this dissertation. It will be discussed in more details in Section 1.1.2 and in the forthcoming
chapters.

To this point, we briefly looked into the conceptual role and available tools in the legacy
control centers of electric transmission systems. Next, we look at the present situation with
PMU measurements being incorporated.
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1.1 Motivation

1.1.1 Power system dynamic state estimation

As aforementioned, the wide-scale deployment of PMUs is creating the opportunity to track
the dynamics of power systems. Specifically, the dynamics of the synchronous generators and
their controls, as well as the dynamics of the loads can be captured because they occur in the
order of milliseconds. Conversely, the transients caused by switching and the dynamics of
power electronics-based equipment occur in the order of microseconds to a few milliseconds
and are not captured by PMUs.

PMU measurements are also susceptible to outliers, data dropouts, and impulsive noises.
Therefore, the concept of robustness remains relevant when processing data at the control
center. As before, a topology processor is required to determine the network topology,
thereby allowing the state estimator to establish the most likely state of the system. In
short, a dynamic state estimator (DSE) [46] is adopted in this case to estimate the system
states and algebraic variables. Although the notion of a DSE is not recent [47], it is becoming
realizable with the development of WAMS. In simple words, the DSE solves a prediction-
correction problem, i.e.,

Prediction
ẋ (t) = f (x (t)) , (1.8)

where f : Rn → Rn is a vector-valued nonlinear function.

Correction

minimize
m∑
i=1

ρ (rsi) , (1.9)

subject to y = h (x̂ (t)) + rs, (1.10)

where x̂ (t) denotes the estimated value of x (t), obtained from the prediction step. The
correction step of the DSE is similar to the SSE problem, apart from the fact that time is
now explicitly taken into account.

The static and the dynamic state estimators are significantly different, as discussed next.

Firstly, their measurement scan rate is notably distinct as presented in Table 1.1. The scan
rate of the DSE is at least 30 times faster as compared to the SSE, thus it has more stringent
requirements on the communications network and it is more sensitive to time delays. Further,
each k-th step of the prediction-correction process of the DSE must be numerically solved
faster than its scan rate, thereby posing a strict requirement on the computational power.

Secondly, they differ on the required number of measurements of equipment status. Consider
the example depicted in Fig. 1.2. If measurements of bus voltage magnitude and power
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.2: (a) Simplified node-breaker model of a typical power generation substation. (b)
Bus-branch model of the static state estimator. (c) Bus-branch model of the dynamic state
estimator.

injection are collected at the point indicated in Fig. 1.2 as RTU, the status of the switching
devices in the substation is irrelevant to the SSE. In other words, the entire substation reduces
to a network node with a fixed voltage magnitude, to which an electric power is injected to. Of
course, this fact alleviates the computational burden of the topology processor. Conversely,
in the case of the DSE, measurements of all the switching devices in the substation are
required, in addition to measurements at each generator terminal, as indicated in Fig. 1.2
as PMU.

Thirdly, they differ on the model. For example, in the SSE, the generators are simply modeled
by (scalar) constant power injections in the equality constraints of the minimization problem.
In the DSE, on the other hand, the generators and their controls are represented by a set of
differential algebraic equations, thereby having more stringent requirements on the numerical
solution. Further, for the DSE, the dimension of the model and of the set of parameters is
much larger.

Table 1.1: Measurement scan rate of state estimators
Instrumentation and measurement system Scan rate (seconds)

Static state estimator RTUs and IEDs ≥ 1
Dynamic state estimator PMUs and phasor data concentrators (PDCs) ≤ 1/30

Lastly, as opposed to the SSE which is centralized, the DSE can either be centralized or
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(b) Decentralized DSE
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Figure 1.3: Conceptual comparison among different dynamic state estimators.

decentralized. In practice, however, there are important challenges associated with both,
centralized and decentralized DSEs. We will discuss this aspect in more details next.

Centralized DSE

Following the work of Modir and Schlueter [47], several DSEs [48–51] have been proposed
based on the conceptual idea of transmitting all the PMU measurements to a centralized
location, say the control center, where the DSE is supposedly installed. The assumption
is that the system is observable by PMUs. This configuration is referred to as centralized
DSE, see Fig. 1.3a. Due to the computational burden associated with the prediction step of
centralized DSEs, researchers have been adopting the Kron-reduced network model (KNM)
[52]. However, contrary to independent system operators (ISOs) and regional transmission
organizations (RTOs) that typically have access to the KNM, this is a hurdle for local
utilities because of limited data sharing across neighboring systems. Further, the KNM
assumes that the electric loads are modeled as constant admittances, thereby not allowing
for capturing the rich dynamics of composite electric loads [53]. Another important point
that has been overlooked is that a topology processor is required to determine the KNM
in real time; the existing topology processors embedded on the SSEs cannot supply this
demand. Nevertheless, although of reduced dimension, the graph of the KNM is full [52]
rather than sparse, hence sparsity techniques cannot be exploited. An alternative to the
KNM is dynamic reduced order models [54], but unfortunately they come at the price of
increasing the existing model uncertainties. The computational burden is another important
barrier to the adoption of centralized DSEs. A robust centralized DSE [50, 51] will be
presented in chapter 4.

Decentralized DSE

As an attempt to overcome the aforementioned challenges, decentralized DSEs have been
investigated [55,56]. The idea is to individually estimate the states of each generator at their
own location. See Fig. 1.3b. Because a decentralized DSE is designed for each generator (or
equivalent generator), only a PMU at the generator terminal is required. The decentralized
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DSE requires neither the model of the network nor the model of the electric loads, and it is
computationally inexpensive because of a reduced number of involved state variables. Fur-
ther, it offers the additional benefit of performing model calibration [57] without taking the
generator offline, which is an appealing attribute from the system’s reliability and economic
standpoints. However, although a decentralized DSE allows for local stability assessment,
control, and protection, for wide-area stability assessment and control, the DSE states will
still need to be communicated to centralized processing, like any other architecture shown
in Fig. 1.3; and, although the data transmissions in this case are not raw measurements
but actual system states, it is still necessary to ensure data integrity, cybersecurity, and ro-
bustness against bad or missing information at the receiving end, i.e., at the control center.
Additionally, in the event of loss of communication with a decentralized DSE, the states of
the associated generator must be forecast. To circumvent some of these issues, Paul et al. [58]
proposed a computationally distributed but physically centralized DSE, wherein the concep-
tual idea is to send all the measurements to a centralized location instead of performing the
estimation separately for each generator; see Fig. 1.3c. Although ingenious, the approach
in [58] relies on the reference signals of voltage and power that are accessible only to ISOs
and RTOs, thereby precluding its adoption by transmission companies and alike utilities.

In fact, most of the previously discussed challenges are either directly or indirectly related
to modeling. Given the promise that decentralized DSEs have in terms of reducing the
computational burden on increasing proliferations of sensors and data, and given its favorable
trade-off between local and wide-area assessments, a robust hierarchical decentralized DSE
based on the Koopman operator-theoretic framework is advocated in chapter 5.

1.1.2 Power system monitoring and control

The bottleneck preventing the fulfilling of the aforementioned control gap is time. Next, we
will elaborate to support this claim. The focus must certainly be on the dynamic security
monitoring applications, also referred to as dynamic security assessment [59]. Steady-state
security assessment will not be discussed, the interested reader is pointed to [31].

Dynamic security assessment

The applications based on time-domain simulations are among the most computationally
intensive ones running in the EMS. Despite the fact that the computational power has
significantly increased over the years, it is still challenging to perform real-time dynamic
security assessment of very large networks. For example, analyzing post-fault stability of
5,000 different system operating points for a list of 1,000 contingencies requires 5 million
dynamic simulations [60]. Different strategies have been used in order to handle (or reduce)
the burden of carrying out this task, among which two should be highlighted. The first
strategy focuses on the computational architecture, typically parallel and distributed pro-
cessing [60,61]. The second strategy focuses on dynamic reduced order models [54] that can
be processed much faster. These strategies have enabled the computation of dynamic secu-
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rity regions for very large systems; for details about the strategies being adopted in different
countries, refer to [60,62].

An approach to address the above challenges centers around the idea that power system
transient stability can be understood as the separation of two generation areas. See [62,63].
Although cascading effects might lead to further separations, it is claimed that it is of interest
to avoid the initial separation, which is caused by a power imbalance in which generators
of one area accelerate (or decelerate) with respect to the other. This leads to the concept
of two coherent groups of generators, denominated critical and noncritical clusters. The
critical cluster is defined to be the one with smaller inertia. If the critical cluster accelerates
with respect to the noncritical cluster, it is said that it swings forward; if it decelerates then
it swings backward. The importance of knowing whether the critical cluster swings forward
(backward) lies on the fact that the corrective measure would be to reduce (increase) its
generation. Although this assumption might be verified in some practical cases, it does not
hold true in general. In fact, the results demonstrated in [64] offer a contradiction to such an
assumption, since they show that the coherent groups of generators oscillating together are
dependent on the disturbance location. In short, the researchers and practitioners working
along these lines were essentially motivated by the possibility of adopting the equal-area
criterion to assess rotor angle transient stability; and the reason why they would like to rely
on such index is time. The equal-area criterion can be computed fast, even for very large
systems.

Due to the inherent computational burden associated with dynamic security assessment, only
preventive control actions can be performed, i.e., changing the operating point before a fault
happens to ensure that the system can withstand any a priori listed credible disturbance.
There is a lack of corrective real-time control schemes, i.e., following a disturbance. Although
special protection schemes are designed to be corrective rather than preventive, they are ad
hoc measures mainly based on protection relays. These are the result of limitations imposed
in the past by the available technology [65].

Along these lines, control schemes based on WAMS might be more effective on improving
the dynamic stability performance of power systems, particularly for inter-area oscillations.
In order to be effectively damped, the modes of oscillation have to be both observable and
controllable. The availability of wide-area measurements enables the choice of control inputs
carrying important information about inter-area oscillations that cannot be extracted from
local signals alone. In other words, the effectiveness of a conventional stabilizer using local
measurements might be limited by the relative amplitude of low-frequency governor and
local electromechanical modes. Using remote measurements as inputs, as opposed to local
measurements only, increases the stabilizer’s response to inter-area modes. If poor damping
levels for the inter-area oscillatory modes are detected, control schemes might ultimately act
tuning power systems stabilizers (PSS), static VAR compensators and high-voltage direct
current links.

In fact, it is widely recognized by researchers and practitioners that most of the real-time
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countermeasures/controls will require WAMS, with intensive use of communication networks.
However, the computational burden and the uncertainties associated with model-based ap-
proaches will preclude their adoption for this problem. Now, given the availability of massive
amounts of data, the question is can we extract information and perform control actions
without the use of models? Or perhaps can we extract the model itself from real-time mea-
surements? Aligned with this idea, the Koopman operator-theoretic framework has been
shown to have interesting properties and potential for integration of data analysis into our
mathematical knowledge of electric power systems.

1.2 Research objective and significance

The research objective is to develop a robust, data-driven framework for system identification,
dynamic state estimation, and control of electric power systems using the Koopman operator-
theoretic framework.

The significance of this study lies on the fact that the Koopman operator-theoretic framework
might offer an alternative solution to the lack of corrective controls in electric power systems,
which has contributed to the missed opportunity of preventing the occurrence of large scale
blackouts. This framework aligns with and complements the vision of autonomous energy
grids [66, 67].

1.3 Summary of achievements
• A robust extended Kalman filter was developed [50,51], building upon the work of Gandhi

and Mili [68]. The developed method was applied to dynamic state estimation of electric
power systems, despite of being applicable to other dynamical systems.

• A robust, data-driven dynamic state estimator based on the Koopman operator-theoretic
framework was developed [69,70], following the work of Surana et al. [71–73].

• A robust filter that makes use of time correlation to identify and suppress outliers in
magnitude and phase angle of complex-valued datasets was developed. This robust filter
is an extension of the work of Tamburello and Mili [74–76], and it was applied in association
with the Prony method to identify electromechanical modes of oscillation in electric power
systems [77,78].

• A hybrid framework combining model-based and data-driven methods for hierarchical
decentralized, robust dynamic state estimation was originally proposed [79].

• A data-driven approach for the computation of modal participation factors for nonlinear
systems based on the Koopman operator-theoretic framework was developed [80].
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1.4 Organization of the dissertation

This dissertation proceeds as follows.

Chapter 2 provides an introduction to the Koopman operator theory, and to the numerical
methods available to estimate the Koopman modes, eigenvalues, and eigenfunctions.

Chapter 3 gives a formal treatment of the Kalman filter (KF) from the perspective of statistics
and estimation theory. A robust generalized-maximum likelihood Kalman filter is presented
in sequence. Then, the extended Kalman filter (EKF) is briefly introduced, followed by the
iterated extended Kalman filter, which provides a way of reducing the linearization errors
inherent to the EKF.

Chapter 4 presents the model-based, centralized, robust DSE that relies on the developed
robust extended Kalman filter. A discussion on the breakdown point of the estimator, as
well as its computational efficiency is also provided.

Chapter 5 develops an alternative, robust DSE that is data-driven and relies on the Koopman
operator-theoretic framework. Centralized and hierarchical decentralized configurations were
investigated.

Chapter 6 proposes a robust filter based on the iteratively reweighted phase-phase correlator
that is able to identify and suppress outliers in the magnitude and in the phase angle of
complex-valued data-sets.

Chapter 7 introduces a novel data-driven method to compute modal participation factors
for nonlinear systems based on the Koopman operator-theoretic framework, which is an
important step toward control applications of the Koopman operator theory.

Chapter 8 presents the final conclusions and provide directions of future research.



Chapter 2

Koopman operator

The Koopman operator is at the core of the work reported in this dissertation. Its theory has
been mostly developed within the fluid mechanics community. Perhaps the reason is that
the study of fluid dynamics is often times an ill-posed problem in the sense of Hadamard.
In particular, the dynamics of some fluid systems are so complex that there is no model
available. Hence, researchers within the fluid mechanics community are used to the idea of
extracting information from measurements to perform analysis and control; this is frequently
their only option. Within the electric power systems community, models of certain fidelity
are available and their performance is acceptable to a certain extent. However, due to the
undergoing modernization of the electric grids that is taken place in the U.S., this scenario is
changing fast and there is a growing interest on data-driven approaches. Yet, the Koopman
operator is relatively less known within the electric power systems community. Thus, we
start this chapter by presenting a brief historical development of this theory based on [81].

2.1 Historical evolution of the Koopman operator theory

The Koopman operator formalism originated in the early work of Bernard O. Koopman [82],
in 1931 [83]. He introduced the linear transformation that we now call the Koopman operator,
and realized that this transformation is unitary for Hamiltonian dynamical systems; the “U”
notation comes from the unitary property. This observation by Koopman inspired John
von Neumann [84] to give the first proof for a precise formulation of ergodic hypotheses,
known as the mean ergodic theorem. In the next year, they wrote a paper together, in
which they introduced the notion of the spectrum of a dynamical system, i.e. the spectrum
of the associated Koopman operator, and noted the connection between chaotic behavior
and the continuous part of the Koopman operator’s spectrum [85]. Interestingly, during
that period, other mathematicians were also studying nonlinear dynamical systems using
the theory of linear differential equations via nonlinear transformations. For example, the

14
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Swedish mathematician Torsten Carleman [86] was developing the theory of what we now
call the Carleman linearization [87].

For several decades after the work of Koopman and von Neumann, the notion of Koopman
operator was mostly limited to the study of measure-preserving systems. One could find it as
the unitary operator in the proof of the mean ergodic theorem, on discussions on the spectrum
of measure-preserving dynamical systems [88–90], or associated with Lie algebra [87]. It
seldom appeared in other applied fields until it was brought back to the general scene of
dynamical systems by Mezić and Banaszuk [91] and Mezić [92]. The first paper showed
how to construct important objects like invariant sets in high-dimensional state spaces from
data. It also emphasized the role of nontrivial eigenvalues of the Koopman operator to detect
periodic trends of dynamics amidst chaotic data. The second paper discussed the spectral
properties of the Koopman operator further, and introduced the notion of Koopman modes.
Both papers also discussed the idea of applying the Koopman operator-theoretic framework
to capture the regular components of data in systems with combination of chaotic and regular
behavior.

In 2009, the idea of Koopman mode decomposition (KMD) was applied to a complex fluid
dynamical system, namely, a jet in a cross flow [93]. This work showed the promise of
KMD in capturing the dynamically relevant structures in the flow and their associated time
scales. Unlike other decomposition techniques, KMD combines two advantageous properties:
it makes a clear connection between the measurements in the physical domain and the
dynamics in the state space, unlike proper orthogonal decomposition, and it is completely
data-driven, unlike the global mode analysis. The work in [93] also showed that KMD
can be computed through a numerical decomposition technique known as dynamic mode
decomposition (DMD) [94]. A review of the Koopman theory applied to fluid mechanics can
be found in [95].

In the recent years, the extent of KMD applications for data-driven analysis has enormously
grown. In power systems, numerical results based on the analysis of the point spectrum of
the Koopman operator were first demonstrated by Susuki and Mezić [64], with an applica-
tion on coherency identification. Other applications have also been exploited, including the
development of a precursor to rotor angle instability [96], a model-free technique for the as-
sessment of transient stability [97], a strategy for power grid islanding [98], a dynamic state
estimator [69,70,79], and a data-driven approach for the computation of modal participation
factors for nonlinear systems [80].

2.2 Dynamical systems theory

At the time of Newton, mathematicians and physicists discovered that differential equations
provide the precise tool to describe the laws of physics as applied to specific systems. Rela-
tively simple systems can be described by a finite number of variables, say x = [x1 x2 ... xn]>,
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called the state. The differential equation must then represent the physical laws governing the
evolution of the system. It is required that the knowledge of this state, as initial condition,
will be sufficient, together with the differential equation, to determine the future evolution
of the system uniquely. The mathematical description of such a system is therefore given by
a differential equation of the type

ẋ = f (t,x) . (2.1)

The vector-valued function f : Rn → Rn, representing the laws governing the evolution of the
system, is assumed to be known. It must be such that, together with the initial conditions,
x(t0) = x0, determines the solution x(t) uniquely.

If the function f in (2.1) does not depend on t, i.e., is of the form

ẋ = f (x) , (2.2)

then the system is said to be invariant in time and is called autonomous. For an autonomous
system, if x(t) is a solution, then x(t− t0) is also a solution for any t0. In other words, the
solutions are translation invariant.

Within the context of their mathematical study, autonomous systems are also called dynam-
ical systems [99]. A dynamical system, in the abstract sense, consists of two things: a set
of states through which we can describe the evolution of a system, and a rule for that evo-
lution. Although this viewpoint is very general and might be applied to almost any system
that evolves with time, often the fruitful and conclusive results are achievable when we pose
some mathematical structure on the dynamical system. For example, we often assume that
the set of states form a linear space with nice geometric properties, and that the rule of
evolution has some order of regularity on that space. The prominent examples of such dy-
namical systems are amply found in physics, where we use differential equations to describe
the change of physical variables with respect to time. In what follows, we specially focus on
dynamical systems that can be represented as in (2.2). Formally,

ẋ = f (x) , (2.3)

where the state x ∈ S ⊂ Rn, and f : S → Rn is a vector field on the state space. Occasion-
ally, we will specify some regularity conditions for f , like being smooth or differentiable. We
will also consider dynamical systems given by the discrete time map

xk+1 = T (xk) , (2.4)

where T : S → S is the map, and k ∈ Z is the discrete time index. Just like the continuous
time system in (2.3), we might need to make some extra assumptions on T . The discrete
time representation of dynamical systems does not often show up in physical systems, but we
can use it to represent continuous time systems, for example, through discrete time sampling.
This representation has the benefit of being more practical because the data collected from
dynamical systems often times comes in the form of discrete time samples.
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The study of the dynamical systems in (2.3) and (2.4) has been dominated by the geometric
viewpoint in much of the last century. In this viewpoint, originally due to Henri Poincaré
[100], the qualitative properties of the solution curves in the state space are studied using
geometric tools and the emphasis is put on the subsets of the state space that play an
important role in the asymptotic behavior of the trajectories. We briefly describe some
concepts from this theory here, but a more comprehensive exposition can be found in [101,
102].

Assuming that the solution to (2.3) exists, we define the solution map (also referred to as
the flow map, or simply the flow) F t : S → S to be the map that takes the initial state to
the state at time t, i.e.,

F t (x0) = x0 +

∫ t

x0,t′=0

f (x (t′)) dt′. (2.5)

The solution map satisfies the semi-group property, i.e., for every t2 > t1 ≥ 0,

F t2 ◦ F t1 (x0) = F t1 (x0) +

∫ t2

F t1 (x0),t′=0

f (x (t′)) dt′,

=

∫ F t1 (x0),t1

x0,t′=0

f (x (t′)) dt′ +

∫ t2

F t1 (x0),t′=0

f (x (t′)) dt′,

=

∫ t1+t2

x0,t′=0

f (x (t′)) dt′,

= F t1+t2 (x0) , (2.6)

where ◦ denotes the composition operator.

Some of the important geometric objects in the state space of continuous time dynamical
systems are briefly introduced next.

2.2.1 Elementary concepts of dynamical systems

Phase space (or state space)

The phase space, also referred to as the state space, is a space wherein all possible states of
the system are represented. Each one of the possible states corresponds to a unique point in
the phase space.

Orbit (or trajectory)

An orbit is a set of points in the state space that are related by the function that defines
the evolution of the dynamical system. An orbit is also a subset of the phase space, that is,
different orbits do not intersect in the phase space. The set of all orbits is a partition of the
phase space. The terms orbit and trajectory are often used interchangeably.
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Fixed point (or equilibrium point)

A fixed point is any point x in the state space for which f (x (t)) = 0 or F t (x) = x. In
other words, a fixed point is a contant orbit. The fixed points correspond to the equilibria of
physical systems. An important notion with regard to fixed points is the notion of stability,
that is, whether the trajectories starting in some neighborhood of a fixed point stay in
its neighborhood over time or not. Suppose that the system is slightly displaced from a
fixed point. Then, it might move back to the fixed point, in which case the system is said
asymptotically stable; or it might move away, in which case it is said unstable; or it might
move in a neighborhood of the fixed point but not approach it, in which case it is said stable
but not asymptotically stable. Fixed points are also called equilibrium points.

Periodic orbit

A periodic orbit is a special type of solution for a dynamical system, that is, a solution which
repeats itself in time. A periodic orbit in the plane is termed a limit cycle.

Limit cycle

Limit cycles are (isolated) closed curves in the state space which correspond to the time-
periodic solutions of (2.3). The generalized version of limit cycles are tori, Cartesian products
of circles, which are associated with quasi-periodic motion.

Invariant set

An invariant set B in the state space satisfies F t (B) ⊆ B for all t, i.e., the trajectories
starting in B remain in B. The invariant sets are important because we can isolate the
study of the dynamics on them from the rest of the state space, and they include other
important objects such as fixed points, limit cycles, attractors and invariant manifolds.

Attractor

An attractor is an attracting set with a dense orbit. An attracting set is an invariant subset
of the state space to which many initial conditions converge. A dense orbit is a trajectory
that comes arbitrarily close to any point on the attracting set. For example, a stable fixed
point, or stable limit cycle, is an attractor; conversely, the union of two separate stable
periodic orbits is an attracting set but not an attractor, because the trajectories on one
periodic orbit cannot come arbitrarily close to the other periodic orbit. A more complicated
example of attractor is the famous butterfly-shaped set in the chaotic Lorenz system which
is called a strange attractor.

Attractors are the objects that determine the asymptotic, that is post-transient or long-term,
dynamics of dissipative dynamical systems. In fact, the mere notion of dissipativity, which
we can think of as shrinkage in the state space, is enough to guarantee the existence of an
attractor in many systems [103]. In some cases, the state space contains more than one
attractor, and the attractors divide the state space into basins of attraction; any point in
the basin of attraction of an attractor will converge to it over infinite time.
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Basin of attraction

The basin of attraction is a region of the phase space that surrounds an attractor. Any point
inside this region will eventually converge to the attractor. In the case of a stable linear
system, every point in the phase space is in the basin of attraction. Conversely, in the case
of nonlinear systems, a point in the phase space might map to infinity, lie in a different basin
of attraction and thus converge to a different attractor, or map to a non-attracting point or
cycle where it will remain.

Hartman-Grobman Theorem

The asymptotic stability of fixed points of nonlinear systems can be established by rely-
ing on the Hartman-Grobman theorem [104]. The original Hartman-Grobman theorem for
nonlinear systems is local [102], in the sense that we know a conjugacy exists for some
neighborhood of the fixed point. The Koopman operator theory has been used to generalize
the Hartman-Grobman theorem, thereby providing a linearizing coordinate transform that
extended the conjugacy to the entire basin of attraction of a stable or unstable fixed point
or periodic orbit [105,106].

Bifurcation

Bifurcation is a change in the qualitative behavior of all the trajectories due to the changes
in the vector field f . For example, if we add some forcing term to the vector field f , a stable
fixed point might turn unstable or a limit cycle might appear out of the blue.

Having introduced some of the most elementary concepts of dynamical systems, we now
discuss the classical approach to study dynamical systems.

2.2.2 Classical approach to the study of dynamical systems

In the classical approach, we start by discovering or building a model of the form of (2.3) or
of (2.4). Sometimes, it is possible to find analytic or approximated solutions and use them
to analyze the system dynamics, i.e., finding the attractors, invariant manifolds, imminent
bifurcations, and so on. A lot of times, this is not possible and it is necessary to use various
estimates or approximation techniques to evaluate the qualitative behavior of the system, for
example, constructing Lyapunov functions to prove the stability of a fixed point. But most
of the times, if we want a quantitative analysis or prediction, we have to employ numerical
computation and then extract information by looking at a collection of trajectories in the
state space.

This approach has contributed the most to the knowledge of dynamical and physical systems,
but it is falling short in treating the high-dimensional systems that lie in the forefront of
science and technology. A set of classic examples, which regularly arises in physics, is the
set of systems that are governed by partial differential equations. In these systems, the state
space is infinite-dimensional and the adopted numerical models might have up to billions
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of degrees of freedom. Some examples of more recent interest include climate system of
the earth, smart cars and buildings, electric power systems, and biological systems with
interacting components like neural networks. The first problem with the traditional approach
is that simulating the evolution of trajectories for these systems is just devastating due to the
large size of the problem. Moreover, except for 2- or 3-dimensional systems, the geometric
objects in the state space are difficult to realize and verify. The second problem is the
uncertainty in the models or even the sheer lack of a model for simulation or analysis–in
particular to electric power systems, model uncertainty is a timely topic due to the rapid
growth of the number of renewable energy sources being deployed in the grid. As a result,
the field of dynamical analysis has started shifting toward a less model-based and more
data-driven perspective. This shift is not only motivated by the need to overcome the above
problems, but it is also fueled by the increasing amount of data produced by today’s powerful
computational resources and experimental apparatus. In the next section, we introduce the
Koopman operator theory, which is a promising framework for the integration of data analysis
into the mathematical knowledge of dynamical systems.

2.3 Koopman operator

In the context of dynamical systems, we interpret the data as knowledge of some variable(s)
related to the state of the system. A natural way to put this into the mathematical form
is to assume that data is knowledge of variables which are functions of the state. We call
these functions observables of the system. Let us discuss an example. The motion of the
synchronous generators of an electric power system constitutes a dynamical system. For
now, let us neglect the existence of the generator’s controllers such as the governor and
the excitation systems. One way to realize the state space is to think of it as the set of
all generators’ rotor acceleration that satisfy the Newton’s second law for rotation. The
generator rotors’ speed changes with time according to a rule of evolution which is the swing
equation given in Appendix A.1. Some examples of observables on this system are voltage
magnitude/phase angle at given buses, and electric power injected into the system by the
generators. In all these examples, the knowledge of the state, i.e. the generators’ rotor
angle and speed, uniquely determines the value of the observable. We see that this definition
allows us to think of the data from most of the electric power systems measurements and
simulations as values of observables. We also note that there are some type of data that
don’t fit the above definition as an observable of the system. For example, the generators’
field current are not observables of the above system, since they cannot be determined by
mere knowledge of the rotor angle and speed. In this case, we can alter our dynamical system
to include that observable as well: we define a second dynamical system, given in Appendix
A.2, which would explain all the above observables. We observe that determining the notion
of observables on a system requires a careful consideration of the underlying processes that
affects those observables.
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In light of the above discussion, we can formulate the data-driven analysis of dynamical sys-
tems as follows: Given the knowledge of an observable in the form of time series generated by
experiment or simulation, what can we say about the evolution of the state? The Koopman
operator theory provides a solution framework by describing the precise relationship between
the evolution of observables and the evolution of state.

2.3.1 Koopman operator for continuous time dynamical systems

Consider the continuous time dynamical system given in (2.3). We define g : S → R to be a
real-valued observable on this dynamical system. The collection of all such observables forms
a linear vector space. We can define a one-parameter semi-group of Koopman operators,
denoted by {U t}t≥0, where each element of this semi-group is given by

U tg (x) = g ◦ F t (x) = g
(
F t (x)

)
, (2.7)

where F t (x) is the solution map as defined in (2.5). The linearity of U t follows from the
linearity of the composition operator, i.e.,

U [g1 + g2] (x) = [g1 + g2] ◦ f (x) = g1 ◦ f (x) + g2 ◦ f (x) = Ug1 (x) + Ug2 (x) . (2.8)

The semi-group property of {U t}t≥0 follows from the semi-group property of the solution
map for autonomous dynamical systems given in (2.6), i.e.,

U t2U t1g (x) = U t2g ◦ F t1 (x) = g ◦ F t2 ◦ F t1 (x) = g ◦ F t1+t2 (x) = U t1+t2g (x) . (2.9)

2.3.2 Koopman operator for discrete time dynamical systems

Consider the discrete time dynamical system given in (2.4). The Koopman operator, U ,
given by

Ug (x) = g ◦ T (x) = g (T (x)) , (2.10)

is a linear transformation on the vector space formed by g. Again, the linearity of the
Koopman operator follows from the linearity of the composition operation, i.e.,

U [g1 + g2] (x) = [g1 + g2] ◦ T (x) = g1 ◦ T (x) + g2 ◦ T (x) = Ug1 (x) + Ug2 (x) . (2.11)

2.3.3 Existence and uniqueness of the Koopman operator

In general, the Koopman operator exists by definition. In a discrete time setting, for instance,
the Koopman operator associated with a discrete time map T is the operator U such that
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Ug = g ◦T . This operator always exists as long as T exists, and it is unique as long as T is
unique.

In summary, we can think of the Koopman operator viewpoint as a lifting of the dynamics
from the state space to the space of observables. The advantage of this lifting is that it
provides a linear rule of evolution - given by Koopman operator - while the disadvantage
is that the space of observables is infinite dimensional. In the next section, we discuss the
spectral theory of the Koopman operator which leads to linear expansions for data generated
by nonlinear dynamical systems.

2.4 Linear expansion in Koopman tuples

A somewhat naive but useful way of thinking about linear operators is to imagine them as
infinite-dimensional matrices. Then, just like matrices, it is always useful to look at the their
eigenvalues and eigenvectors since they give a better understanding of how a matrix acts on
a vector space.

Now, let F be the space of observables, which are scalar-valued functions θ : S → C defined
on the state space S. In what follows, we assume that the observables are continuous, i.e.,
F ⊂ C0(S).

2.4.1 Koopman linear expansion for continuous time dynamical sys-
tems

Consider the dynamical system given by (2.3). We call the pair (φi, λi) an eigenfunction-
eigenvalue pair of the Koopman operator if they satisfy

U tφi = eλitφi. (2.12)

The set of all Koopman eigenvalues λi, i = 1, 2, ..., is referred to as the point spectrum of
the Koopman operator [92]. Note that the Koopman operator might also have residual and
continuous parts of spectrum.

An interesting property of the Koopman eigenfunctions which we will use later is that if
(φi, λi) and (φj, λj) are two distinct eigenfunction-eigenvalue pairs, then

U t (φi · φj) = (φi · φj) ◦ F t =
(
φi ◦ F t

)
·
(
φj ◦ F t

)
=
(
U tφi

)
·
(
U tφj

)
= e(λi+λj)t (φi · φj) ,

(2.13)
and (φi · φj, λi + λj) is also an eigenfunction-eigenvalue pair.

For now, let us assume that all the observables of the dynamical system lie in the linear span
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of such Koopman eigenfunctions, that is,

g (x) =
∞∑
i=0

υiφi (x) , (2.14)

where υi are the coefficients of the expansion, so-called Koopman modes [93]. Then we can
describe the evolution of observables as

U tg (x) =
∞∑
i=0

υie
λitφi (x0) , (2.15)

which says that the evolution of g has a linear expansion in terms of the Koopman eigen-
functions. If we fix the initial state x = x0, we see that the signal generated by measuring g
over a trajectory, which is given by U tg (x0) = g ◦ F t (x0) is the sum of (an infinite number
of) sinusoids and exponentials.

2.4.2 Koopman linear expansion for discrete time dynamical sys-
tems

Now, consider the dynamical system given by (2.4). The Koopman eigenvalues and Koopman
eigenfunctions are defined as follows:

Uφi = µiφi, (2.16)

implying that (2.12) and (2.16) are equivalent with µki = eλit for fixed t.

Here, if (φi, µi) and (φj, µj) are two distinct eigenfunction-eigenvalue pairs, then

U (φi · φj) = (φi · φj) ◦ T = (φi ◦ T ) · (φj ◦ T ) = (Uφi) · (Uφj) = (µi · µj) (φi · φj) , (2.17)

and (φi · φj, µi · µj) is also an eigenfunction-eigenvalue pair.

Now, using (2.4), we have that

φi (xk+1) = φi (T (xk)) = Uφi (xk) = µiφi (xk) , (2.18)

and it follows that
φi (xk) = µki φi (x0) . (2.19)

Now, if all the observables of (2.4) lie within the span of the Koopman eigenfunctions, then

g(xk) =
∞∑
i=1

φi(xk)υi. (2.20)

Substituting (2.19) into (2.20), we have that

g(xk) =
∞∑
i=1

µki φi(x0)υi. (2.21)
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2.4.3 Nonlinear systems with Koopman linear expansion

It turns out that the linear expansion in (2.15) holds for a large class of nonlinear systems,
including the ones that have hyperbolic fixed points, limit cycles, and tori. For these systems,
the spectrum of the Koopman operator consists of only eigenvalues, and their associated
eigenfunctions span the space of observables. Now we consider some of these systems in
more detail. We borrow these examples from [106], where more details on the regularity of
the system and related proofs can be found.

Limit cycle

Limit cycling is a nonlinear property in the sense that there is no linear system, ẋ = Ax,
that can generate a limit cycle, i.e. an isolated periodic orbit. If a limit cycle has time period
T = 1/f where f is the frequency, then the signal generated by measuring g (x) while x is
moving around the limit cycle is going to be T -periodic. From Fourier analysis, we have

g (x) =
∞∑
i=0

υie
(
√
−1)i(2π/T )t =

∞∑
i=0

υie
(
√
−1)i(2πf)t =

∞∑
i=0

υie
(
√
−1)iωt, (2.22)

where υi, i = 0, 1, ..., are the Fourier coefficients,
√
−1 is the imaginary unit, and ω = 2πf

is the angular speed. We can construct the eigenfunctions by letting φi (x) = e(
√
−1)iωt, and

eigenvalues by λi =
(√
−1
)
iω. It is easy to check that (φi, λi) satisfy (2.12), and the above

equation is the Koopman linear expansion of g.

Hyperbolic fixed point

Consider a nonlinear system with a hyperbolic fixed point, that is, the linearization around
the fixed points yields a matrix whose eigenvalues don’t lie on the imaginary axis. There
are a few well-known results in dynamical systems theory, such as the Hartman-Grobman
theorem [102], which state that the nonlinear system is conjugate to a linear system of the
same dimension in a neighborhood of the fixed point. To be more precise, they say that there
is an invertible coordinate transformation x = X (x) such that the dynamics on x-coordinate
is given by ẋ = Ax, with the solution x (t) = eAtx (0) and such that

F t (x) = X−1
(
eAtX (x)

)
, (2.23)

i.e., to solve the nonlinear system, we can lift it to the x-coordinate, solve the linear system,
and then transform it back to the x-coordinate. We first show the Koopman linear expansion
for the linear systems, and then use the conjugacy to derive the expansion for the nonlinear
system.

Let vi and λi, i = 1, ..., n, denote, respectively, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of A. The
Koopman eigenfunctions for the linear system are simply the eigen-coordinates, that is

φ
i
(x) = 〈x,wi〉, (2.24)
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where 〈x,wi〉 denotes the inner product between x and wi, and wi are the normalized
eigenvectors of the complex conjugate transpose of A, denoted by A∗. To see this note that

U tφ
i
(x) = 〈U tx,wi〉 = 〈eAtx,wi〉 = 〈x, eA∗twi〉

= 〈x, eλ∗i twi〉 = eλit〈x,wi〉 = eλitφ
i
(x) . (2.25)

It is easy to show that φi (x) = φ
i
(X (x)) are the eigenfunctions of the Koopman operator

for the nonlinear system. Other Koopman eigenfunctions can be easily constructed using
the algebraic structure noted in (2.13).

To find the Koopman expansion for the nonlinear system it is easier to further transform
x into a decoupled linear system. If the matrix A is diagonalizable and V is the matrix
of its eigenvectors, then the state variables of the diagonal system are, not surprisingly, the
Koopman eigenfunctions, i.e.,

z = [z1, ..., zn]> = V −1x =
[
φ

1
(x) , ..., φ

n
(x)
]>

= [φ1 (x) , ..., φn (x)]> , (2.26)

where ·> denotes the transpose of a vector.

Now, consider an observable of the nonlinear dynamical system

g (x) = g
(
X−1 (x)

)
= g

(
X−1 (V z)

)
= g (z) , (2.27)

where g is real analytic in z, and so is x. The Taylor expansion of this observable in variable
z reads

g (x) = g (z) =
∑

{k1,...,kn}∈Nn
αk1,...,knz

k1
1 ...z

kn
n

=
∑

{k1,...,kn}∈Nn
αk1,...,knφ

k1
1 (x) ...φknn (x) . (2.28)

Using the algebraic property of the Koopman eigenfunctions in (2.13), we can write the
Koopman linear expansion of g as

U tg =
∑

{k1,...,kn}∈Nn
αk1,...,kne

(k1λ1+...+knλn)φk1
1 ...φ

kn
n . (2.29)

Basin of attraction of a (stable) limit cycle

Now consider the motion in the basin of attraction of a (stable) limit cycle. The Koopman
linear expansion for observables on such system can be constructed by, roughly speaking,
combining the above two examples. That is, observables are decomposed into Koopman
eigenfunctions, and each Koopman eigenfunction is a product of a periodic component,
corresponding to the limit cycling, and a linearly contracting component for the stable motion
toward the limit cycle. The development of this expansion is lengthy and can be found
in [106].
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2.4.4 Spectrum of the Koopman operator for chaotic dynamical
systems

The major class of dynamical systems for which the Koopman linear expansion does not
hold is the class of chaotic dynamical systems. It turns out that for these systems, the
eigenfunctions of the Koopman operator do not span the space of observables and we cannot
decompose fluctuations of the system all into exponentials and sinusoids. In such cases the
Koopman operator usually possesses a continuous spectrum. The continuous spectrum of the
Koopman operator is similar to the power spectrum of a stationary stochastic process where
the energy content is spread over a range of frequencies. In fact, if our dynamical system is
measure-preserving (which is typically true for evolution on attractors) the spectral density
of the Koopman operator coincides with the power spectral density of observable evolution.
For more on this, and generally the connection between stochastic processes and Koopman
representation of deterministic dynamics, see [107]. We also note that chaos in measure-
preserving system is associated by continuous spectrum but continuous spectrum can also
be seen in non-chaotic systems. See the cautionary tale in [106]. The continuous spectrum
is further discussed in [92,107,108].

What is more interesting is that some systems might possess mixed spectra which is a combi-
nation of eigenvalues and continuous spectrum. For these systems the evolution of a generic
observable is composed of two parts: one part associated with eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
which evolves linearly in time and a fully chaotic part corresponding to continuous spectrum.
As such, the linear expansion, and the Koopman modes that will be defined next, do not
hold for part of the data. Examples of systems with mixed spectra are given in [91,107].

2.5 Estimation of the Koopman tuples

To this point, we have considered a single observable, g (x). However, the measurements
acquired from dynamical systems are often times made available as multiple observables. For
example, in electric power systems, we typically have access to the time series of power flows
and bus voltages, or in the study of climate dynamics there are recordings of atmospheric
temperature measured at different stations around the globe. We can easily integrate these
multiplicity of time-series data into the Koopman operator-theoretic framework.

Consider a vector-valued observable g : S → Rm, such that g = [g1 ... gm]>, gj : S → R,
1 ≤ j ≤ m. If we apply the Koopman linear expansion (2.15) to each gj, we can collect all
those expansions into a vector-valued linear expansion for g,

U tg (x) =
∞∑
i=0

υie
λitφi (x) . (2.30)

The above expansion is the KMD of the observable g, and υi is called the Koopman mode
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of observable g at the eigenvalue λi. The Koopman modes are in fact the projection of
the observable onto the Koopman eigenfunctions. We can think of υi as a structure, or
shape, within the data that evolves as eλit with time. Let us examine the concept of the
Koopman modes in the examples mentioned above. In the context of power networks, we can
associate the network instabilities with the Koopman eigenvalues that grow in time, that is
<{λi} > 0, and as such, the entries of Koopman mode υi give the relative amplitude of each
node in unstable growth and hence predict which nodes are most susceptible to breakdown.
In the example of climate time series, the Koopman modes of temperature recordings give
us the spatial pattern, depending on the location of stations, of temperature change that is
proportional to eλit, and therefore indicate the spots with extreme variations.

In some physical problems, we have a field of observables, i.e., an observable that assigns a
physical field to each element of the state space. A prominent example is a fluid flow. The
pressure field over a sub-domain of the flow, or the whole vorticity field, are two examples of
field of observable defined on a flow, since the knowledge of the flow state, e.g. instantaneous
velocity field, uniquely determines those fields. We can formalize the notion of a field of
observable as a function g : (S,Ω)→ R where Ω is the flow domain and g (x, z) determines
the value of the field at point z in the flow domain when the flow is at state x. The Koopman
linear expansion for g would be

U tg (x, z) =
∞∑
i=0

υi (z) eλitφi (x) . (2.31)

where the Koopman mode υi (z) is a fixed field by itself, and similar to the Koopman modes,
determines a shape function on Ω which grows with the amplitude eλit in time. In a fluid
flow, the Koopman modes of vorticity, are steady vorticity fields, and the whole flow can be
decomposed into such fields, with amplitudes that grow as eλit.

Now, for simplicity, suppose that we measure (or simulate) the evolution of states directly.
In other words, suppose that the observable function is the identity map, i.e., g (xk) = xk.
Then, in what follows, consider a sequential set of data vectors {x0, ...,xN} coming from
either measurements or simulations, where each x ∈ Rn. Assume that the data originate
from linear dynamics, expressed as

xk+1 = Kxk, (2.32)

and that the matrix K is unknown. Nonetheless, even if the data originate from nonlinear
dynamics, it is assumed that an operatorK is able to approximate the underlying dynamics.

2.5.1 Modified Arnoldi method

Rowley et al. [93] showed that the so-called empirical Ritz values and empirical Ritz vectors
approximate, respectively, the Koopman eigenvalues λi and factors φi (x0)υi in terms of a
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finite truncation. The empirical Ritz values and vectors are computed in [93] using a modified
version of the Arnoldi algorithm that does not require explicit knowledge of the underlying
system matrix. This variant of the Arnoldi algorithm was put forth by Saad in [109].

Consider the sequential data generated by the linear dynamics (2.32). Define a residual
vector r, such that

r = xN −
N−1∑
i=0

cixi,

= xN −Xc, (2.33)

where X = [x0 ... xN−1], and c = [c0 ... cN−1]>.

The constants ci are chosen such that

r ⊥ span {x0, ...,xN−1} . (2.34)

Pre-multiplying (2.33) by X>, and by virtue of (2.34), one has

X>r = X>xN −
(
X>X

)
c = b− Y c = 0. (2.35)

Because matrix Y is not full rank, it is impossible to determine a unique minimizer c ∈ RN

of the norm ‖b− Y c‖. In [64], the authors proposed to minimize the norm by using the
Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of Y , denoted by Y †. Thus,

c = Y †b. (2.36)

Now, consider the Companion matrix

C =


0 0 ... 0 c0

1 0 0 c1

0 1 0 c2
...

... . . . ...
0 0 . . . 1 cN−1

 . (2.37)

The empirical Ritz values are solutions to det (C − λI) = 0, where I is the identity matrix.
Finally, define the Vandermonde matrix

V =


1 λ1 λ2

1 ... λN−1
1

1 λ2 λ2
2 ... λN−1

2
...

...
... . . . ...

1 λN λ2
N ... λN−1

N

 . (2.38)
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Vandermonde matrices and Companion matrices are closely related, in that V diagonalizes
the companion matrix C, as long as the eigenvalues λ1, λ2, ..., λm are distinct. The empirical
Ritz vectors are defined as the columns of XV −1. The empirical Ritz values are good
approximations of the Koopman eigenvalues, λi. The empirical Ritz vectors, in turn, are
approximations of the Koopman modes υi scaled by constant values φi (x0). Nevertheless,
they are computed for a finite sum as in (2.39) instead of an infinite sum.


xk =

N∑
i=1

λkiυi, for k = 1, ..., N − 1,

xN = r +
N∑
i=1

λNi υi,

(2.39)

where r is a residual vector that accounts for the approximation errors.

2.5.2 Dynamic mode decomposition

The original dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) algorithm by Schmid and Sesterhenn
[94,110] was also formulated in terms of a Companion matrix. Then, Rowley et al. [93] made
the connection to the modified Arnoldi algorithm and to Koopman operator theory. However,
as argued by Tu et al. [111], the algorithm based on the singular value decomposition (SVD)
is more numerically stable. We present it next.

Consider the sequential data generated by the linear dynamics (2.32). Arrange the data into
matrices,

X = [x0 ... xN−1] , X+ = [x1 ... xN ] . (2.40)

Compute the reduced SVD of X,
X = UΣV ∗, (2.41)

where U is an n× r real or complex matrix, Σ is an r× r diagonal matrix with non-negative
real numbers on the diagonal, V is an m× r real or complex matrix, and r denotes the rank
of X.

Now, define the matrix
∼
K := UX+V Σ−1. (2.42)

Compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
∼
K, denoted by

∼
Kw = λw. (2.43)

The DMD mode associated with the DMD eigenvalue λ is given by
∼
υ := Uw. (2.44)

Following Tu et al. [111],
∼
υ are referred to as the projected DMD modes.
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2.5.3 Exact dynamic mode decomposition

The DMD algorithm is formulated under the assumption that the set of data vectors {x0, ...,xN}
is sequential and ordered. Also, the vectors should satisfy (2.32), at least approximately. Tu
et al. [111] relaxed these restrictions on the data by considering data pairs {(x1,y1) , ..., (xN ,yN)},
as follows.

Define the data matrices

X := [x1 ... xN ] , X+ := [y1 ... yN ] . (2.45)

From Table 2.1, note that the data matrices defined for the DMD algorithm are a special
case of the ones defined for the exact DMD, with yk = xk+1.

Table 2.1: Comparison between data matrices
Data matrix DMD Exact DMD

X [x0 ... xN−1] [x1 ... xN ]
X+ [x1 ... xN ] [y1 ... yN ]

For a dataset given by (2.45), define the operator

K := X+X†. (2.46)

The dynamic mode decomposition of the pair (X,X+) is given by the eigendecomposition
of K. That is, the DMD modes and eigenvalues are the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of K.
The exact DMD algorithm is as follows.

Arrange the data pairs {(x1,y1) , ..., (xN ,yN)} into matrices X and X+, as in (2.45).

Compute the reduced SVD of X,
X = UΣV ∗. (2.47)

Now, define the matrix
∼
K := UX+V Σ−1. (2.48)

Compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
∼
K, denoted by

∼
Kw = λw. (2.49)

The DMD mode corresponding to the DMD eigenvalue λ is given by

υ :=
1

λ
X+V Σ−1w. (2.50)

The interested reader is referred to [111] for more details on the exact DMD.
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2.5.4 Extended dynamic mode decomposition

Williams et al. [112] originally proposed the extended dynamic mode decomposition (EDMD).
Instead of the original EDMD formulation, we rely on a slightly different formulation that
has been proposed by Klus et al. [113]. The important difference is that Klus et al. utilize
the left eigenvectors of the finite-dimensional approximation of the Koopman operator to
perform a similarity transformation, whereas Williams et al. make use of the right eigenvec-
tors. It turns out that this subtle detail is important for the participation factors developed
in chapter 7. Thus, following Klus et al. [113], consider a set of snapshots of the system
states, xk. Now, define the matrices

X = [x1 ... xN ] and X+ = [y1 ... yN ] , (2.51)

X,X+ ∈ Rn×N . Also, define a vector of observable functions

g (xk) = [g1 (xk) ; ...; gq (xk)]
> , (2.52)

where g : Rn → Rq, and the matrices of observables,

OX = [g (x1) ... g (xN)] , OX+ = [g (y1) ... g (yN)] , (2.53)

OX ,OX+ ∈ Rq×N . A finite-dimensional approximation to the Koopman operator is esti-
mated as follows:

K = OX+O
†
X , (2.54)

where K ∈ Rq×q. The eigenvalues of K are a finite-dimensional approximation to the
Koopman eigenvalues, whereas the Koopman eigenfunctions, φi, are given by

φ (xk) = Ξg (xk) , (2.55)

where Ξ =
[
ξ>1 ; ...; ξ>q

]
contains the left eigenvectors ofK, and φ (xk) = [φ1 (xk) ; ...; φq (xk)]

>.

Finally, in order to obtain the Koopman modes for the full-state observable, i.e. g (xk) = xk,
let B ∈ Rn×q be a matrix defined such that

xk = Bg (xk) . (2.56)

From (2.55), we have that g (xk) = Ξ−1φ (xk), and

xk = Bg (xk) = BΞ−1φ (xk) , (2.57)

where Ξ−1 contains the right eigenvectors of K.

Therefore the Koopman modes are the column vectors, υi, i = 1, ..., q, of Υ = BΞ−1,
Υ ∈ Cn×q, and

xk =

q∑
i=1

φi (xk)υi =

q∑
i=1

φi (x0)υiλ
k
i . (2.58)

The convergence of the EDMD to the Koopman operator was demonstrated by Korda and
Mezić [114], and by Arbabi and Mezić [115].
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2.5.5 Other numerical methods

The computation of the Koopman tuples (modes, eigenfunctions and eigenvalues) has seen a
lot of major advancements. For post transient systems, the Koopman eigenvalues lie on the
unit circle and Fourier analysis techniques can be used to find the Koopman spectrum and
modes [91]. For dissipative systems, the Koopman spectral properties can be computed using
a theoretical algorithm known as the Generalized Laplace Analysis [116]. In practice however,
DMD remains the more popular technique for computation of Koopman spectrum from data.
The works in [117] and [111] discussed the linear algebraic properties of the algorithm and
suggested new variations for better performance and wider applications. Various important
variants of the DMD algorithm have been proposed. Jovanović et al. [118] developed a
sparsity-promoting variant of the DMD algorithm. Kutz et al. [119, 120] developed a DMD
algorithm that allows for a hierarchical separation of multiresolution time-scale components.
Proctor et al. [121] developed a DMD algorithm that is able disambiguate between the
underlying dynamics and the effects of actuation. Due to constant growth in the size of
the available data, new alterations or improvements of DMD are also devised to handle
high-dimensional data sets [122, 123], different sampling techniques [111, 123, 124] and noise
[125,126].

2.6 Concluding remarks

The ultimate goal of many data analysis techniques is to provide information that can be used
to predict and manipulate a system to our benefit. Application of the Koopman operator
techniques to data-driven prediction and control are just being developed, with a few-year lag
behind the above work. This lag is perhaps due to the need to account for the effect of input in
the formalism, but promising results have already appeared in this line of research. The work
in [127] showed an example of an optimal controller which was designed based on a finite-
dimensional Koopman linear expansion of nonlinear dynamics. The works in [69–73,79] have
developed a framework to build state estimators for nonlinear systems based on Koopman
expansions. More recent works, have shown successful examples of Koopman linear predictors
for nonlinear systems [128], and optimal controllers of Hamiltonian systems designed based
on Koopman eigenfunctions [129]. More recent applications include feedback control of fluid
flows by using Koopman linear models computed from data in a model-predictive control
framework [130,131].



Chapter 3

Discrete time Kalman filtering

In the previous chapter, we introduced the Koopman operator theory for continuous time
dynamical systems of the form

ẋ = f (x) ,

where f : S → Rn is a vector field on the state space S. We have also considered discrete
time dynamical systems of the form

xk+1 = T (xk) ,

where T : S → S is a discrete time map. Note that the discrete time map was denoted by a
capital letter, T . In this chapter, and in the remaining of this dissertation, f(·) might either
denote a vector field or a discrete time map. This choice is made in an effort to keep the
notation of the present text consistent with the literature on Kalman filtering [132–134].

There are several ways to approach the Kalman filtering theory. In this chapter, we approach
the Kalman filtering theory from the viewpoint of someone working in the field of estimation.
This choice is motivated by our final goal, which is to introduce the reader to a relatively
new and less known version of the Kalman filter that presents high statistical efficiency when
the system and observation errors in the Kalman filter deviate from Gaussianity.

This chapter proceeds as follows. In section 3.1, we present the classical discrete time Kalman
filter. In section 3.2, we introduce the notion of robust Kalman filter. This closes the part
of this chapter dealing with linear systems. In section 3.3, we present the classical discrete
time extended Kalman filter, which is probably the most popular version of the Kalman filter
applied to nonlinear systems. Finally, in section 3.4, we present a slightly modified version
of the extended Kalman filter, which is referred to as the iterated extended Kalman filter
and has improved performance under high nonlinearities.

33
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3.1 Kalman filter

Consider the discrete time linear control system,

xk = Fk−1xk−1 + uk−1 +wk−1, (3.1)

where xk ∈ Rn is the state vector, Fk : Rn → Rn is the state transition matrix, uk ∈ Rp

is the input vector, and wk ∈ Rn is the system error vector that accounts for model and
parameter uncertainties.

Furthermore, consider the observation equation,

yk = Hkxk + vk, (3.2)

where yk ∈ Rm is the observation vector, Hk : Rn → Rm is the observation matrix, and
vk ∈ Rm is the observation error vector; in addition to model and parameter uncertainties,
vk also accounts for measurement noise.

Before proceeding, the following assumptions are in order.

Assumption 1. wk and vk are independent Gaussian white processes with zero mean and
known covariance matrices, Qk and Rk respectively, i.e.,

E [wk] = 0 ∀k ∈ Z, (3.3)
E [vk] = 0 ∀k ∈ Z, (3.4)

E
[
wkw

>
k

]
= Qk, (3.5)

E
[
vkv

>
k

]
= Rk, (3.6)

E
[
wkw

>
j

]
= E

[
vkv

>
j

]
= 0 ∀k, j ∈ Z, k 6= j, (3.7)

E
[
wkv

>
j

]
= 0 ∀k, j ∈ Z, (3.8)

where E [·] denotes the expectation operator.

Assumption 2. uk is a known deterministic input vector for all k ∈ Z.

Assumption 3. Fk and Hk are known deterministic matrices for all k ∈ Z.

The Kalman filter is a prediction-correction process, as follows.

Prediction step

Suppose that an estimate of the state at time k − 1, x̂k−1|k−1, is available.

The predicted state at time k is given by

x̂k|k−1 = Fk−1x̂k−1|k−1 + uk−1. (3.9)
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The true state at time k is given by

xk = Fk−1xk−1 + uk−1 +wk−1, (3.10)

where xk and xk−1 are the true state at time k and k − 1, respectively.

Define the following error vectors:

Prediction error := ek|k−1 = xk − x̂k|k−1. (3.11)
State estimate error := ek−1|k−1 = xk−1 − x̂k−1|k−1. (3.12)

Also, since uk is a known deterministic input vector, define uk−1 := 0 for simplicity.

Subtracting (3.9) from (3.10) we get

xk − x̂k|k−1 = Fk−1

(
xk−1 − x̂k−1|k−1

)
+wk−1, (3.13)

and using (3.11), we have:

ek|k−1 = Fk−1ek−1|k−1 +wk−1. (3.14)

Assumption 4. The state estimation error at k = 0 is negligible, such that

E
[
e0|0
]

= 0. (3.15)

Using (3.14) and (3.15), we have that E
[
e1|0
]

= F0E
[
e0|0
]

+E [w0] = 0, and by induction,
E
[
ek|k−1

]
= 0 for all k ∈ Z>0. We will show that E

[
ek|k
]

= 0 for all k ∈ Z>0.

Define the following covariance matrices:

Prediction error covariance := Σk|k−1 = cov
(
ek|k−1

)
= E

[
ek|k−1e

>
k|k−1

]
. (3.16)

State estimate error covariance := Σk−1|k−1 = cov
(
ek−1|k−1

)
= E

[
ek−1|k−1e

>
k−1|k−1

]
.

(3.17)

Using (3.14), we can write

ek|k−1e
>
k|k−1 =

(
Fk−1ek−1|k−1 +wk−1

) (
e>k−1|k−1F

>
k−1 +w>k−1

)
= Fk−1ek−1|k−1e

>
k−1|k−1F

>
k−1 + Fk−1ek−1|k−1w

>
k−1

+wk−1e
>
k−1|k−1F

>
k−1 +wk−1w

>
k−1. (3.18)

Applying the expectation operator in (3.18), we get

E
[
ek|k−1e

>
k|k−1

]
= Fk−1E

[
ek−1|k−1e

>
k−1|k−1

]
F>k−1 + Fk−1E

[
ek−1|k−1w

>
k−1

]
+ E

[
wk−1e

>
k−1|k−1

]
F>k−1 + E

[
wk−1w

>
k−1

]
. (3.19)
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Assumption 5. ek|k and wk are white and independent of each other, i.e.,

E
[
ek|kw

>
k

]
= E

[
wke

>
k|k
]

= 0 ∀k ∈ Z. (3.20)

Substituting (3.20) in (3.19), and using (3.16) and (3.17), we have:

Σk|k−1 = Fk−1Σk−1|k−1F
>
k−1 +Qk−1. (3.21)

Correction (or filtering) step

At time k, we have the predicted state, x̂k|k−1. From (3.11),

x̂k|k−1 = xk − ek|k−1. (3.22)

In addition, we have the observation equation (3.2). Put (3.2) and (3.22) into a matrix form[
yk

x̂k|k−1

]
=

[
Hk

I

]
xk +

[
vk

−ek|k−1

]
, (3.23)

or in compact form,
∼
yk =

∼
Hkxk +

∼
vk. (3.24)

This is a linear regression model. The problem becomes one of estimating xk, in a certain
sense, given

∼
yk and

∼
Hk.

Assumption 6. ek|k and vk are white and independent of each other, i.e.,

E
[
ek|k−1v

>
k

]
= E

[
vke

>
k|k−1

]
= 0 ∀k ∈ Z. (3.25)

In (3.24), we have that:

E
[
∼
vk

]
= E

[
vk

−ek|k−1

]
= 0, (3.26)

cov
(
∼
vk

)
= E

[
∼
vk
∼
v
>
k

]
=
∼
Rk. (3.27)

Note that
∼
Rk is not a diagonal matrix, as

cov
(
∼
vk

)
= E

[
∼
vk
∼
v
>
k

]
=
∼
Rk = E

[[
vk

−ek|k−1

] [
v>k −e>k|k−1

]]
=

[
Rk −E

[
vke

>
k|k−1

]
−E

[
ek|k−1v

>
k

]
Σk|k−1

]

=

[
Rk 0
0 Σk|k−1

]
, (3.28)
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and Σk|k−1 is typically a full matrix.

Apply the weighted least squares method, i.e.,

minimize J (xk) =
m∑
i=1

$ir
2
si
, (3.29)

to estimate xk in the least squares sense. In matrix form,

minimize J (xk) =
(
∼
yk −

∼
Hkxk

)> ∼
R
−1

k

(
∼
yk −

∼
Hkxk

)
. (3.30)

The necessary condition of optimality is

∂J (xk)

∂xk
= −2

∼
H
>

k

∼
R
−1

k

(
∼
yk −

∼
Hkxk

)
= 0, (3.31)

and solving for xk, we get

x̂k|k =

(
∼
H
>

k

∼
R
−1

k

∼
Hk

)−1 ∼
H
>

k

∼
R
−1

k

∼
yk. (3.32)

Statistical analysis of ek|k

Substituting (3.24) into (3.32) yields

x̂k|k =

(
∼
H
>

k

∼
R
−1

k

∼
Hk

)−1 ∼
H
>

k

∼
R
−1

k

( ∼
Hkxk +

∼
vk

)
= xk +

(
∼
H
>

k

∼
R
−1

k

∼
Hk

)−1 ∼
H
>

k

∼
R
−1

k

∼
vk.

(3.33)

Substituting (3.33) into (3.12), we have

ek|k = xk − x̂k|k = −
(
∼
H
>

k

∼
R
−1

k

∼
Hk

)−1 ∼
H
>

k

∼
R
−1

k

∼
vk, (3.34)

and E
[
ek|k
]

= 0 because E
[
∼
vk

]
= 0.

Now, as for the covariance,

cov
(
ek|k
)

= Σk|k = E
[
ek|ke

>
k|k
]

= E

[(
∼
H
>

k

∼
R
−1

k

∼
Hk

)−1 ∼
H
>

k

∼
R
−1

k

(
∼
vk
∼
v
>
k

) ∼
R
−1

k

∼
Hk

(
∼
H
>

k

∼
R
−1

k

∼
Hk

)−1
]

= E

[(
∼
H
>

k

∼
R
−1

k

∼
Hk

)−1 ∼
H
>

k

∼
R
−1

k

(∼
Rk

) ∼
R
−1

k

∼
Hk

(
∼
H
>

k

∼
R
−1

k

∼
Hk

)−1
]
,

=

(
∼
H
>

k

∼
R
−1

k

∼
Hk

)−1

, (3.35)
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thereby attaining the Cramér-Rao lower bound under Gaussianity. Note that
(
∼
H
>

k

∼
R
−1

k

∼
Hk

)
is the Fisher information matrix. Therefore, the Kalman filter is the optimal filter under
Gaussian assumptions.

Substituting
∼
Hk =

[
Hk

I

]
, and

∼
Rk =

[
Rk 0
0 Σk|k−1

]
, (3.36)

into (3.35) yields

Σk|k =

([
H>k I

] [ R−1
k 0
0 Σ−1

k|k−1

] [
Hk

I

])−1

=

([
H>k R

−1
k Σ−1

k|k−1

] [ Hk

I

])−1

=
(
H>k R

−1
k Hk + Σ−1

k|k−1

)−1

. (3.37)

Now, we will make use of the matrix inversion lemma, also known as the Sherman-Morrison-
Woodbury formula. In simple words, this lemma is attractive because it allows to efficiently
compute the inverse of very large matrices, under certain conditions. We state it without
formalism and proof, as follows.

Lemma 3.1.1 Assume that we know the inverse A−1
1 of a matrix A1 that is of very large

dimension. Then, given a matrix B = A1 +A2A
−1
4 A3 of the same dimension of A1, where

A4 is of low dimension, possibly a scalar,

B−1 = A−1
1 −A−1

1 A2

(
A4 +A3A

−1
1 A2

)−1
A3A

−1
1 , (3.38)

where
(
A4 +A3A

−1
1 A2

)−1 is of the same dimension of A4.

Apply the matrix inversion lemma to (3.35). Define B−1 = Σk|k =

(
∼
H
>

k

∼
R
−1

k

∼
Hk

)−1

, and

put A1 = Σ−1
k|k−1, A2 = H>k , A3 = Hk, and A4 = Rk. Then,

Σk|k = Σk|k−1 −Σk|k−1H
>
k

(
Rk +HkΣk|k−1H

>
k

)−1
HkΣk|k−1, (3.39)

and
Gk := Σk|k−1H

>
k

(
Rk +HkΣk|k−1H

>
k

)−1
, (3.40)

is the Kalman filter gain. Thus,

Σk|k = Σk|k−1 −GkHkΣk|k−1,

= (I −GkHk) Σk|k−1. (3.41)
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As pointed out by Simon [132], the expression for Σk|k given by (3.41) might lead to numerical
computing problems. Hence, we will find an alternative expression for Σk|k.

By taking the inverse of both sides of (3.39), we have:

Σ−1
k|k =

[
Σk|k−1 −Σk|k−1H

>
k

(
Rk +HkΣk|k−1H

>
k

)−1
HkΣk|k−1

]−1

. (3.42)

Apply the matrix inversion lemma to (3.42):

Σ−1
k|k = Σ−1

k|k−1 + Σ−1
k|k−1Σk|k−1H

>
k[(

Rk +HkΣk|k−1H
>
k

)
−HkΣk|k−1Σ

−1
k|k−1

(
Σk|k−1H

>
k

)]−1

HkΣk|k−1Σ
−1
k|k−1

= Σ−1
k|k−1 +H>k R

−1
k Hk. (3.43)

By taking the inverse of both sides of (3.43), we have:

Σk|k =
[
Σ−1
k|k−1 +H>k R

−1
k Hk

]−1

. (3.44)

Although (3.44) is more complicated in that it requires three matrix inversions, it might be
computationally advantageous in some situations; see [132] pp.86-88. Also, (3.44) can be
used to derive an equivalent expression for G. Premultiplying the right-hand side of (3.40)
by Σk|kΣ

−1
k|k, we have:

Gk = Σk|kΣ
−1
k|kΣk|k−1H

>
k

(
Rk +HkΣk|k−1H

>
k

)−1
. (3.45)

Substituting (3.43) into (3.45), we have:

Gk = Σk|k

(
Σ−1
k|k−1 +H>k R

−1
k Hk

)
Σk|k−1H

>
k

(
Rk +HkΣk|k−1H

>
k

)−1

= Σk|k
(
H>k +H>k R

−1
k HkΣk|k−1H

>
k

) (
Rk +HkΣk|k−1H

>
k

)−1

= Σk|kH
>
k

(
I +R−1

k HkΣk|k−1H
>
k

) (
Rk +HkΣk|k−1H

>
k

)−1

= Σk|kH
>
k R

−1
k

(
Rk +HkΣk|k−1H

>
k

) (
Rk +HkΣk|k−1H

>
k

)−1

= Σk|kH
>
k R

−1
k . (3.46)

Now, using (3.41) and (3.46), we have:

x̂k|k = (I −GkHk) Σk|k−1

[
H>k R

−1
k yk + Σ−1

k|k−1x̂k|k−1

]
= x̂k|k−1 −GkHkx̂k|k−1 + (I −GkHk) Σk|k−1H

>
k R

−1
k yk

= x̂k|k−1 −GkHkx̂k|k−1 + Σk|kH
>
k R

−1
k yk

= x̂k|k−1 +Gk

(
yk −Hkx̂k|k−1

)
, (3.47)
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where
(
yk −Hkx̂k|k−1

)
is called the innovation vector. We remark that Gk, Σk|k, and Σk|k

can be calculated offline.

The discrete time Kalman filter is summarized as follows.

Initialize the filter

x̂0|0 = E [x0] , (3.48)

Σ0|0 = E
[(
x− x̂0|0

) (
x− x̂0|0

)>]
. (3.49)

Then, for k = 1, 2, ...,

Prediction step

x̂k|k−1 = Fk−1x̂k−1|k−1, (3.50)
Σk|k−1 = Fk−1Σk−1|k−1F

>
k−1 +Qk−1. (3.51)

Correction (or filtering) step

Gk = Σk|k−1H
>
k

(
Rk +HkΣk|k−1H

>
k

)−1
, (3.52)

x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 +Gk

(
yk −Hkx̂k|k−1

)
, (3.53)

Σk|k = Σk|k−1 −GkHkΣk|k−1. (3.54)

In (3.50)–(3.54), x̂k|k−1 and x̂k|k are the predicted and the filtered state, respectively; Σk|k−1

and Σk|k are the predicted and the filtered state covariance matrix, respectively; Gk is the
Kalman filter gain matrix; yk is the measurement vector; and Qk and Rk are the system and
the observation error covariance matrix, respectively. The KF is the maximum-likelihood
estimator under the aforementioned assumptions; however, its statistical efficiency strongly
degrades under small deviations from those. The interested reader is referred to [132–134]
for a comprehensive treatment of the Kalman filter theory.

3.2 Robust Kalman filter

The key idea of the generalized maximum-likelihood Kalman filter is to formulate the batch-
mode regression (3.23) after performing the prediction step, i.e.,[

yk
x̂k|k−1

]
=

[
Hk

I

]
xk +

[
vk

−ek|k−1

]
, (3.55)

or in compact form (3.24),
∼
yk =

∼
Hkxk +

∼
vk, (3.56)
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where E
[
∼
vk

]
= 0. The covariance of

∼
vk (3.28) is given by

cov
(
∼
vk

)
= E

[
∼
vk
∼
v
>
k

]
=
∼
Rk =

[
Rk 0
0 Σk|k−1

]
= SkS

>
k , (3.57)

where Sk is obtained from the Cholesky decomposition; its use is motivated by the fact that
Σk|k−1 is a non-diagonal matrix. Then, multiply (3.24) on the left by S−1

k to perform a
prewhitening,

S−1
k

∼
yk = S−1

k

∼
Hkxk + S−1

k

∼
vk, (3.58)

or in a compact form,
≈
yk =

≈
Hkxk +

≈
vk, (3.59)

where
≈
vk = S−1

k

∼
vk,

E
[
≈
vk

]
= S−1

k E
[
∼
vk

]
= 0, (3.60)

cov
(
≈
vk

)
= E

[
≈
vk
≈
v
>
k

]
= E

[
S−1
k

∼
vk
∼
v
>
k

(
S−1
k

)>]
= S−1

k E
[
∼
vk
∼
v
>
k

] (
S−1
k

)>
= S−1

k SkS
>
k

(
S>k
)−1

= I. (3.61)

The problem becomes one of estimating xk in a certain sense, given
≈
yk and

≈
Hk. Now,

the Schweppe-Huber generalized maximum-likelihood estimator, which has a convex cost
function, is adopted and solved via the iterative reweighted least-squares algorithm. Since

leverage points might be produced by
≈
Hk = S−1

k

∼
Hk, the projection statistics estimator is

applied on
[
∼
yk

∼
yk−1

]
before prewhitening (3.24). The ps estimates are used to suppress

the leverage points via the weight function

$i = min
(
1, 1.52/p2

si

)
. (3.62)

The problem becomes

minimize J (xk) =
m+n∑
i=1

ρ (rsi) , (3.63)

where
rsi =

ri
s ·$i

, (3.64)

ri is the i-th element of r,

r =
≈
yk −

≈
Hkx̂, (3.65)
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s = 1.4826 · bm · mediani
∣∣ri∣∣ is a robust estimator of scale, bm is a correction factor for

unbiasedeness at the Gaussian distribution [43], and $i is computed as is (3.62). As in (1.7),
the ρ-function associated with the Schweppe-Huber estimator is given by

ρ (rsi) =

{
$2
i

(
1
2
r2
si

)
, |rsi | ≤ β,

$2
i

(
β|rsi | − 1

2
β2
)
, otherwise.

(3.66)

where β = 1.5 yields a balanced trade-off between the statistical efficiency at the Gaussian
distribution and under deviations from Gaussianity [68].

The necessary condition of optimality is

∂J (xk)

∂xk
=

m+n∑
i=1

−$i

≈
hi
s

ψ (rsi) = 0, (3.67)

where
≈
hi denotes the i-th column vector of

≈
H
>

k , and ψ (rsi) = ∂ρ (rsi) /∂rsi is referred to
as the score function. The iteratively reweighted least squares algorithm is adopted to solve
(3.67) numerically, given that it is a system of nonlinear equations. Upon convergence, the
filtered state vector and covariance matrix are obtained as follows:

x̂k|k =

(
≈
H
>

kQq

≈
Hk

)−1 ≈
H
>

kQq
≈
yk, (3.68)

Σk|k = 1.0369

(
≈
H
>

k

≈
Hk

)−1( ≈
H
>

kQ$

≈
Hk

)(
≈
H
>

k

≈
Hk

)−1

, (3.69)

where Qq = diag (q (rsi)), q (rsi) = ψ (rsi) /rsi , and Q$ = diag ($2
i ).

The derivation of the expression of Σk|k requires the use of the influence function [135], and
is a key component of the generalized maximum-likelihood Kalman filter. The interested
reader is referred to [68] for a detailed derivation.

3.3 Extended Kalman filter

The extended Kalman filter (EKF) is a widely used nonlinear state estimation technique.
The content of this section is mostly based on [132,136].

Consider the system model

xk = fk−1 (xk−1,uk−1) +wk−1, (3.70)
yk = hk (xk) + vk. (3.71)
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As before, we rely on Assumptions 1 and 2. In addition, the following assumption is in order.

Assumption 7. fk and hk are known deterministic nonlinear vector-valued functions.

Since uk is a known deterministic input vector, define uk−1 := 0 for simplicity. Then,
(3.70)-(3.71) can be written as

xk = f (xk−1) +wk−1, (3.72)
yk = h (xk) + vk (3.73)

Prediction step

We rely on the Taylor series to expand the state equation around xk−1 = xk−1|k−1,

xk = fk−1

(
x̂k−1|k−1

)
+
∂fk−1

∂x

∣∣∣
x̂k−1|k−1

(
xk−1 − x̂k−1|k−1

)
+wk−1

= fk−1

(
x̂k−1|k−1

)
+ Fk−1

(
xk−1 − x̂k−1|k−1

)
+wk−1

= Fk−1xk−1 +
[
fk−1

(
x̂k−1|k−1

)
− Fk−1x̂k−1|k−1

]
+wk−1

= Fk−1xk−1 +
∼
fk−1 +wk−1, (3.74)

where
∼
fk = fk

(
x̂k|k

)
− Fkx̂k|k.

Correction (or filtering) step

Likewise, we use the Taylor series to expand the measurement equation around xk = x̂k|k−1,

yk = hk
(
x̂k|k−1

)
+
∂hk
∂x

∣∣∣
x̂k|k−1

(
xk − x̂k|k−1

)
+ vk

= hk
(
x̂k|k−1

)
+Hk

(
xk − x̂k|k−1

)
+ vk

= Hkxk + hk
(
x̂k|k−1

)
−Hkx̂k|k−1 + vk. (3.75)

Equations (3.74) and (3.75) are linear. Thus, the standard Kalman filter can be used to
estimate the state. Then, we have:

Σk|k−1 = Fk−1Σk−1|k−1F
>
k−1 +Qk−1, (3.76)

Gk = Σk|k−1H
>
k

(
HkΣk|k−1H

>
k +Rk

)−1
, (3.77)

x̂k|k−1 = fk−1

(
x̂k−1|k−1

)
, (3.78)

x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 +Gk

[
yk −Hkx̂k|k−1 − hk

(
x̂k|k−1

)
+Hkx̂k|k−1

]
= x̂k|k−1 +Gk

[
yk − hk

(
x̂k|k−1

)]
, (3.79)

Σk|k = (I −GkHk) Σk|k−1. (3.80)
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The extended Kalman filter is summarized as follows.

Initialize the filter

x̂0|0 = E [x0] , (3.81)

Σ0|0 = E
[(
x− x̂0|0

) (
x− x̂0|0

)>]
. (3.82)

Then, for k = 1, 2, ...,

Prediction step

Compute the partial derivative matrices and perform the time update of state estimate and
estimation-error covariance matrix as follows:

Fk−1 =
∂fk−1

∂x

∣∣∣
x̂k−1|k−1

, (3.83)

x̂k|k−1 = fk−1

(
x̂k−1|k−1

)
, (3.84)

Σk|k−1 = Fk−1Σk−1|k−1F
>
k−1 +Qk−1. (3.85)

Correction (or filtering) step

Compute the partial derivative matrices and perform the measurement update of the state
estimate and estimation-error covariance, that is,

Hk =
∂hk
∂x

∣∣∣
x̂k|k−1

, (3.86)

Gk = Σk|k−1H
>
k

(
HkΣk|k−1H

>
k +Rk

)−1
, (3.87)

x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 +Gk

[
yk − hk

(
x̂k|k−1

)]
, (3.88)

Σk|k = (I −GkHk) Σk|k−1. (3.89)

The EKF method has been widely used as it presents good performance when the nonlin-
earities are not too strong. However, its main drawback resides in the linearization process
and Jacobian matrix calculation because of the following:

• When the higher order terms of the Taylor series expansion are not negligible, the lin-
earized approximation might be poor. In this case, if the time step is not set small enough,
the filter might be unstable.

• The linearization process depends on the existence of the Jacobian matrix. However, the
Jacobian might not exist in some cases, and then it is impossible to perform linearization
during the filtering process.

Furthermore, it is well-known that the EKF is simply an extension of linear Kalman filter
theory to nonlinear systems [136]. In turn, the Kalman filter is the optimal estimator when
the noise is Gaussian (i.e., in this case the Kalman filter can be shown to be the least-squares
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estimator). Although it is the best linear estimator when the noise is Gaussian, there are
nonlinear filters that give better solutions [132]. Examples include the unscented Kalman
filter, the particle filter, and the Ensemble Kalman Filter. A robust version of the extended
Kalman filter is presented in chapter 4.

3.4 Iterated extended Kalman filter

The iterated extended Kalman filter (IEKF) provides a way to decrease the errors that
are due to the linearization process in the EKF. The IEKF has overall better estimation
performance as compared to the EKF, specially under high nonlinearities. But this improved
performance comes at the cost of higher complexity and computational burden.

When deriving the discrete time EKF, we approximated hk (xk) via an expansion in Taylor
series around x̂k|k−1 (3.75),

hk (xk) = hk
(
x̂k|k−1

)
+
∂hk
∂x

∣∣∣
x̂k|k−1

(
xk − x̂k|k−1

)
(3.90)

= hk
(
x̂k|k−1

)
+Hk

(
xk − x̂k|k−1

)
. (3.91)

Based on this linearization, we have that

Gk = Σk|k−1H
>
k

(
HkΣk|k−1H

>
k +Rk

)−1
, (3.92)

x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 +Gk

[
yk − hk

(
x̂k|k−1

)]
, (3.93)

Σk|k = (I −GkHk) Σk|k−1. (3.94)

The reason that we expanded hk (xk) around x̂k|k−1 was because that was our best estimate
of xk before the measurement at time k is taken into account. But after we implement the
discrete EKF equations to obtain the a posteriori estimate x̂k|k, we have a better estimate
of xk. So we can reduce the linearization error by reformulating the Taylor series expansion
of hk (xk) around our new estimate. If we then use that new Taylor series expansion of
hk (xk) and recalculate the measurement-update equations, we should get a better a pos-
teriori estimate of x̂k|k. But then we can repeat the previous step; since we have an even
better estimate of xk, we can again reformulate the expansion of hk (xk) around this even
better estimate to get an even better estimate. This process can be repeated as many times
as desired, although for most problems the majority of the possible improvement is obtained
by only re-linearizing one time.

In what follows, x̂k|k,i denotes the a posteriori estimate of xk after i relinearizations. So
x̂k|k,0 is the a posteriori estimate that results from the use of the standard EKF. Likewise,
Σk|k,i denotes the approximate estimation-error covariance of x̂k|k,i, Gk,i denotes the Kalman
gain that is used during the i-th relinearization step, and Hk,i denotes the matrix of partial
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derivatives evaluated at xk = x̂k|k,i. Using this notation, iterated EKF algorithm is described
as follows.

At each time step k, initialize the iterated EKF estimates using the standard EKF estimates,
i.e.,

x̂k|k,0 = x̂k|k, (3.95)
Σk|k,0 = Σk|k. (3.96)

Then, for i = 0, 1, ..., evaluate:

Hk,i =
∂hk
∂x

∣∣∣
x̂k|k,i

, (3.97)

Gk,i = Σk|k−1H
>
k,i

(
Hk,iΣk|k−1H

>
k,i +Rk

)−1
, (3.98)

x̂k|k,i+1 = x̂k|k−1 +Gk,i

[
yk − hk

(
x̂k|k−1

)]
, (3.99)

Σk|k,i+1 = (I −Gk,iHk,i) Σk|k−1. (3.100)

This is done iteratively to improve the linearization. If only one iteration is considered,
the iterated EKF reduces to the standard EKF. An additional modification to the above
equations is necessary to obtain the iterated Kalman filter. Recall that in the derivation of
the EKF, the expression for x̂ was obtained from the first-order Taylor series expansion of
the measurement equation:

yk = hk (xk)

≈ hk
(
x̂k|k−1

)
+Hk

∣∣
x̂k|k−1

(
xk − x̂k|k−1

)
. (3.101)

The measurement-update equation for x̂ was obtained by evaluating the right side of (3.101)
at the a priori estimate x̂k|k−1, and subtracting it from yk, thereby finding the residual

rk = yk − hk
(
x̂k|k−1

)
−Hk

∣∣
x̂k|k−1

(
x̂k|k−1 − x̂k|k−1

)
= yk − hk

(
x̂k|k−1

)
. (3.102)

For the iterated EKF, one expands the measurement equation around x̂k|k,i as follows:

yk ≈ hk
(
x̂k|k,i

)
+Hk

∣∣
x̂k|k,i

(
xk − x̂k|k,i

)
. (3.103)

Then, the iterated EKF equation for x̂ is found by evaluating the right side of (3.103) at
x̂k|k−1, and subtracting it from yk to get the correction term:

rk = yk − hk
(
x̂k|k,i

)
−Hk,i

(
x̂k|k−1 − x̂k|k,i

)
. (3.104)
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This gives the iterated EKF update equation for x̂ as

x̂k|k,i+1 = x̂k|k−1 +Gk,i

[
yk − hk

(
x̂k|k,i

)
−Hk,i

(
x̂k|k−1 − x̂k|k,i

)]
. (3.105)

The iterated extended Kalman filter is summarized as follows.

Initialize the filter

x̂0|0 = E [x0] , (3.106)

Σ0|0 = E
[(
x− x̂0|0

) (
x− x̂0|0

)>]
. (3.107)

Then, for k = 1, 2, ...,

Prediction step

Compute the partial derivative matrices and perform the time update of state estimate and
estimation-error covariance matrix as follows:

Fk−1 =
∂fk−1

∂x

∣∣∣
x̂k−1|k−1

, (3.108)

x̂k|k−1 = fk−1

(
x̂k−1|k−1

)
, (3.109)

Σk|k−1 = Fk−1Σk−1|k−1F
>
k−1 +Qk−1. (3.110)

Correction (or filtering) step

Initialize the correction step of the iterated EKF using the standard EKF estimate.

x̂k|k,0 = x̂k|k−1, (3.111)
Σk|k,0 = Σk|k−1. (3.112)

For i = 1, 2, ..., N , where N is the number of iterations, evaluate the following expressions:

Hk,i =
∂h

∂x

∣∣∣
x̂k|k,i

, (3.113)

Gk,i = Σk|k−1H
>
k,i

(
Hk,iΣk|k−1H

>
k,i +Rk

)−1
, (3.114)

x̂k|k,i+1 = x̂k|k−1 +Gk,i

[
yk − hk

(
x̂k|k,i

)
−Hk,i

(
x̂k|k−1 − x̂k|k,i

)]
, (3.115)

Σk|k,i+1 = (I −Gk,iHk,i) Σk|k−1. (3.116)

Finally, the a posteriori state estimate and estimation-error covariance matrix of the iterated
EKF are given by:

x̂k|k = x̂k|k,N+1, (3.117)
Σk|k = Σk|k,N+1. (3.118)
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3.5 Concluding remarks

In this chapter, the classical as well as the robust version of the discrete-time Kalman filter
were presented, followed by the extended Kalman filter and the iterated extended Kalman
filter. There are several other Kalman filtering techniques, including the unscented Kalman
filter, the ensemble Kalman filter, and the particle filter, to name a few.

Robust versions of the extended Kalman filter and of the iterated extended Kalman filter
introduced in this chapter will be used in chapter 4 to develop robust, centralized, dynamic
state estimators for power systems.

The robust Kalman filter introduced in this chapter will be used in chapter 5 to develop
a robust, hierarchical decentralized dynamic state estimator. The later also relies on the
Koopman operator-theoretic framework developed in chapter 2.



Chapter 4

Robust centralized dynamic state
estimator

The Kalman filtering theory that was briefly presented in chapter 3 is a requirement in what
follows. In this chapter, we present the first contribution of this dissertation, namely, the
development of a robust version of the extended Kalman filter for power system dynamic
state estimation [50,51].

With the rapid deployment of PMUs along with high speed data communication links with
large bandwidth, tracking in real-time the dynamics of a power system state is becoming
possible. The natural tool to achieve this function is a dynamic state estimator (DSE). The
DSE will provide a situational awareness [137] of the evolution of the system state and will
pave the way to real-time wide-area monitoring and control [138]. The prerequisites are
sufficient observability of the system, robust state estimation and a carefully maintained
database. Among the various techniques being proposed in the literature for DSE, the ones
based on the Kalman filter have received a great deal of attention. In particular, for nonlinear
systems, the EKF is the most widely used technique. The reader is referred to [139] for a
comprehensive comparative study. In [48], using the so-called single-machine infinite-bus
system and the fourth-order generator model, the authors applied the EKF to estimate
the rotor angles, rotor speeds and the direct and quadrature components of the generators
internal voltage. In particular, a very important practical problem is addressed where the
field voltage is not accessible to metering due to the presence of brushless excitation systems.
However, one problem that is rarely addressed in the literature is the robustness of the state
estimator to gross measurement errors, which might strongly bias the classical EKF.

As pointed out by Gandhi and Mili [68], outliers can be classified into three types, namely
observation, innovation and structural outliers as shown in Table I. In power system dynamic
state estimation, observation outliers might originate from either communication impulsive
noise, or the loss of the PMUs’ communications links, or an imperfect phasor synchroniza-
tion in PMU measurements, or large biases caused by the saturation of metering current

49
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transformers or by metering coupling capacitor voltage transformers, to name a few. As
for the innovation outliers, they might be induced in several different ways. For instance,
some of the generators are not well calibrated and their simulated outputs are not consistent
with the measurements, like the 1996 blackout, where the model predicted a stable system
state, while in reality it was highly unstable, resulting in the collapse of the system within
minutes [140, 141]. Innovation outliers might also be induced by the approximations in the
state prediction model or impulsive system process noise [142, 143]. By contrast, structural
outliers might be caused by system parameter or topological errors. In this paper, we propose
a robust GM-IEKF that can handle observation and innovation outliers but not structural
outliers, which require a different formulation that is not addressed here.

Table 4.1: Definition of the three types of outlier
Type of outlier Type of error Affected elements

Observation outlier Observation error, vk yk
Innovation outlier Process error, wk−1 x̂k|k−1
Structural outlier Structural errors in f (xk−1), h (xk) yk, x̂k|k−1, Σk|k−1, Σk|k

4.1 Robust extended Kalman filter

Our objective is to estimate the system state variables using the discrete time dynamical
system model with additive error as defined in (3.72)-(3.73), expressed as

xk = f (xk−1) +wk−1, (4.1)
yk = h (xk) + vk. (4.2)

The dynamical system model in (4.1)-(4.2) is general and can be applied to almost ant
dynamical system. In what follows, we will rely on two power system models that can be
put in the form of (4.1)-(4.2), and we will refer to them as model A and model B. The set of
differential-algebraic equations of both models is given in Appendix A. Model A is known as
the classical model or the swing equation; while it is useful for research at the initial stage,
its degree of fidelity to real systems is very limited. This is the reason why we also consider
model B, which is more detailed and de facto applied in the industry. The observation vector
y is composed by measurements of the generators’ terminal active and reactive power, and
of the buses’ voltage magnitude and angle, obtained or calculated from PMUs.

The proposed robust EKF method is developed in five main steps as follows. Firstly, the
classical EKF recursive approach is converted into a batch-mode regression form such that
the observations and the predictions are processed simultaneously, resulting in an enhanced
data redundancy. This redundancy allows our estimator to suppress both innovation and
observation outliers while exhibiting good tracking capabilities of the state dynamics. Sec-
ondly, the outliers in the data are identified by means of projection statistics. Thirdly, a
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prewhitening of the data is performed to uncorrelate the prediction and the observation er-
rors even in presence of outliers. Fourthly, a generalized maximum likelihood criterion based
on the Schweppe-Huber convex ρ-function is minimized via the iteratively reweighted least
squares (IRLS) algorithm. Finally, the error covariance matrices of the predictions and the
state estimates are updated using expressions derived from the total influence function of
the GM-estimator.

4.1.1 Batch-mode regression form

Given the filtered state vector x̂k−1|k−1 at time step k− 1, with covariance matrix Σk−1|k−1,
the state at the next time step k is predicted through (3.84) and (3.85). From (3.11), we
have that the prediction error at time step k is given by

ek|k−1 = xk − x̂k|k−1. (4.3)

Put (4.2) and (4.3) into a matrix form[
x̂k|k−1

yk

]
=

[
xk

h (xk)

]
+

[
−ek
vk

]
, (4.4)

which can be rewritten in the following compact form:

∼
yk =

∼
h (xk) +

∼
vk, (4.5)

with the error covariance matrix given by

cov
(
∼
vk

)
= E

[
∼
vk
∼
v
>
k

]
=
∼
Rk =

[
Rk 0
0 Σk|k−1

]
, (4.6)

and Σk|k−1 is a full matrix. Hence, it is required to perform a prewhitening to uncorrelate
the error of the predicted states. However, if we directly perform the prewhitening step, the
outliers will corrupt the results [68]. Instead, we first detect and downweight the outliers
in the derived batch-mode regression form by means of a statistical test applied to the
projection statistics, which we present next.

4.1.2 Projection statistic

Following Mili et al. [43], consider a set of m data points, {`1, ..., `m}, where each data point
is an n-dimensional vector. The objective here is to estimate the center and the dispersion of
this point cloud, respectively, by means of a multivariate location estimator and a covariance
matrix.
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Suppose that {`1, ..., `m} follows a multivariate Gaussian distribution N (µ,Σ), where µ
denotes the mean value, and Σ denotes the covariance matrix. The probability distribution,
in this case, is given by

f(`) = (2π)−m/2 (det (Σ))−1/2 e
1
2

(`−µ)>Σ−1(`−µ). (4.7)

Under the Gaussian model, the maximum likelihood estimate of µ is the sample mean,

¯̀ =
1

m

m∑
i=1

`i, (4.8)

and that of Σ is the sample covariance matrix. An unbiased estimator of the sample covari-
ance matrix is given by

C =
1

m− 1

m∑
i=1

(
`i − ¯̀

) (
`i − ¯̀

)>
. (4.9)

Both estimators ¯̀ and C are affine equivariant, that is, do not depend on the choice of the
coordinate system and are statistically efficient at the Gaussian distribution.

In order to identify the outliers of the point cloud in n-dimensions, we need a measure of the
distance of each point with respect to the bulk of the point cloud. The conventional measure
is provided by the Mahalanobis distance, which makes use of the sample mean (4.8) and the
sample covariance (4.9). The Mahalanobis distance of a point `i is a scalar, defined as

mdi =

√(
`i − ¯̀

)>
C−1

(
`i − ¯̀

)
. (4.10)

Suppose now that the vectors `i are Gaussian with a distribution N (µ,Σ). In that case, the
m2
di

have approximately a chi-square distribution with n degrees of freedom, χ2
n. Therefore,

there is a probability of approximately 1 − α that a point `i will fall inside the tolerance
ellipsoid satisfying m2

di
≤ χ2

n,1−α. This provides the rationale of the classical method, which
tags as outliers all data points whose Mahalanobis distances are larger than a cutoff value,
say larger than

(
χ2
n,0.975

)1/2. Because the mdi are based on non-robust statistics, they are
prone to the masking effect of multiple outliers, especially when the latter appear in clusters.
In the latter case, the sample mean is attracted by the outliers and the sample covariance
matrix is inflated, so that the tolerance ellipsoid covers in part or in totality the set of
outliers, inducing the failure of mdi to reveal some or all of them.

The first affine equivariant multivariate estimator with a high breakdown point was indepen-
dently proposed by Stahel [144] and Donoho [145]. See [146] pp. 238-239. It is motivated
by the following expression of the Mahalanobis distances:

mdi = max
‖v=1‖

∣∣`>i v − L (`>1 v, ..., `>mv)∣∣
S
(
`>1 v, ..., `

>
mv
) , (4.11)
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where L and S are the sample mean and the sample standard deviation of the projections
of the data points `i on the direction of the vector v. Here, the equality (4.11) holds
when all possible directions v are considered. A natural way to robustify (4.11) is to use
robust estimators of location and scale for L and S, respectively. Gasko and Donoho [147,
148] suggest utilizing the sample median for L and the median-absolute-deviation (MAD)
for S. Note that the MAD is aimed at symmetric distributions. Since in practice not
all the directions can be investigated, Gasko and Donoho [147] advocate the use of the
projection algorithm. The idea is to investigate only those directions v that originate from
the coordinate-wise median M and pass through each of the data points `i. Formally, we
have v = `i −M , where

M =

[
median

j
(`j1) ... median

j
(`jm)

]>
, (4.12)

for j = 1, ...,m. The resulting distances are the so-called projections statistics. Formally, we
have

psi = max
‖v‖=1

∣∣∣∣`>i v −median
j

(
`>j v

)∣∣∣∣
1.4826 ·median

k

∣∣∣∣`>k v −median
j

(
`>j v

)∣∣∣∣ . (4.13)

Note that because the MAD is affine equivariant, v need not be of unit length. Following
Donoho and Gasko, the projection statistic of a point `i indicates how far the point is
from the bulk of the data set in the worst one-dimensional projection. A two-dimensional
idealization of the projection statistics is depicted in Fig. 4.1.

The ps values are some kinds of robust distances of a collection of data points, `i, defined as
realizations of a random vector. Outliers are data points that are distant from the bulk of
the point cloud. To detect outliers, we propose to apply the ps to a 2-dimensional matrix Z
that contains serially correlated samples of the innovations and of the predicted state vector.
Formally, we have

Z =

[
x̂k−1|k−2 x̂k|k−1

yk−1 − h
(
x̂k−1|k−2

)
yk − h

(
x̂k|k−1

) ] , (4.14)

where yk−1−h
(
x̂k−1|k−2

)
and yk−h

(
x̂k|k−1

)
are the innovation vectors, while x̂k−1|k−2 and

x̂k|k−1 are the predicted state vectors at time instants (k − 1) and k, respectively. We might
also apply the ps to higher dimensional samples, but we found that 2 dimensions are enough
to identify outliers. The ps values of the predictions and of the innovations are separately
calculated because, as shown in Fig. 4.2, the values taken by the former are centered around
one while those taken by the latter are centered around zero. Before calculating the ps, the
real powers produced by the generators are normalized using their own rated MVA values.

Once the ps values are calculated, they are compared to a threshold to identify the outliers.
Fig. 4.3 provides a typical example where the outliers stand far away from the bulk of
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Projection

Projected values

Figure 4.1: Two-dimensional idealization of the projection statistics. (left) Compute the
median (+) of the point cloud (x). (right) Project the data points to all one-dimensional
directions defined by the coordinate-wise median and that pass through the data points. At
the end, assign to each point the maximum of the corresponding standardized projections
[43].

innovations. The threshold is determined from the probability distribution of the ps under
the assumption that the data points follow a bivariate Gaussian probability distribution.

To this end, we conduct extensive Monte Carlo simulations and Q-Q plots. Consider two
random variables v1 and v2 that are independent and identically distributed according to
N (0, I). Then generate 1,000 realizations of these two random variables, apply the ps to
[v1 v2] and repeat the procedure 100 times. The sample medians and the interquantile ranges
of the empirical ps quantiles are finally plotted versus the corresponding quantiles of the chi-
square probability density function with two degrees of freedom. The Q-Q plots displayed
in Fig. 4.4 provide evidence that ps follows that distribution. We pick the threshold ζ of the
statistical test equal to χ2

ν,β = χ2
2,0.975 at a significance level of 97.5%. The detected outliers,

whose values satisfy psi > ζ, are downweighted via

$i = min
(
1, d2/p2

si

)
. (4.15)

Choosing d=1.5 yields good statistical efficiency at the Gaussian distribution without in-
creasing too much the bias induced by outliers [68].

4.1.3 Robust prewhitening

Apply the Cholesky decomposition to (4.6) in order to find
∼
Rk = SkS

>
k . Finally, the

prewhitening of
∼
vk in (4.5) is performed by pre-multiplying that nonlinear regression model
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Figure 4.2: Scatter plot of the matrix Z without outliers
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Figure 4.3: Scatter plot of the matrix Z with two outliers
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Figure 4.4: Q-Q plots of the sample quantiles of the ps vs. the corresponding quantiles of
the χ2

2 distribution

by S−1
k , resulting in

S−1
k

∼
yk = S−1

k

∼
h (xk) + S−1

k

∼
vk, (4.16)

which can be written in a compact form as

≈
yk =

≈
h (xk) +

≈
vk. (4.17)

4.1.4 Robust filtering and solution

To bound the influence of outliers on the state estimates, we minimize an objective function
given by

J (x) =
m+n∑
i=1

ρ (rsi) , (4.18)

where the standardized residual
rsi =

ri
s ·$i

, (4.19)

ri is the i-th element of r,

r =
≈
yk −

≈
Hkx̂, (4.20)

s = 1.4826 · bm · mediani |ri| is a robust estimator of scale, bm is a correction factor for
unbiasedness at the Gaussian distribution [43], and $i is calculated as in (4.15). As in (1.7),
the convex ρ-function associated with the Schweppe-Huber estimator is given by

ρ (rsi) =

{
$2
i

(
1
2
r2
si

)
, |rsi | ≤ β,

$2
i

(
β|rsi | − 1

2
β2
)
, otherwise,

(4.21)
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where β = 1.5 leads to high statistical efficiency under Gaussian noise [68]. To minimize
(4.18), one takes its partial derivative and sets it equal to zero, yielding

∂J (x)

∂x
=

m+n∑
i=1

−$i

≈
hi
s

ψ (rsi) = 0, (4.22)

where
≈
hi denotes the i-th column vector of

≈
H
>
,
≈
H = ∂

≈
h/∂x|x=x̂, and ψ (rsi) = ∂ρ (rsi) /∂rsi .

Then, by dividing and multiplying by rsi on both sides of (4.22), we get
≈
H
>
Qq

(
≈
y −

≈
h (x)

)
= 0, (4.23)

where Qq = diag (q (rsi)), and q (rsi) = ψ (rsi) /rsi .

Taking a first-order Taylor series expansion of
≈
h (x) around x̂k|k and using the IRLS algo-

rithm [135], the state vector correction at the j-th iteration is calculated by

∆x̂
(j+1)
k|k =

(
≈
H
>
Q(j)
q

≈
H

)−1 ≈
H
>
Q(j)
q

(
≈
y −

≈
h
(
x

(j)
k|k

))
, (4.24)

where ∆x̂
(j+1)
k|k = x̂

(j+1)
k|k − x̂(j)

k|k, and
≈
H is evaluated at x̂(j)

k|k. The algorithm converges when∥∥∥∆x̂
(j+1)
k|k

∥∥∥
∞
≤ 10−2.

4.1.5 Error covariance matrix

After the convergence of the iterative process, the estimation error covariance matrix Σk|k
needs to be updated, thus allowing us to predict the state at the next time step. The
updating of Σk|k in the GM-IEKF is derived as the covariance of the total influence function,
IF [68, 135,149], yielding

Σk|k = E
[
IF · I>F

]
= 1.0369

(
≈
H
>

k

≈
Hk

)−1( ≈
H
>

kQ$

≈
Hk

)(
≈
H
>

k

≈
Hk

)−1

. (4.25)

The expression (4.25) is derived in Appendix B. The flowchart of the robust extended Kalman
filter is presented in Fig. 4.5.

4.2 Robust iterated extended Kalman filter

To circumvent first-order approximation errors of the EKF, which might be large under strong
nonlinearities of the model, the IEKF [150] and the UKF have been proposed as alterna-
tive methods. Specifically, the IEKF linearizes the system nonlinear equations iteratively to
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Init.: x̂0
k|k, Σ0

k|k, Wk−1 and Rk

x̂k|k−1, Σk|k−1, g(x̂k|k−1), and Hk

(step 1) z̃k and H̃k

(step 2) PS, $ and Q$

(step 3) R̃, Sk, yk and Ak

Init. IRLS: x̂(j)
k|k, j = 0

(step 4) rS , Q and x̂(j+1)
k|k

∥∥∥x̂(j+1)
k|k − x̂(j)

k|k

∥∥∥ < tol.x̂k|k ← x̂
(j+1)
k|k j = j + 1

(step 5) Σk|k

Y N

Figure 4.5: Flowchart of the robust extended Kalman filter.

compensate for the higher-order terms, whereas the UKF leverages the unscented transfor-
mation by deterministically providing sigma points to approximate the mean and covariance
matrix of a random state vector, thus achieving better accuracy than the EKF [151, 152].
An UKF-based DSE using a fourth-order generator model is proposed in [49] to estimate
the states of a single-machine infinite-bus power system. Along the same lines, a centralized
UKF is developed in [153] for a multi-machine system, while a decentralized strategy that
does not require transmission of local signals is advocated in [154], significantly increasing
the computational efficiency. However, it has been demonstrated in [139] that the perfor-
mance of either EKF or UKF is greatly degraded in the presence of observation outliers due
to their lack of robustness. To mitigate this issue, a normalized innovation vector-based test
is advocated in [154] to detect observation outliers despite the vulnerability of this test to
innovation outliers. In [155], Rouhani and Abur developed a distributed two-stage robust
UKF-based DSE using the LAV estimator that can handle observation outliers in PMU
measurements. However, the authors do not address the vulnerability of the dynamic state
estimator to innovation outliers that are induced by approximations in the state prediction
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model or by impulsive system process noise.

Gandhi and Mili [68] proposed a robust Kalman filter for linear dynamical model. In this
paper, we have extended that work to general nonlinear dynamic state estimation problems
with several new features. The latter include the derivations of a new batch mode regres-
sion form to enhance data redundancy, a new outlier detection method based on projection
statistics and applied to two time-sequence of the prediction and the innovation vectors, and
the robust state covariance matrix of the proposed robust generalized maximum likelihood
iterated EKF (GM-IEKF) method. These features allow our GM-IEKF to track power sys-
tem dynamics more reliably and more rapidly than the conventional EKF, even in presence
of observation and innovation outliers or non-Gaussian PMU noise.

In this section, we further justify why the robust IEKF is preferred to the robust EKF. When
a non-iterative EKF is considered, the measurement function given by (4.2) is linearized using
a first-order Taylor series expansion about the predicted state vector x̂k|k−1, yielding

yk = h
(
x̂k|k−1

)
+Hk

(
xk − x̂k|k−1

)
+ vk, (4.26)

where Hk = ∂h/∂x|x=x̂k|k−1
. Then the regression model in (4.4) changes to[

yk − h
(
x̂k|k−1

)
+Hkx̂k|k−1

x̂k|k−1

]
=

[
Hk

I

]
xk +

[
vk
−ek

]
. (4.27)

The ps of the row vectors of the revised matrix Z are then calculated and a statistical test
is applied to identify observation outliers. However, because innovation outliers occur in
the predicted state x̂k|k−1, their effects will spread out on the observation vector on the left
side of (4.27) by matrix Hk, making the ps to break down. In contrast, only the innovation[
yk − h

(
x̂k|k−1

)
+Hkx̂k|k−1

]
corresponding to the outliers will be affected in (4.27). Thus,

the ps will not break down and both observation and innovation outliers are suppressed.

Comment 1 : In most related literature, the state estimation error covariance matrix of an
M-estimator is updated using the same equations as for the standard least-squares-based
EKF, e.g., [156, 157]. Obviously, this will lead to a degraded performance of the estimator,
including poor tracking capabilities and lower statistical efficiency. The correct asymptotic
covariance matrix of that estimator should be utilized, which might be derived from (4.25).

Comment 2 : In the proposed GM-IEKF, the matrixQq and the weights$ are used to bound
the influence of residual and of position, guaranteeing a robust state estimation, while the
matrix Q$ contributes to a robust estimation of the state estimation error covariance matrix
and to a robust prewhitening in the next time step.

The flowchart of the GM-IEKF is shown in Fig. 4.6.
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Initialize: x̂k−1|k−1, Σk−1|k−1, Wk−1 and Rk

Construct batch-regression form: Eqs.(4-5) and (9-11)

Robust prewhitening: Eqs.(12)-(16)

Initialize iterative process: i = 0

Robust filtering: Eq.(17)

Initialize IRLS: j = 0, x̂j(i)

k|k

Solve: Eq.(21)

‖Δx̂
j(i)

k|k ‖∞

< 10−2

∥∥∥x̂j(i)

k|k − x̂
j(i−1)

k|k

∥∥∥
∞

< 10−2
x̂k|k ← x̂

j(i)

k|k

j = j + 1

i = i + 1

Update: Σk|k Yes

No

Yes No

Figure 4.6: Flowchart of the robust iterated extended Kalman filter.
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4.3 Numerical results

The performance of the proposed estimator is tested on the IEEE 39-bus test system, whose
data can be found in [158]. The standard EKF and UKF are implemented for comparisons. In
the simulations, the real and reactive power injections, and bus voltage phasors are assumed
to be metered using PMUs; a random Gaussian noise with zero mean and standard deviation
10−2 is assumed for either system or measurement noise; the diagonal elements of the initial
error covariance matrix of the UKF are set to 10−4; the initial values of the state vector are
arbitrarily chosen for all three estimators. The damping ratio D is set equal to 0.005 for all
generators; the PMU measurements are assumed to be received at a rate of 48 samples per
second; at t=0.5s Line 15-16 is switched off, which causes a large disturbance to the system;
the time domain simulation results are assumed to be the true state values; the parameters
for GM-IEKF are set as β=d=1.5, and the maximal number of iterations is 20.

4.3.1 Robust extended Kalman filter

Case 1: Comparison between EKF, GM-EKF and UKF under ideal conditions

In the simulations, we assume that Wk−1 = Rk = diag (10−4), which does not represent a
stringent condition. The presence of outliers is not considered at this point. For compari-
son purpose, we also simulate the unscented Kalman filter (UKF), although no theoretical
background has been previously presented; the reader is referred to [49,159,160] for details.
The rotor speed versus time is displayed in Fig. 4.7. We pick the plot of Generator 4 as
an example and omit the remaining plots since they do not bring any additional qualitative
information. Clearly, it can be seen from Fig. 4.7 that all the three methods are able to
track well system dynamics.
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Figure 4.7: Rotor speed of Generator 4 after the applied disturbance at t = 0.5s.

Case 2: Momentary loss of communication link
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The communication link with the PMU placed at Bus 34 where Generator 5 is connected is
supposed to be lost from 4 to 6s. Therefore, the measurement set {P5, Q5, V5, θ5} becomes
unavailable during this time frame; here, their values are set equal to zero for simulation
purpose. Although such an event has a low probability of occurrence, it is of interest to
investigate its effects on the estimation results. Fig. 4.8 and 4.9 illustrate the estimation of
the state variables of Generator 5. As we can observe, the non-robust methods, namely the
EKF and the UKF, are not capable of handling such condition. Note that although we are
not showing the remaining plots, the estimation related to other generators are also strongly
biased by the outliers. By contrast, the proposed GM-EKF downweights these outliers to
the point to nearly suppress their effect on the state estimates.
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Figure 4.8: Rotor speed of Generator 5 with loss of PMU #5 from 4 to 6s.
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Figure 4.9: Rotor angle of Generator 5 with loss of PMU #5 from 4 to 6s.

Case 3: Measurements with bad data

In this case, we set Q7 = 10 at t = 4s, which is a gross measurement error. Note that the
reactive power injection of all the generators is under 2.2 per-unit. The simulation results
are displayed in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11. We observe that the estimation results of the EKF and
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the UKF are strongly affected by the magnitude of the outlier. As for the GM-EKF, the
outlier is strongly downweighted, resulting in a good state estimate. The overall estimation
error for the three simulated cases is presented in Table 4.2. For comparison, we present in
Table 4.3 the computing times for all the simulated cases although the Matlab code has not
been optimized. Here, we have run the algorithm 200 times for each case and calculated the
average times.
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Figure 4.10: Rotor speed of Generator 7 with an outlier placed on Q7 after t = 4s.
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Figure 4.11: Rotor angle of Generator 7 with an outlier placed on Q7 after t = 4s.

Table 4.2: Overall estimation errors.
Method EKF GM-EKF UKF
Case 1 0.0169 0.0141 0.0009
Case 2 0.0235 0.0106 0.0101
Case 2 0.0275 0.0106 0.0098
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Table 4.3: Computational time.
Method EKF GM-EKF UKF
Case 1 1.3482s 2.0398s 0.9266s
Case 2 1.7859s 2.6811s 1.2986s
Case 2 1.6956s 2.6662s 1.2328s

4.3.2 Robust iterated extended Kalman filter

Case 1: Small process and measurement noise

We initialize each process noise with a very small variance of magnitude 10−4. The error
variance of the PMU measurements is set to 1%. Fig. 4.12 shows the tracking results of
the three dynamic state estimators. We randomly pick Generator 5 as an example and omit
the remaining plots since they do not bring any additional qualitative information. It can
be seen from the figure that all three methods accurately track the system dynamic states.
The GM-IEKF outperforms standard EKF in estimating both the rotor angle and the rotor
speed. The UKF is the fastest method for tracking these state variables because it uses the
sigma points to propagate the mean and the covariance matrix without relying on direct
linearization, which improves the computational efficiency.

Case 2: Small measurement noise and large process noise

In order to investigate the impacts of system process noise on the tracking performance, the
process noise is increased from 10−4 to 10−2 while the measurement variance is kept the same
as that in Case 1. Fig. 4.13 presents the tracking results. It can be seen from this figure
that UKF is greatly affected by system process noise regarding the rotor speed estimation,
while GM-IEKF and EKF are slightly affected. In this case, GM-IEKF is able to bound the
influence of the process noise, resulting in the best tracking performance among the three
methods.

Case 3: Momentary loss of communication link

Some PMU devices might temporarily lose their communication links to the PDC due to
device failure, cyber attacks, communication interruptions, to cite a few. In that case, the
communication link with the PMU placed at Bus 34, where Generator 5 is connected, is
assumed to be lost from t=4s to t=5s. Therefore, the measurement set {P5, Q5, V5, θ5}
becomes unavailable during this time interval and their values are set equal to zero for
simulation purpose. It is observed that UKF and EKF are not capable of tracking the
trajectories of ω5 and δ5−1. By contrast, GM-IEKF exhibits good tracking capabilities by
relying on the predicted state estimates.

Case 4: Occurrence of observation outliers

To investigate the effect of observation outliers on the EKF, UKF, and GM-IEKF, P5 on
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Figure 4.12: Performance comparisons of the three methods for estimating ω5 and δ5−1 in
Case 1: small process and measurement noise.
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Figure 4.13: Performance comparisons of the three methods for estimating ω5 and δ5−1 in
Case 2, where process noise is increased from 10−4 to 10−2.
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Figure 4.14: Performance comparisons of the three methods for estimating ω5 and δ5−1 in
Case 3, where the communication link with the PMU placed at the Generator 5 is lost from
t=4s to t=5s.
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Figure 4.15: Performance comparisons of the three state estimation methods in Case 4,
where one measurement coming from Bus 34 (P5) is contaminated with gross errors from
t=4s to t=5s.

Bus 34 is contaminated with gross errors from t=10s to t=14s by changing its value to 8
pu, simulating a faulty synchronization or an impulsive communication noise. Note that by

applying the ps to the Jacobian matrix
≈
H , this outlier is flagged as bad leverage point. The

test results are shown in Fig. 4.15. We note that when observation outlier occurs, both
EKF and UKF deviate far away from the true system states since they are not robust to
any outliers. However, GM-IEKF significantly reduces its influence, which is reflected by a
very small weight $i ≈ 10−4, keeping good tracking performance.

Case 5: Occurrence of innovation outliers

As discussed before, the predictions might be unreliable due to the imperfect dynamical
model or impulsive system process noise. To investigate the performances of the estimators
under this condition, the predicted value of ω5 is changed to 8 pu between t=4s and t=6s. Fig.
4.16 shows the simulation results. We observe that the UKF is greatly affected by innovation
outliers, which makes its tracking trajectories unreliable. The EKF is less sensitive to the
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Figure 4.16: Performance comparisons of the three methods in Case 5, where the predicted
value of ω5 is changed from 0.2072 to 2 pu from t=4s to t=6s.

rotor angle estimation compared with the UKF, but its estimation for rotor speed is not
acceptable. By contrast, the GM-IEKF effectively suppresses this innovation outlier, whose
weight $i ≈ 2× 10−4, resulting in good states tracking.

Robustness to non-Gaussian noise

To demonstrate the robustness of the proposed method under thick-tailed distributions,
non-Gaussian PMU noise is simulated using the models proposed in a recent PNNL report
[143, 161]. Specifically, the bimodal Gaussian mixture model with zero mean, a variance of
10−4 and weights of 0.9 and 0.1 is assumed for the voltage magnitude measurement noise,
whereas the Laplacian distribution with zero mean and a scale of 1 is assumed for the real
and reactive power measurement noise. As an illustrative example, results for Generator 10
are displayed in Fig. 4.17. We observe that both EKF and UKF exhibit large oscillations,
indicating inherent instabilities while our robust GM-IEKF yields a reasonable performance.

Now, let us describe and analyze the test results obtained for all the three methods in
presence of observation or innovation outliers using the two-axis machine model. In this test,
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Figure 4.17: Performance comparisons of the three state estimation methods under non-
Gaussian measurement noise.
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Figure 4.18: Performance comparisons of the three dynamic state estimation methods in
presence of two observation outliers induced as follows: two measurement taken on Bus 34
(P5 and Q5) are contaminated with gross errors from t=4s to t=5s.

the measurement settings and fault condition are the same as those given in the previous
simulations. The time step for time domain simulation is 0.008s. The estimated states of
Generator 5 are provided as examples. All the parameter values of the generators are taken
from [162]. Figs. 4.18 and 4.19 present the results of the three methods with two observation
outliers, i.e., P5 and Q5 changed to 0 pu, and one innovation outlier, i.e., δ6 changed to 5
pu. From these two figures, we observe that even with high-order generator model, the
proposed GM-IEKF is able to effectively suppress both observation and innovation outliers.
By contrast, EKF and UKF exhibit no robustness against any types of outliers, yielding
unreliable estimation results.

4.4 Concluding remarks

4.4.1 Breakdown point

We demonstrate in the previous examples that the GM-IEKF can cope with observation and
innovation outliers. The remaining question is how many outliers it can handle without giving
unreliable estimation results, that is, what is its breakdown point? This concept provides
a measure of the global robustness of an estimator, for the maximum (finite) possible bias
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Figure 4.19: Performance comparisons of the three dynamic state estimation methods in
presence of an innovation outlier induced as follows: the predicted rotor angle of Generator
5 is contaminated with gross errors from t=4s to t=5s.

induced by a given fraction of outliers. Formally, we have:

ε∗ = max

(
ε =

Nf

Nm

;maximum bias
)
, (4.28)

where Nf is the number of outliers; Nm is the total number of data points, which is the
dimension of

≈
yk in this paper. A definition of the finite-sample breakdown point of a robust

estimator in nonlinear regression is given by Stromberg and Ruppert [163]. The expression
of the maximum breakdown that any regression equivariant estimator might have in linear
structured regression (e.g., in linearized power system state estimation model, which involves
sparse Jacobian matrices) is derived by Mili and Coakley [164].

We carry out extensive simulations to determine the breakdown point of our GM-IEKF
when applied to the IEEE 39-bus test system. By replacing a varying number of data points
by outliers in the vector

≈
yk of dimension mt = m + n, it is observed that the GM-IEKF

can handle at least 25% of outliers among the data set, be they innovation or observation
outliers, the worst case being clustered ones. Note that the exact value of the breakdown
point of the GM-IEKF in power systems still needs to be determined; it will be investigated
in a future work.
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4.4.2 Computational efficiency

To check whether the proposed GM-IEKF can keep up with PMUs at their scanned rate of
30 or 60 samples per second, its computational efficiency is analyzed and compared to that of
the EKF and UKF under three different scenarios defined as follows: Scenario 1: no outliers
occur; Scenario 2: with observation outliers; Scenario 3: with innovation outliers. Please
note that all the three scenarios are tested with the two-axis model instead of the classical
model of the synchronous generators. The testing environment consists of a PC configured
with Intel(R) Xeon(R), CPU E5-1650, 3.5GHz and 32GB RAM. The average computing
times of all the three methods in the three scenarios for every time sample are displayed in
Table 4.4. From this table, we observe that EKF and UKF have similar computing times
that are much lower than the PMU sampling periods of 33.3ms and 16.7ms for 30 sample/s
and 60 samples/s, respectively. As for GM-IEKF, although its execution time is larger than
that of EKF, it is also lower than the PMU sampling period, enabling it to track system
state dynamics in real-time. Furthermore, unlike EKF and GM-IEKF, UKF might exhibit
numerical instability in presence of innovation outliers.

Table 4.4: Average computing time of the three estimation methods in three scenarios for
each time sample

Cases EKF UKF GM-IEKF
Scenario 1 3.94ms 3.48ms 5.96ms
Scenario 2 3.95ms 3.49ms 5.99ms
Scenario 3 3.93ms 3.51ms or diverged 6.30ms

4.4.3 Centralized versus decentralized approach

The proposed GM-IEKF is a centralized DSE, but it can be extended to a decentralized
framework, typically employed for the real-time monitoring and control of very large-scale
power systems. For instance, we might adopt the same approach as the one proposed in [154]
by treating the generator terminal voltage and current phasors as system input and output
variables, which will be both assumed to be metered by PMUs. By doing so, the dynamic
equations for one generation unit can be decoupled from those of the other units. Therefore,
GM-IEKF can be applied to estimate the system dynamic state by processing only local PMU
measurements. However, with the decentralized GM-IEKF, the measurements processed by
a DSE are only taken on machine terminal buses, yielding a very low local measurement
redundancy. If the terminal measurements are lost due to cyber attacks or communication
failures, or include either observation or innovation outliers, the decentralized GM-IEKF
might lose its tracking ability. On the other hand, with a centralized GM-IEKF, all available
measurements are transferred to the control center with some communication bandwidth
utilization, resulting in an enhanced measurement redundancy. In this case, outliers and
the loss of measurements can be effectively handled by the centralized GM-IEKF, thereby
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providing the control center with a complete set of state estimates, which enables it to take
global and local control actions.

Let us now compare the centralized and decentralized scheme from the viewpoint of the
communication bandwidth requirement. Obviously, with a decentralized GM-IEKF, only
local controls are implemented. If coordinated control is deployed between different local
DSEs, additional communication bandwidth is required, making the comparison with the
communication cost of the centralized GM-IEKF difficult to assess. In summary, choosing
between the two schemes depends on the applications and the communication infrastructures
being used.

In this paper, a robust GM-IEKF method is proposed for tracking the dynamic states of
a power system. The estimation problem is formulated as a nonlinear regression problem
by processing both state predictions and observations in a batch mode. Furthermore, pro-
jection statistics and a GM-estimator are applied to PMU metered values for bounding the
influence of observation and innovation outliers, including the loss of measurement commu-
nication links. Simulations carried out on the IEEE 39-bus test system provide results that
demonstrate the robustness and the statistical efficiency of GM-IEKF.

Despite evident advantages of our GM-IEKF, which include fast computations and good
robustness to observation and innovation outliers, it suffers from several weaknesses that
call for further research and developments. One weakness is its vulnerability to system
parameter and topology errors, which require a very high level of local measurement redun-
dancy [165]. Obviously, this requirement is difficult to achieve in practice, mainly due to
economic constraints. The second weakness is that the iterative EKF might produce un-
reliable state estimates under strong nonlinearities of the power system model. Dynamic
estimators that circumvent this difficulty include the unscented transformation based filters,
the ensemble Kalman filter, and the particle filter, among others. These estimators make use
of sigma/ensemble points or particles to approximate the true distribution of random state
variables, resulting in good state predictions and filtering when the assumptions are satisfied.
As a future work, we plan to develop robust versions of these filters for handling outliers
under strong system nonlinearities. Finally, the proposed GM-IEKF will be extended to a
decentralized framework for the real-time monitoring and control of a very large-scale power
system.



Chapter 5

Robust hierarchical decentralized
dynamic state estimator

In the previous chapter, we presented a robust centralized model-based dynamic state estima-
tor. In this chapter, we will first introduce the data-driven Koopman Kalman filter [71–73],
followed by its robust version [69, 70]. The later, termed robust Koopman Kalman filter,
is the core component of the developed hybrid framework that combines model-based and
data-driven methods for hierarchical decentralized robust dynamic state estimation [79]. A
two-level hierarchy is proposed, where the lower level consists of robust, model-based, de-
centralized DSEs. The state estimates sent from the lower level are received at the upper
level, where they are filtered by a robust data-driven DSE after a principled sparse selection.
This selection allows us to shrink the dimension of the problem at the upper level and hence
significantly speed up the computational time. The proposed hybrid framework does not
depend on the centralized infrastructure of the control centers; thus it can be completely
embedded into the wide-area measurement systems. This feature will ultimately facilitate
the placement of hierarchical decentralized control schemes at the phasor data concentrator
locations. Also, the network model is not necessary; thus, a topology processor is not re-
quired. Finally, there is no assumption on the dynamics of the electric loads. The proposed
framework is tested on the 2,000-bus synthetic Texas system, and shown to be capable of
reconstructing the dynamic states of the generators with high accuracy, and of forecasting
in the advent of missing data.

Researchers working on this field have been tackling the DSE design by resorting to either
nonlinear observers or the KF and its nonlinear extensions. Typically, to make the design of
a nonlinear observer tractable, the power systems are supposed to be lossless and the voltage
magnitude at each bus is fixed to 1 p.u., which are rather restrictive assumptions [52,166,167].
It turns out that observers are typically limited to low-dimensional systems. Recently, the
extended Kalman filter (EKF) [48, 50, 51] and the unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [49] have
received a great deal of attention from researchers and practitioners. However, as we argued

75
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in chapter 4, the model and parameter uncertainties and the computational burden preclude
their adoption for large-scale power systems. For example, the level of uncertainty associ-
ated with composite load models is high, and it is expected to increase in the near future.
Decentralized versions of the EKF [56] and of the UKF [55] that relieve the computational
burden and lessen the communication requirements have also been proposed, but the model
and parameter issues remain unsolved. In fact, the increasing uncertainties caused by the
penetration of renewable energy sources in the grid pose a major challenge to power sys-
tems state estimation in general, be it static [168] or dynamic. Furthermore, both observers
and KFs presume the availability of a dynamical model of the Kron-reduced network, a re-
quirement that is not easily met by many power utilities. As an attempt to overcome these
weaknesses, a model independent technique seems worth investigating.

We develop a two-level, hierarchical, decentralized, robust DSE by combining model-based
and data-driven methods. The model-based decentralized DSEs at the lower level provide
the necessary data for performing data-driven model identification at the upper level by using
the KMD [93], which further allows for dynamic stability assessment and modal analysis of
nonlinear dynamical systems [80]. The paper also illustrates the application of the proposed
framework for large-scale systems by using compressed sensing [169] to find sparse state esti-
mate selection. Because the use of all state estimates at the upper level could be prohibitive
for high-dimensional systems, we rely on compressed sensing to find a sparse selection of state
estimates, following the work of Brunton et al. [124, 170]. The proposed hybrid framework
provides the opportunity to devise powerful tools by combining concepts from dynamical
systems, estimation, and control theory. Firstly, the use of decentralized DSEs and KMD
makes it independent of the network model; hence, it does not require a topology processor.
Secondly, by virtue of the data-driven KMD, the method does not need to make assumptions
about the underlying load model dynamics. Thirdly, and most notably, it can be completely
embedded into the wide-area measurement systems instead of being an add-on to the energy
management systems installed at the control centers. This attribute will ultimately facilitate
the hierarchical control design of electric power systems [25] with the placement of control
schemes at the PDC location, thereby exploiting the synergies between agile, low-latency,
decentralized and holistic centralized monitoring and control architectures.

5.1 Robust data-driven Koopman Kalman filter

Surana and Banaszuk [71] and Surana [72, 73], proposed a Koopman operator-based KF
(KKF). The main attractiveness of their approach is its data-driven feature and the possi-
bility of tracking nonlinear dynamics through the conventional linear KF. The concept of
a model-free, data-driven KF has appeared before in the literature; see for instance [171].
The key idea here is to discover both the transition and the observation matrices from
recorded measurements. In fact, this notion of extracting models from data is an impor-
tant problem in science and engineering [172] in general. To demonstrate the KKF, Surana
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and Banaszuk [71] studied a canonical nonlinear dynamical system, which possess a finite-
dimensional Koopman-invariant subspace [127] and has a priori known eigenvalues and eigen-
functions. It turns out that such a finite-dimensional subspace does not exist for an electric
power system. This is due to the presence of sinusoidal nonlinearities that endow the system
with multiple attractors [129], implying that from a theoretical standpoint, nonlinear dynam-
ics of power systems are exactly represented by infinitely many Koopman modes. However, in
practice, a finite-dimensional approximation is used instead. In Surana [73], a more in-depth
analysis is performed that includes numerical results carried out on power systems under
the assumption that the rotor angle of the synchronous generators is measured. Although
it is not the industry practice, a project under development at Virginia Tech [173, 174] is
demonstrating that synchronized measurements of the rotor angle is currently a feasible,
cost-effective alternative.

A caveat of applying the KKF [71, 73] in power systems is that PMUs, and eventually
synchronized measurements of the rotor angle, are not immune to failures; outliers, data
dropouts, and impulsive noises occur ever so often. Thus, it is imperative to have a mecha-
nism that is able to suppress their effect on the estimation [50,51]. We therefore propose to
develop a robust generalized maximum-likelihood KKF (GM-KKF) as a model-independent
alternative approach for DSE. Apart from the obvious advantage of being robust to outliers,
the GM-KKF presents high statistical efficiency when the system and observation errors in
the Kalman filter deviate from Gaussianity. This is an important feature, which shall become
clear after reading Section 5.1. Furthermore, the GM-KKF exhibits faster convergence rate
as compared to the KKF thanks to a batch-mode regression formulation. In what follows,
we compare the GM-KKF with the KKF proposed in [71, 73] to demonstrate the necessity
of adopting a robust approach. To further evaluate its performance, we also compare the
GM-KKF with the robust GM-EKF developed in [50]. Several aspects such as the rate of
convergence and the computational speed are assessed.

Consider a discrete time-invariant nonlinear model defined as follows:

xk = f (xk−1) , (5.1)
yk = h (xk) , (5.2)

where x ∈ Rn is the system state vector, y ∈ Rm is the system observation vector, and
f : Rn → Rn and h : Rn → Rm are vector-valued nonlinear functions. Note that the
observables mentioned in the Introduction section are not necessarily equal to the system
observation vector, y, defined by (5.2).

Our problem is to estimate the time evolution of the state vector, x, in real-time for system
monitoring, identification, and control. This problem can be tackled by using a nonlinear
observer. There are many techniques to design a nonlinear observer. The interested reader
is pointed to [71] and references therein. One design approach is to seek a transformation

x = X (x) , y = Y (y) , (5.3)
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such that (5.1) and (5.2) can be converted into a canonical observer form given by

xk = Fk−1xk−1 + α (yk) , (5.4)
y
k

= Hkxk + β (yk) , (5.5)

where F ∈ Rq×q is the state transition matrix,H ∈ Rp×q is the observation matrix, and α (y),
β (y) denote the output injection terms. For clarity of notation, we hereafter distinguish
between the system’s state space variables on their original coordinates, x ∈ Rn, y ∈ Rm, and
their counterpart mapped into canonical coordinates by the transformation (5.3), x ∈ Rq,
y ∈ Rp.

Assuming that (5.3) exists, (5.4)–(5.5) can be put in the Kalman filter form. Interestingly, the
nonlinear transformation based on the Koopman operator-theoretic framework does not yield
to output injection terms, as it will be shown later. Thus, by neglecting the output injection
terms in (5.4)–(5.5) and considering additive error terms, and based on the assumption that
the transformation (5.3) exists, we cast the system (5.1)–(5.2) into the Kalman filter form
(3.1)–(3.2). Now, our problem becomes one of finding the proper mapping (5.3). We will
obtain (5.3) by resorting to the Koopman operator-theoretic framework, which we introduce
next.

Assumption 8. x and y are spanned by the KEFs, i.e., F q = span {φi}qi=1 is a subset of the
KEFs of (5.1)–(5.2) such that x,y ∈ F q.

From (2.58), we have that

xk =

q∑
i=1

φi (xk)υ
(x)
i , xk+1 =

q∑
i=1

φi (xk)υ
(x)
i λi, (5.6)

yk =

q∑
i=1

φi (xk)υ
(y)
i , yk+1 =

q∑
i=1

φi (xk)υ
(y)
i λi. (5.7)

where υ(x)
i ∈ Cn, and υ(y)

i ∈ Cm, i = 1, ..., q. In matrix form, (5.6) can be written as x1,k

...
xn,k

 =

 υ
(x)
1,1 . . . υ

(x)
1,q

...
υ

(x)
n,1 . . . υ

(x)
n,q


φ1 (xk)

...
φq (xk)

 , (5.8)

 x1,k+1

...
xn,k+1

 =

 υ
(x)
1,1 . . . υ

(x)
1,q

...
υ

(x)
n,1 . . . υ

(x)
n,q


λ1

. . .
λq


φ1 (xk)

...
φq (xk)

 . (5.9)
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Similarly, (5.7) can be written as y1,k

...
ym,k

 =

 υ
(y)
1,1 . . . υ

(y)
1,q

...
υ

(y)
m,1 . . . υ

(y)
m,q


φ1 (xk)

...
φq (xk)

 , (5.10)

 y1,k+1

...
ym,k+1

 =

 υ
(y)
1,1 . . . υ

(y)
1,q

...
υ

(y)
m,1 . . . υ

(y)
m,q


λ1

. . .
λq


φ1 (xk)

...
φq (xk)

 . (5.11)

In what follows, we suppose that the Koopman tuples are ordered such that complex conju-
gate pairs appear adjacent to each other. Now, consider the first row of (5.9),

x1,k+1 = υ
(x)
1,1 λ1φ1 (xk) + υ

(x)
1,2 λ2φ2 (xk) + υ

(x)
1,3 λ3φ3 (xk) + ...+ υ

(x)
1,q λqφq (xk) . (5.12)

Define υ(x)
l,i = cl,i + jdl,i, λi = σi + jωi, and φi (xk) = ui + jvi. Suppose that φ1 (xk) and

φ2 (xk) is a complex conjugate pair of KEFs, whereas φ3 (xk) is real-valued, and neglect the
Koopman tuples with index i = 4, ..., q. Thus, we have

x1,k+1 = (c1,1 + jd1,1) (σ1 + jω1) (u1 + jv1) + (c1,1 − jd1,1) (σ1 − jω1) (u1 − jv1) + c1,3σ3u3.
(5.13)

After some algebraic manipulation, (5.13) becomes

x1,k+1 = (c1,1σ1 − d1,1ω1) (2u1) + (c1,1ω1 + d1,1σ1) (−2v1) + (c1,3σ3) (u3) . (5.14)

or in matrix form, considering only the first element of xk+1, we have

x1,k+1 =
[
c1,1 d1,1 c1,3

] σ1 ω1 0

−ω1 σ1 0

0 0 σ3


 2u1

−2v1

u3

 , (5.15)

and considering xk+1, it follows that

xk+1 =
[
<
{
υ

(x)
1

}
=
{
υ

(x)
1

}
υ

(x)
3

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Υ(x)

 <{λ1} = {λ1} 0

−={λ1} < {λ1} 0

0 0 λ3


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Λ

 2u1

−2v1

u3


︸ ︷︷ ︸

xk

. (5.16)

Therefore, a nonlinear change of coordinates is given by TK : Rn → Rq,

TK (x) = x =
(
x1, ..., xq

)>
, (5.17)
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where xi = φi, if the i-th KEF is real; or xi = 2<{φi} and xi+1 = −2={φi} if the i- and
(i+ 1)-th KEFs are complex conjugate pairs.

If the i-th KEF is real, the block diagonal Λi,i = λi, and the columns of Υ(x) ∈ Rn×q and
Υ(y) ∈ Rm×q are, respectively, defined as Υ

(x)
:,i = υ

(x)
i and Υ

(y)
:,i = υ

(y)
i .

If the i and i+ 1-th KEFs form a complex conjugate pair,[
Λi,i Λi,i+1

Λi+1,i Λi+1,i+1

]
=

[
<{λi} = {λi}
−={λi} < {λi}

]
, (5.18)

the columns of Υ(x) and Υ(y) are respectively defined as follows: Υ
(x)
:,i = <

{
υ

(x)
i

}
, Υ

(x)
:,i+1 =

=
{
υ

(x)
i

}
, Υ

(y)
:,i = <

{
υ

(y)
i

}
and Υ

(y)
:,i+1 = =

{
υ

(y)
i

}
.

Finally,

xk = Λxk−1, (5.19)

x̂k = Υ(x)xk, (5.20)

ŷk = h (x̂k) = Υ(y)xk. (5.21)

Remark 3 (system dimension in canonical coordinates): The dimension of the vector defined
by (5.17), x ∈ Rq is equal to the dimension of the vector of observable functions, γ (x) ∈ Rq.

Remark 4 (state estimates): The state estimates, x̂k, in (5.20) are mapped back to the state
space through a linear transform. This is an important advantage as compared to other
observers, which in general would require a nonlinear transform.

Remark 5 (covariance matrix): The filtered state covariance matrix, Σk|k, can be recovered
by Σk|k = Υ(x)Σk|k

(
Υ(x)

)>, where Σk|k is the filtered covariance matrix in the Koopman
canonical coordinates.

Remark 6 (system observability): Surana and Banaszuk [71] proved that if Assumption I
holds true and the pair

(
Λ,Υ(y)

)
is observable, then the system (5.1)–(5.2) is nonlinear ob-

servable. They also demonstrated through an example, that Assumption I is not a necessary
condition. Further theoretical development with respect to system observability is required.

Remark 7 (modal observability): Interestingly, because we have access to the Koopman modes
and the transition matrix, Λ, a measure of modal observability [175, 176] is practically a
byproduct of the KKF. This is an advantage since a system mode cannot be modified unless
it is both observable and controllable. However, to define controllability, it is necessary to
consider a input-output nonlinear system model [72]. The approach proposed by Hamdan
and Nayfeh [177] is here recommended because it is scaling-independent.
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5.1.1 Example: Canonical nonlinear dynamical system

Consider the autonomous nonlinear dynamical system expressed as [71]

ẋ =

[
ẋ1

ẋ2

]
=

[
ρx1

µx2 + (2ρ− µ) cx2
1

]
, (5.22)

y = h (x) = x2
1 + x2. (5.23)

Thus, by selecting the observables

x = TK (x) =
[
x1; x2 − cx2

1; x2
1

]>
, (5.24)

we have

ẋ1 = ẋ1 = ρx1 = ρx1,

ẋ2 = ẋ2 − 2cx1ẋ1 = µx2 + (2ρ− µ) cx2
1 − 2cx1ẋ1 = µx2,

ẋ3 = 2x1ẋ1 = 2ρx2
1 = 2ρx3, (5.25)

and it follows that

ẋ =

ρ 0 0
0 µ 0
0 0 2ρ

x1

x2

x3

 = Λx, (5.26)

x =

[
1 0 0
0 1 c

]x1

x2

x3

 = Υ(x)x, (5.27)

y =
[
0 1 c+ 1

] x1

x2

x3

 = Υ(y)x. (5.28)

As noted in [71], even when x0 follows a Gaussian distribution, x0 will in general not follow
a Gaussian distribution under the Koopman canonical transformation, TK. Therefore, the
adoption of the KF as presented in section 3 might result in severely biased estimates.
Conversely, the robust Kalman filter introduced in section 3.2 has high statistical efficiency
at the Gaussian distribution and, at the same time, provides reliable estimates in the presence
of any deviation from Gaussianity, as long as the breakdown point of the estimator is not
exceeded, which is about 35 percent.

Note that an improper estimation of the Koopman tuples would affect the transformation
(5.17). Thus, we preprocess the data using a robust filter [77,78], which will be presented in
chapter 6.
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5.2 Sparse selection of state estimates

Following Manohar et al. [170], suppose that a state x evolving according to the nonlinear
dynamics (5.1) has a compact representation in a transform basis Ψ. In a universal basis
Ψ ∈ Rn×n, x might have a sparse representation:

x = Ψs, (5.29)

s ∈ Rn is a sparse vector. In a tailored basis Ψr ∈ Rn×r, such as a basis defined by a proper
orthogonal decomposition, x might have a low-rank representation:

x = Ψr`, (5.30)

` ∈ Rr. We seek to find a matrix C ∈ Rp×n consisting of a small number (p � n) of
optimized measurements:

b = Cx, (5.31)

b ∈ Rp, which facilitates the accurate reconstruction of s or `, and thus x. Note that
C = [eγ1 eγ2 ... eγp ]

>, where eγi is the unit vector with a unit entry at index γi and zeros
elsewhere. Combining (5.29) and (5.31) yields:

b = (CΨ) s = θs. (5.32)

Eq. (5.32) is referred to as the compressed sensing problem. Conversely, combining (5.30)
and (5.31) yields:

b = (CΨr) ` = θ`. (5.33)

If C is properly structured such that θ is well conditioned, it is possible to solve for the
low-rank coefficients ` given the measurements b in (5.33) as follows:

ˆ̀=

{
θ−1b =

(
CΨr

)−1
b, p = r,

θ†b =
(
CΨr

)†
b, p > r,

(5.34)

θ† denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of θ. Thus, x can be estimated as x̂ = Ψr
ˆ̀.

From (5.34), one seeks columns of Ψr corresponding to point sensor locations in the state
space, eγi , that optimally condition the inversion of the matrix θ. The structure of the
elements eγi affect the condition number ofC and consequently ofMγ = θ>θ. The condition
number of the system might be indirectly bounded by optimizing the spectral content ofMγ

using its determinant, trace, or spectral radius. For example, we have:

γ∗ = arg max
γ,|γ|=p

|detMγ | = arg max
γ

∏
i

|λi(Mγ)|

= arg max
γ

∏
i

σi(Mγ), (5.35)
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where λi and σi are, respectively, the i-th eigenvalue and singular value of Mγ . The QR
factorization with column pivoting decomposes a matrix Mγ ∈ Rm×n into a unitary matrix
Q, an upper triangular matrix R, and a column permutation matrix C, that is:

MγC
> = QR. (5.36)

The key idea from [170] is, when applied to an appropriate basis, the QR pivoting procedure
provides an approximate greedy solution method for the optimization in (5.35), also known
as a submatrix volume maximization because the matrix volume is the absolute value of the
determinant.

Sparse Selection of State Estimates

In [170], the QR pivoting procedure is proposed as a tool to optimize sensor placement, in
particular for the reconstruction of high-dimensional states from point measurements given
tailored bases. Instead of measurements, here, we have access to the state estimates received
from the robust, model-based, decentralized DSEs. Our objective is to shrink the number of
state estimates used by the robust KKF so as to speed up its processing.

Algorithm 1 Sparse selection of state estimates
1: procedure
2: Ψr ← svd(x̂)
3: if p == r then
4: γ ← pivot(Ψr) . [Q,R, pivot] = qr(Ψr)
5: else if p > r then
6: γ ← pivot(ΨrΨ

>
r ) . [Q,R, pivot] = qr(ΨrΨ

>
r )

7: b← x̂γ . x̂γ = x̂γ1:γp

After b is determined as in Algorithm 1, we make use of (5.17) such that:

TK(b) = x =
[
x1, ..., xq

]>
. (5.37)

5.3 Numerical results

5.3.1 Robust Koopman Kalman filter

The simulations are carried out on the IEEE 39-bus system, whose data can be found in [158].
At t = 5 seconds, the transmission line connecting Buses 15 and 16 is switched off, which
results in a large disturbance. The values obtained from the time-domain simulation are
supposedly the true values. We assume that PMUs are placed at each generator terminals,
which provide measurements of voltage and current at 60 frames per second. A random
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Gaussian noise, N (0, 0.01), is assumed for both system and measurement error such that
the covariance matrices Wk = Rk = diag (10−4). We performed tests with the classical and
the two-axis model of synchronous generators; in the later case, the model of the excitation
and the turbine-governor systems is also considered. The algebraic differential equations of
both models are given in Appendix A.

The root mean squared error, defined as

εk =

√√√√ 1

n

n∑
i=1

|xi,k − x̂i,k|2, k = 1, ..., `, (5.38)

is used to evaluate the estimation accuracy.

On the choice of observables

Surana [73] adopted the exact dynamic mode decomposition proposed by Tu et al. [111] to
compute approximations to the Koopman tuples, by making the observables g (x) = x =[
δ>; ω>

]>; it was assumed that real-time measurements of the rotor angle, δ, and rotor
speed, ω, were (partially) available. For the simulations carried out on the IEEE 39-bus
system, [δ2, ..., δ8, ω2, ..., ω10]> were supposedly measured.

In this work, we apply instead the EDMD as proposed by Klus et al. [113]. Our choice of
observables, g (x) =

[
P>e ; Q>e

]>, differs from the state vector, x =
[
δ>; ω>

]>; thanks to
the strong coupling between the rotor angle, δ, and the real power, Pe, we found that real-
time measurements of the rotor angle are not necessary, although recommended. This is an
important remark because it relaxes the requirement of real-time measurements of the rotor
angle, thereby allowing the application of a hybrid approach where a model is simulated
(offline) to find out the Koopman tuples, whereas only measurements of active and reactive
power are processed in real-time.

Estimates versus GPS-synchronized measurements of the generators’ rotor angle

Many attempts of estimating the rotor angle without having to place a sensor on the machine
shaft to measure it directly have been reported; see for example [178–180]. After a careful
review of the literature, we found that the proposed techniques either rely on excessively
restrictive assumptions or rely on a machine model thereby being system dependent.

Interestingly, ongoing efforts are indicating that GPS-synchronized measurements of the
rotor angle is a viable alternative, thanks to the advent of new technologies in sensing and
communications [173,174].

GM-KKF versus KKF

Here, a comparison between the KKF [71, 73] and the proposed GM-KKF is carried out.
Two cases are analyzed; they are described next.

a) Single outlier in the data: The results are presented in Fig. 5.1a. It can be observed
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that unlike the KKF, the GM-KKF is insensitive to the outlier. Furthermore, considering
the same initial condition, the GM-KKF shows much faster convergence rate due to the
batch-mode regression formulation in (3.23). This fact can be confirmed in Fig. 5.2, where
the root mean squared error εk, k = 1, ..., ` (5.38) is plotted.

b) Multiple outliers in the data: The GM-KKF provides slight bias but bounded estimates
in this case, whereas the KKF results are unbounded; in fact, the bias of the KKF estimates
are unbounded since they might take values over (−∞,+∞). The results are illustrated in
Fig. 5.1b.

GM-KKF versus GM-EKF

A comparison between the GM-EKF [50] and the proposed GM-KKF is carried out. Two
cases are analyzed as follows.

a) The model of the GM-EKF is perfect and its parameters are correct: The results displayed
in Fig. 5.1c show that both the GM-EKF and the GM-KKF are able to suppress the influence
of a single outlier placed at t = 10 seconds.

b) One parameter of the GM-EKF model is incorrect: One single diagonal element of the
admittance matrix of the Kron reduced network model is modified by 10% to introduce a
structural error into the GM-EKF. This procedure induces a structural outlier [51] whose
effect on the estimation results is very difficult to suppress. Conversely, the GM-KKF is
insensible to structural outliers as no model is assumed. Table 5.1 shows the overall mean
squared estimation error, ε =

∑`
k=1 εk, for this case, as well as for the previous case where a

perfect model is assumed.

Table 5.1: The influence of model/parameter uncertainty in the estimation and the benefit
of a model-free approach

Overall Estimation Error, ε
GM-EKF [50] GM-KKF

Perfect model 0.0141 0.0281
Single parameter error 0.0365 0.0281

Besides model independence, another advantage of the proposed GM-KKF over the GM-
EKF is its computational speed. Indeed, the GM-KKF is about three times faster than the
GM-EKF in the simulations carried out on the IEEE 39-bus test system; this advantage
is expected to be more pronounced for larger systems. The computation time required to
simulate one discrete time step of the KKF, the GM-EKF, and of the proposed GM-KKF,
which are averaged over 500 runs, is presented in Table 5.2.

Probability distribution after transformation (5.17)

As stated in [71], even when x is normally distributed, x will in general not be normally
distributed under the transformation (5.17). From the simulations, we found that x follows
a Student’s t-distribution with 20 degrees of freedom as depicted in Fig. 5.3. It is expected
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Figure 5.1: Comparison between the proposed GM-KKF and (a) the KKF as proposed
in [71, 73] with one single outlier placed at t = 10 seconds. (b) the KKF as proposed
in [71, 73] with multiple outliers placed from t = 7 to t = 8 seconds. (c) the GM-EKF as
proposed in [50].
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the convergence rate between the KKF as proposed in [71, 73]
and the GM-KKF proposed in here.
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Table 5.2: Computation time of the KKF [71,73], GM-EKF [50], and the proposed GM-KKF
per discrete time step

KKF [71,73] GM-EKF [50] GM-KKF
Time (milliseconds) 0.1884 17.0335 6.1218
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Figure 5.3: The Q-Q plot of data after transformation (5.17) indicates that it roughly follows
a Student’s t-distribution with 20 degrees of freedom.

that this probability distribution will vary in a case-by-case basis; this is not a problem for
the GM-KKF since it exhibits a high efficiency under deviations from normality.

The case with multiple outliers in the data is also simulated using Model B. As observed
from Fig. 5.4, the EKF exhibits a performance that severely degrade in presence of outliers,
which is not the case for the GM-EKF and the GM-KKF, which are able suppress them.

5.3.2 Hierarchical decentralized dynamic state estimation

We carry out simulations on the 2,000-bus synthetic Texas system [181] comprising 544
synchronous and 87 non-synchronous generators; the latter are modeled as variable-speed
wind generators with full converters and do not contribute to the electromechanical modes.
A fault is applied to Bus 1017 and cleared after 10 milliseconds. Fig. 5.5 shows the rotor
angle of the synchronous generators relative to the system average angle, with removed mean.
We observe that 456 of 544 synchronous generators present coherent dynamics, whereas 88
of 544 synchronous generators do not contribute at all to the dynamics; see constant line at
zero degrees in Fig. 5.5.

Upon application of the KMD explained in Section III, the 10 most important Koopman
eigenvalues–i.e., the ones with the smaller damping coefficient–are shown in Fig. 5.6. They
were estimated using 10 seconds of rotor speed estimates. The black crosses indicate results
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Figure 5.4: Comparison between the proposed GM-KKF and the EKF, KKF [73], and GM-
EKF [50]. Outlier placed between t = 5.0 and t = 5.3 seconds.
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Figure 5.5: Rotor angle, δ, of the 544 synchronous generators relative to system average
angle, after removing the mean.

obtained with all 544 estimates obtained from the decentralized DSE (assuming we have local
PMU measurements), whereas the blue circles indicate results obtained with 240 principled
selected estimates from the sparse state measurement selection technique explained in Section
IV. The remaining 5 seconds of the time domain simulation are used for testing. We consider
three different scenarios, as presented next.

No outliers

The results are shown in Fig. 5.7a. True state, received state estimate, and filtered state
estimate, respectively, refer to the outcome of the time-domain simulation, the data received
from the robust model-based decentralized DSEs, and the outcome of the robust KKF.
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Figure 5.6: The Koopman modes calculated using estimates of the rotor speed of the syn-
chronous generators.

Impulsive noise

The results are shown in Fig. 5.7b. We observe that the robust KKF is able to suppress the
impulsive noise.

Loss of the communication link with a decentralized DSE

The results are shown in Fig. 5.7c, and demonstrate the forecasting capability of the robust
KKF.

5.4 Concluding remarks

A robust Koopman operator-based Kalman filter has been developed and compared with its
non-robust version as well as with a robust extended Kalman filter (GM-EKF). Examples
have been provided to illustrate the importance of using a GM-KKF for dynamic state
estimation because it is model independent and more computational efficient than the GM-
EKF.

The proposed hybrid framework offers a balance between model-based and data-driven meth-
ods, and it has several important advantages compared to other methodologies. It is com-
pletely independent of the network model, does not attempt to model the dynamics of the
loads, and, most importantly, does not depend on the infrastructure that is exclusively avail-
able at the control centers.

Although promising, the proposed approach requires further investigations. One important
aspect is the system observability at the upper level, i.e., the sparse selection must be con-
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Figure 5.7: Rotor speed deviation, ∆ω, of the synchronous generator 4. (a) No outlier. (b)
Impulsive noise at t = 12 seconds. (c) Loss of communication with the decentralized DSE
between t = 12 and t = 13 seconds.
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ditioned to a certain degree of redundancy. We will rely on the correspondence between the
Koopman operator and the Lie derivatives to pursue this effort. In addition, the estimation
of the KEFs [114] is an important open problem and must be addressed. Future work will
also look into the applicability of using other observables from sensors in the upper level sys-
tem identification by either partially or completely bypassing the lower level DSE in certain
scenarios to gain increased agility.



Chapter 6

Robust data filtering

Practical experience has demonstrated that PMU measurements might exhibit impulsive
noises, which are induced by: improper hardware wiring, unavailability of the GPS time ref-
erence, GPS synchronization error, and communication interferences [182], only to mention
a few examples. Impulsive noises are sporadic noises with sudden short duration and large
magnitudes, thereby deviating from the main pattern of the majority of the data points.
Without a proper mechanism capable of suppressing the undesirable effects of the impulsive
noises, any application relying on PMU measurements is vulnerable. This observation moti-
vated us to develop the robust filter [77,78] that is presented in this chapter. The developed
filter is termed iteratively reweighted phase-phase correlator (IPPC).

Although we later adopted it within the Koopman Kalman filter that has been presented in
the previous chapter, the IPPC was initially tested with the Prony method [183]. The Prony
method is a measurement-based approach tailored to signals that arise following a transient
event. It has been widely adopted by the electric power systems industry, since the work of
Hauer et al. [184].

Different versions of the Prony method have been widely adopted, despite not being robust
to outliers. This weakness has motivated recent work on the derivation of robust versions
[185]. In [185], the minimum covariance determinant (MCD) proposed by Rousseeuw [146] is
applied to robustly estimate the frequency and the associated damping factor of the assumed
exponential model. However, MCD presents poor statistical efficiency under Gaussian noise
and is computationally intensive for very large data sets. Also, the method proposed in [185]
does not robustly estimate the amplitude and initial phase of the assumed exponential model,
which together define the so-called residues. This is an important deficiency since the residues
allow us to determine the mode shapes and to identify the coherent groups of generators,
which is instrumental for dynamic model reduction. Furthermore, they are a necessary
information for several procedures used to discriminate between dominant and spurious
modes [186, 187]. Spurious modes are typically introduced by the estimation algorithms in
order to improve their statistical efficiency while dealing with noisy measurements; but they
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have no physical significance.

The robust multivariate Prony method presented in this chapter is able to robustly estimate
the frequency and damping factor, as well as the amplitude and initial phase. The method
consists of the following steps. Firstly, the voltage magnitude and voltage phase angle are
combined to build a complex-valued series of data points. Then, using the IPPC proposed
in [74–76] and extended in [77, 78] to handle outliers in the magnitude and in the phase
angle of voltage phasor measurements, a robust estimator of the autocorrelation function is
executed to identify and suppress the outliers throughout the iterative process. Finally, the
multivariate Prony method is executed using the robustly estimated voltage angle measure-
ments. The proposed method, which is termed R-Prony, presents good robustness to white
impulsive noise while maintaining high statistical efficiency under Gaussian noise.

6.1 Iteratively reweighted phase-phase correlator

Tamburello and Mili [74] studied the statistical properties of the phase-phase correlator
(PPC) [188], a non-linear estimator of correlation that exhibits robustness to impulsive noise
in the magnitude of complex data samples. For several signal processing applications, such
as radar and speech, the existence of an outlier in the phase argument is not of concern. This
is not the case here since we make use of voltage phasors as input data, and the voltage phase
angle measured by PMUs might be corrupted by outliers as well. To further decrease the
PPC bias, Tamburello and Mili [75] proposed an iterative version of the PPC, the so-called
IPPC, which again only exhibits robustness to outliers in the magnitude. We extended this
estimator by making it robust to impulsive noise in the phase argument as well. In what
follows, we first present the PPC and then we later explain its iterative version, the IPPC.

By using only the phase information, along with a scalar obtained from the Gaussian hyper-
geometric function, the PPC estimates the autocorrelation sequence of a zero-mean complex
Gaussian process. It exploits the fact that the time correlation of a complex signal is con-
tained completely in its phase. The PPC is phase-preserving and hard-limiting. In the
complex domain, the hard-limiting function is the sign function, yk = sign (xk) = ej arg(xk),
where xk is the data sample at time step k. At time lag τ , the PPC is simply defined as
Ryy (τ) = E

[
yky

∗
k−τ
]
, and an unbiased estimator is expressed as

R̂yy (τ) =
1

N − |τ |

N−|τ |−1∑
k=0

yky
∗
k−τ . (6.1)

Recall that the unbiased sample autocorrelation estimator, which is asymptotically the max-
imum likelihood estimator of the correlation coefficient under Gaussianity, is defined as

ρ̂τ = R̂xx (τ) =
1

N − |τ |

N−|τ |−1∑
k=0

xkx
∗
k−τ . (6.2)
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An estimate of the autocorrelation coefficient at time lag τ based on the PPC is defined as

%̂τ = ej arg(R̂yy(τ))
(
f
(
R̂yy (τ)

))−1

, (6.3)

where
f
(
R̂yy (τ)

)
=
(π

4

)
·
∣∣R̂yy (τ)

∣∣ · 2F1

(
1

2
,
1

2
; 2;

∣∣R̂yy (τ)
∣∣2) , (6.4)

and 2F1 (·) is the Gaussian Hypergeometric function,

2F1 (a, b; c; z) =
Γ (c)

Γ (a) Γ (b)

∞∑
n=0

Γ (a+ n) Γ (b+ n)

Γ (c+ n)

zn

n!
. (6.5)

Note that from a practical viewpoint, we simply rely on a look-up table that has the values
taken by the Gaussian hypergeometric function given by (6.5). Also, the PPC is only robust
to outliers in the magnitude of the complex data samples, thanks to the use of the sign
function. For detailed derivations and statistical properties of the PPC, the reader is referred
to [74–76,188]. Nonetheless, although (6.3) defines a robust estimator of the autocorrelation
sequence, it is possible to define a robust PPC-based correlation estimator. Formally,

R̂yv (τ) =
1

N − |τ |

N−|τ |−1∑
k=0

ykv
∗
k−τ , (6.6)

where y and v are, in general, different time series.

The modified IPPC algorithm described in Table 6.1 is robust to outliers in the magnitude
and in the phase argument. We take advantage of the procedure developed in [75] to firstly
identify outliers through the use of robust Mahalanobis distances, and then suppress their
influence in the estimation by means of a weighting function, introduced into the PPC by
replacing the sample average in (6.1) with a weighted average,

R̂yy−$ (τ) =

∑N−|τ |−1
k=0 yky

∗
k−τ$k∑N−|τ |

k=1 $k

. (6.7)

In summary, the outliers in the magnitude are removed through the use of the sign function,
while the outliers in the phase argument are downweighted through an iterative process by
a weighting function.

The vector of weights,$, is set to 1 at the initialization; yi = [yτ+i, yi]
>, i = 0, ..., N−|τ |−1;

ζ̂ 1
2

(|y|,$) is the weighted median of y; σ̂2 is a robust estimator of scale; Σ̂ is a robust
covariance matrix; RMD stands for the robust Mahalanobis distance. For data samples
with N > 100, Tamburello and Mili [75] determined that

(
2 · RMD2

)
follows a Chi-Square

distribution with 4 degrees of freedom; thus, values exceeding a threshold of 97.5 percentile,
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Table 6.1: IPPC algorithm at iteration ν, modified from [75]
1) Calculate: R̂ (ν)

yy−$ (τ) using (6.7)

2) Calculate: σ̂2(ν) =
2

ln (4)

(
ζ̂ 1

2
(|y|,$)

)2
3) Calculate: Σ̂(ν) = σ̂2(ν)

[
1 R̂

(ν)
yy−$ (τ)

R̂
∗ (ν)
yy−$ (τ) 1

]

4) Calculate: RMD(ν)
i =

√
yHi

(
Σ̂(ν)

)−1
yi

5) Calculate: $(ν)
i = min

[
1, χ2

4,0.975

/(
2
(
RMD(ν)

i

)2)]
6) Define: y = y

(ν+1)
i and x = x

(ν+1)
i . Calculate:

a) y = |y|e
j

[
arg(y)+

(
arg

(
y

(ν)
i

)
−arg(y)

)
·
(
1−

(
$

(ν)
i+1

)2
)]

b) δ =

[
arg (x) +

(
arg
(
x

(ν)
i

)
− arg (x)

)
·
(

1−
(
$

(ν)
i+1

)2
)]

7) Stop if max
(∣∣∆%̂(ν)∣∣) < 10−2 or if (k = kmax),

otherwise increment k and go to Step 1.

χ2
4,0.975, are flagged as outliers and properly downweighted through $i’s. The algorithm

converges if max
(
|%̂(ν) − %̂(ν−1)|

)
< 10−2.

Fig. 6.1 illustrates how the unbiased sample autocorrelation (6.2) is affected by a single
outlier, while the robust IPPC-based autocorrelation (6.3) suppress the effect of the impulsive
noise, providing results numerically very close to the true autocorrelation.

Note that the PPC, and consequently the IPPC, are derived under the assumption that the
Gaussian complex-valued data sequences are wide-sense stationary [74, 188]. However, the
Prony method is tailored to signals that arise following a transient event and are, in general,
non-stationary. Furthermore, a studies carried out by using real PMU data revealed that the
errors associated with measurements of the voltage phase angle roughly follow a Gaussian
distribution. Also, the errors associated with measurements of the voltage magnitude follow
a bimodal Gaussian mixture distribution. Thus, the IPPC is simply applied as a filter to
suppress outliers in the measurements of voltage phase angle, before they are made available
to the Prony method.

6.2 Robust Prony method

The single channel classical Prony method [183], followed by its extension to the multichannel
version, is presented in this section. A generalized formulation in the complex domain is
adopted.
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Figure 6.1: Autocorrelation values computed using: measurement with impulsive noise,
IPPC-filtered measurement, true data sample without impulsive noise.

6.2.1 Single channel Prony method

Given a complex-valued data sequence x = [x0 ... xN−1]>, the conventional Prony method fits
an exponential model to the data in the least squares sense, and estimates x̂k, k = 0, ..., N−1.
Formally, we have

x̂k =

p∑
i=1

Aie
(αi+j2πfi)(k−1)T+jφi =

p∑
i=1

hiz
k−1
i , (6.8)

where the subscript i indicates a parameter associated with the i-th mode; Ai, αi, fi and
φi are, respectively, amplitude, damping factor, frequency and initial phase; T is the sample
interval in seconds; hi , Aie

jφi and zi , e(αi+j2πfi)T are the i-th residue and polynomial
root, respectively. The Prony method can be divided in three steps as follows.

Estimation of the characteristic polynomial coefficients

Consider the linear prediction model,
xp
xp+1
...

xN−1

 =


xp−1 xp−2 ... x0

xp xp−1 ... x1
...

... . . . ...
xN−2 xN−3 ... xN−p−1



a1

a2
...
ap

 , (6.9)

in a compact form, d = D · a, where xk, k = 0, ..., N − 1, are complex-valued data sequences
as previously defined, a is the vector of coefficients, and p is the polynomial order assumed
to be known a priori. An estimate of a is obtained by solving (6.9) in the least squares sense
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as â =
(
DHD

)−1
DHd, where DH stands for the complex-conjugate transpose of D, known

as Hermitian transform.

Computation of the modes frequency, damping factor, and damping ratio

Using the previously estimated coefficients, the roots of the characteristic polynomial ex-
pressed as

zp −
(
a1z

p−1 + a2z
p−2 + ...+ apz

0
)

= 0, (6.10)

are calculated, where each root zi, i = 1, ..., p, is a discrete time approximation of its re-
spective continuous time eigenvalue in the Z-domain. It can be shown that the polynomial
roots, z, are equal to the eigenvalues of the Companion matrix, C, defined as

C =


a1 a2 ... ap−1 ap
1 0 ... 0 0
0 1 ... 0 0
...

... . . . ...
...

0 0 ... 1 0

 . (6.11)

The i-th mode frequency is defined as:

fi =
tan−1 (={zi} /<{zi})

2πT
. (6.12)

The i-th mode damping factor is defined as:

αi =
ln |zi|
T

. (6.13)

Finally, the i-th mode damping ratio is defined as:

ξi =
αi√

α2
i + (2πfi)

2
. (6.14)

Computation of the modes amplitude and initial phase

Using the polynomial roots, zi, the linear regression model given by
x0

x1
...

xN−1

 =


1 1 ... 1
z1

1 z1
2 ... z1

p
...

... . . . ...
zN−1

1 zN−1
2 ... zN−1

p



h1

h2
...
hp

 , (6.15)

is constructed; in a compact form, we have x = Vh, where V is a Vandermonde matrix.
Then, the parameter vector h is estimated in the least squares sense as ĥ =

(
VHV

)−1
VHx.
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The i-th mode amplitude is defined as:

Ai = |hi|. (6.16)

The i-th mode initial phase is defined as:

φi = tan−1 (={hi} /<{hi}) . (6.17)

6.2.2 Multichannel Prony method

In the multichannel case, the measurements vector x ∈ CN becomes a matrix X ∈ CN×m,
where m refers to the number of channels. As proposed in [189], (6.9) is rewritten as

xp
xp+1
...

xN−1

 =


xp−1 xp−2 ... x0

xp xp−1 ... x1
...

... . . . ...
xN−2 xN−3 ... xN−p−1



a1

a2
...
ap

 , (6.18)

where each element xk is now a vector [x1,k ... xm,k] withm elements. The improved accuracy
brought about by the use of multiple measurements is traded off by an increase by a factor
m of the dimension of the problem in (6.9) while (6.10) remains exactly the same as in the
single channel case. The vector of residues ĥ is estimated for each channel individually; thus
(6.15) is computed m times.

For simplicity, we henceforth refer to the conventional Prony method as LS-Prony. Note
that because it makes use of the least squares estimator, LS-Prony is not robust to outliers.
In fact, a single measurement xi can strongly bias the parameter estimates â and ĥ.

A flowchart of the R-Prony method, including a detailed view of the IPPC algorithm is
presented in Fig. 6.2. Note that step S3 is performed off-line and kept in memory for
speediness of the algorithm. Also, observe that each measurement channel is individually
filtered using IPPC, which exploits the signal time correlation, while in the last stage a
multichannel Prony approach is adopted thus increasing the measurement redundancy and
improving the estimation performance.

6.3 Numerical results

We use three different data sets to assess the performance of the proposed R-Prony method.
The first one is generated through time domain simulations on the two-area four-machine
test system. Similarly, the second data set relies on time domain simulations carried out
on the WECC 179-bus system, and the data is publicly available [190]. The last data set
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Figure 6.2: Flowchart of the R-Prony algorithm.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of the curve fitting results using LS-Prony and R-Prony for voltage
angle at Bus 6 without impulsive noise.

comes from a low-voltage wide-area measurement system consisting of 24 PMUs installed
nationwide in Brazilian university campuses [186].

Two-area four-machine test system

A fault is applied to Bus 3 and cleared after 80 milliseconds. Based on SSAT software
[191], an inter-area mode with f1 = 0.7352 Hz and ξ1 = 4.77%, and a local mode with
f2 = 1.3602 Hz and ξ2 = 2.58%, are found and assumed to be the true modes. A time
window comprehended between 0.3 and 8.0 seconds after the fault clearing is selected as
the data sample, to which a Gaussian noise is added making the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
approximately equal to 40 dB. Recall that for a ringdown type of event, the SNR is typically
high and 40 dB is considered a worst-case scenario. Bus voltage magnitudes, |V |, and bus
voltage angles, θ, are supposed to be measured by PMUs at all buses.

The voltage at Buses 4, 5 and 6 are selected to build the measurement matrix, X. Table 6.2
shows the estimation results after applying LS-Prony and R-Prony to the data set without
impulsive noise. From a practical standpoint the results are the same, with negligible nu-
merical differences driven by noise. The curve fitting for Bus 6 is shown in Fig. 6.3, while
results for Buses 4 and 5 are omitted since they do not bring additional information.

Table 6.2: Estimation of modes: f1 = 0.7352 Hz, ξ1 = 4.77%, and f2 = 1.3602 Hz, ξ2 = 2.58%
LS-Prony R-Prony

No impulsive noise 0.7233 Hz, 4.7889% 0.7235 Hz, 4.8566%
1.3442 Hz, 2.4932% 1.3382 Hz, 2.3299%

With impulsive noise 0.7060 Hz, 5.9394% 0.7239 Hz, 4.8147%
1.3929 Hz, 17.3674% 1.3518 Hz, 2.3276%

As illustrated in Fig. 6.4, a single outlier is now placed on each bus voltage angle measure-
ment array. Fig. 6.5 shows Bus 6 voltage angle measurements, with focus on the outlier and
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Figure 6.4: Voltage angle at Buses 4, 5 and 6 with an impulsive noise at t = 2.00, 3.33 and
1.17 seconds, respectively.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of the curve fitting results using LS-Prony and R-Prony for voltage
angle at Bus 6 with impulsive noise.

how it is suppressed after an iteration of the IPPC algorithm. The signal without impulsive
noise is included for comparison. The numerical results are also presented in Table 6.2. As
one can see, LS-Prony results are strongly biased, specially in the damping ratio parameter.
In fact, it is well-known in the literature that the estimation of the damping ratio is more
challenging than the frequency estimation.

The signal reconstruction of Bus 6 voltage angle is presented in Fig. 6.6, while results for
Buses 4 and 5 are omitted as before. The curve fitting provided by R-Prony indicates that
the method is slightly affected by impulsive noises, i.e., its influence in the estimation process
is bounded, which is clearly not the case for the LS-Prony method. Recall that a proper
curve fitting along with good estimates of frequency and damping ratio necessarily imply
good estimates of the residues. In conclusion, Fig. 6.6 not only illustrates that the R-Prony
robustly estimates the frequency and the damping ratio, but also the amplitude and the
initial phase of the exponential model.

WECC 179-bus system

In the test cases library [190], the third case is picked, which shows poorly damped natural
electromechanical oscillations (ND3). For this case, there are two poorly damped inter-area
modes, namely f1 = 0.46 Hz, ξ1 = 2.22% and f2 = 0.70 Hz, ξ2 = 1.15%, and one unstable
local mode, f3 = 1.63 Hz, ξ3 = −0.54%. The complex voltage at Buses 33–35, 65–66,
and 74 obtained from the time domain simulations are selected to build the measurement
matrix, because they provide the highest possible observability for Mode 1. From the 40
seconds of available simulation data, a time window consisting of the last 20 seconds is
chosen. As before, Gaussian noise is added to the time domain simulations making the
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Figure 6.7: 400 estimates of the inter-area mode f1 = 0.46 Hz, ξ1 = 2.22%, by Monte Carlo
simulations. Case without impulsive noise, R-Prony method.

Table 6.3: Modal parameters estimation results, case without impulsive noise in the data set
E [f1] E [ξ1] Number of Average CPU
(Hz) (%) Failures Time (seconds)

LS-Prony 0.4560 2.3156 0/400 0.1423
R-Prony 0.4559 2.3171 0/400 1.6736

SNR approximately equal to 40 dB. To verify the robustness of the R-Prony method for
estimating Mode 1 from the given data set, Monte Carlo simulations are carried out 400
times; the results are presented in Fig. 6.7. We observe that there is no impulsive noise
up to that point. The results of the LS-Prony method exhibit very similar dispersion from
the true mode as the R-Prony method does, and therefore they are omitted. The numerical
results for both the LS-Prony and the R-Prony are displayed in Table 6.3, where Number
of Failures stands for how many times Mode 1 was not identified. Here, the higher average
CPU time reveals the price that needs to be paid to gain robustness while there is no relevant
difference between the results obtained from LS-Prony and the R-Prony.

The case with impulsive noise is now considered. One single outlier is injected in the voltage
angle measurement referent to Bus 34. Considering the time window length of 20 seconds,
the outlier is placed at t = 8.3666 seconds; this time position is kept constant throughout the
Monte Carlo simulations. The magnitude of the impulsive noise, however, randomly varies
between the interval [−π, π].

Table 6.4 displays the numerical results. It is observed that the LS-Prony failed 106 times
out of 400 Monte Carlo runs, and an average of the estimated frequency and damping ratio,
for the remaining 294 runs, is presented as E [f1] and E [ξ1] respectively. The estimation of
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Table 6.4: Modal parameters estimation results, case with random impulsive noise in the
data set

E [f1] E [ξ1] Number of Average CPU
(Hz) (%) Failures Time (seconds)

LS-Prony 0.4622 1.3525 106/400 0.1449
R-Prony 0.4565 2.8514 0/400 1.7013
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Figure 6.8: 400 estimates of the inter-area mode f1 = 0.46 Hz, ξ1 = 2.22%, by Monte Carlo
simulations. Case with impulsive noise, LS-Prony method.

the damping ratio is strongly biased, making it irrelevant as shown in Fig. 6.8.

The results obtained with R-Prony are depicted in Fig. 6.9, and also presented in Table
6.4. The method provides good results, but the average of the damping ratio estimates
is slightly biased as compared to the results shown in Table 6.3. In fact, one can observe
from Fig. 6.9 that the estimation of the damping ratio was far away from the true value in
several occasions. Those few cases occurred because the magnitude of the impulsive noise
was moderate, and thus the weights assigned by the IPPC algorithm were not small enough.
This is expected to happen since the algorithm relies on some sort of Mahalanobis distance
to identify and downweight outliers; measurements close to the boundaries of the confidence
ellipsoid represents a challenge to the method.

Real PMU measurements from a perturbation occurred in the Brazilian interconnected trans-
mission system

According to Brazilian power system operator [192], a momentary load curtailment of 3,200
MW occurred on October 26, 2016, caused by a voltage variation due to an equipment
damage in the 345 kV sector of a substation located in the state of São Paulo. The total load
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Figure 6.9: 400 estimates of the inter-area mode f1 = 0.46 Hz, ξ1 = 2.22%, by Monte Carlo
simulations. Case with impulsive noise, R-Prony method.

in the National interconnected transmission system was 74,000 MW. Fig. 6.10 shows the
voltage angle measured in the Northern (UFAM, UFMA and UFPA) and Southern (UFRGS,
UFSC, UNIPAMPA) regions. The voltage angle in the capital, Brasília, is taken as reference.
The frequency of the North-South mode ranges between 0.20–0.40 Hz [186], depending on the
system operating point. The estimates obtained with LS-Prony and R-Prony are presented
in Table 6.5. Despite the fact that it is not possible to assess the estimation accuracy
without having access to the system model, the estimated damping ratio is in agreement
with operational practice in bulk interconnected transmission systems.

One can see from Fig. 6.10 that impulsive noise commonly occurs in real PMU data. Besides
the aforementioned causes, impulsive noise might occur due to switching. In particular during
large system disturbances, they might result from the action of special protection schemes.

Table 6.5: Estimation of Brazilian north-south mode
LS-Prony R-Prony

No impulsive noise 0.3027 Hz, 10.6872% 0.3016 Hz, 11.0612%

6.4 Concluding remarks

Recently, Susuki and Mezić [193] showed that the multichannel Prony method provides a
finite approximation to the Koopman modes. This is an important result because it casts
the Prony method on a solid theoretical ground. This is an interesting result because, since
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Figure 6.10: Voltage angle (phase A) measured by PMUs installed in the Northern and
Southern regions in Brazil. The voltage angle in the capital, Brasília, is taken as reference.

Koopman mode decomposition can reveal both linear and nonlinear modes of oscillation, it
allows us to carry out either small-signal or transient stability analysis without resorting to
any model and without assuming any linearization [64].

As for the developed robust filter presented in this chapter, we foresee that it can be also
applied to event detection based on PMU data, short-term load forecasting and forecast-
aided state estimation, only to mention few examples. Also, it would be interesting to see a
more comprehensive study of this filter from the perspective of signal processing.



Chapter 7

Modal participation factors for nonlinear
systems

The participation factors are an important component of the so-called selective modal analy-
sis, which is a comprehensive methodology for the modeling, analysis, and control of dynam-
ical systems described by large-scale linear autonomous models, proposed by Pérez-Arriaga
et al. [194, 195]. The participation factors are widely used in the power industry as they
provide a measure of the relative contribution of modes to system states and vice versa.
Applications include stability analysis [195–197], identification of coherent synchronous gen-
erators [198], dynamic model reduction [54], and placement of power system stabilizers [199].
Alternative [200, 201] and complementary [202] perspectives to the originally proposed lin-
ear participation factors also occur in the literature. For instance, Abed et al. [200, 201]
advocate that the initial states are uncertain, thereby casting the problem of computing the
participation factors as a stochastic one, as opposed to deterministic; then, by relying on
the definition of the mathematical expectation and by assuming that the initial states follow
a uniform probability distribution, a dichotomy between mode-in-state and state-in-mode
participation factors is suggested. Despite the existence of different views, the participation
factors are a well-accepted metric of the dynamic performance of linear systems; therefore,
its extension to nonlinear models is of practical interest since it is known that the analysis
of power systems through model linearization does not provide an accurate picture of the
modal characteristics when the system is operating under stressed conditions [203].

An attempt to go beyond the linear paradigm was made by Lesieutre et al. [204] by apply-
ing a transformation from state variables to harmonic variables to gain insight about the
state-in-mode participation factors at the Hopf bifurcation point. Although ingenious, their
approach ultimately computed the participation factors of a transformed linear model asso-
ciated with the stable limit cycle. A different approach was taken by Vittal et al. [203], with
the intent of studying inter-area modes of oscillation in stressed power systems following
large disturbances, when nonlinearities play an important role; their idea was to compute

107
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participation factors by considering up to second-order terms in the Taylor series expansion
of the system nonlinear model and then applying the method of Normal forms. The inclu-
sion of third-order terms has also been exploited [205, 206]. Despite of the importance of
this line of research [207–212], the shortcomings of the method of Normal forms are well-
documented [213], and include a heavy computational burden that could make it prohibitive
for large-scale systems even if second-order terms are considered only, and a highly nonlinear
numerical problem that needs to be solved to retrieve the initial conditions. An alternative
approach to the method of Normal forms based on the modal series method was proposed
by Pariz et al. [214, 215], with the advantages of being valid under resonance conditions
and not requiring nonlinear transformations. However, their approach is also restricted to
polynomial nonlinearities, as is the case with the method of Normal forms. Furthermore, all
the aforementioned approaches lack the state-in-mode participation factors.

In face of the exposed challenges, it has been suggested [213, 216] that the computation of
the participation factors from measurements could either provide a solution to the afore-
mentioned issues directly, or be complementary to model-based techniques such as the ones
that rely on the Taylor series expansion of the power systems nonlinear model. The problem
thus becomes one of estimating linear and nonlinear participation factors from measure-
ments. In the present work, we propose to tackle this problem by relying on the Koopman
operator-theoretic framework [217]. Recently, after the work of Mezić et al. [91–93], this
approach based on the point spectrum of the Koopman operator, and henceforth referred
to as the KMD, has gained momentum as a powerful data-driven tool to analyze nonlinear
dynamical systems. The interested reader is pointed to [218] for a comprehensive review of
KMD applied to power systems.

To approximate the Koopman eigenvalues, eigenfunctions, and modes, we adopt a slightly
different formulation of the extended dynamic mode decomposition (EDMD) that has been
proposed by Klus et al. [113], which we found suitable for the ongoing purpose. Then, we
demonstrate how to compute linear and nonlinear participation factors from measurements.
To the authors’ best of knowledge, this is the first comprehensive application of the EDMD
algorithm in power systems. Sako et al. [219] adopted the original algorithm as proposed
by Williams et al. [112]. Netto and Mili [69, 70] adopted the algorithm proposed by Klus et
al. [113], but did not consider nonlinear observables, which conversely are accounted for in
the present work, thereby exploring the full potential of KMD. The nonlinear participation
factors computed by the proposed approach are not restricted to any kind of nonlinearity,
and both mode-in-state and state-in-mode nonlinear participation factors can be estimated.
Provided that certain conditions are satisfied, it is shown that our approach generalizes the
one proposed by Pérez-Arriaga et al. [194] to nonlinear dynamical systems, in the case of
mode-in-state participation factors.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section II briefly revisits the formulation of the linear partici-
pation factors, and the nonlinear participation factors based on the method of Normal forms.
Section III introduces the proposed data-driven technique to compute linear and nonlinear
participation factors based on the KMD. Section IV discusses some interesting numerical
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results. Conclusions and ongoing work are provided in Section V.

7.1 Preliminaries

Consider a power system dynamic model as a continuous time autonomous nonlinear system
defined on n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn as follows:

ẋ = f (x) , (7.1)

where x ∈ Rn is the system state vector, and f : Rn → Rn is a vector-valued nonlinear
function.

7.1.1 Participation factors for nonlinear systems based on the method
of normal forms

By performing a Taylor series expansion of (7.1) around a s.e.p. and neglecting the third-
and higher order terms, we get

ẋ = Ax+ o2, (7.2)

where o2 denotes exclusively the second-order terms. The i-th state variable in (7.2) is given
by

ẋi = a>i x+
1

2
x>H(i)x, (7.3)

where H(i) ∈ Rn×n is an Hessian matrix, H(i) = ∇2fi (x) = ∂2fi(x)
∂x∂x>

, and a>i stands for the
i-th row of A. Now, define the similarity transformation

y = V x. (7.4)

By substituting (7.4) into (7.2) and developing, we have

ẏ = Λy +
1

2
V


y>U>H(1)Uy
y>U>H(2)Uy

...
y>U>H(n)Uy

 , (7.5)

where the i-th variable in (7.5) is given by

ẏi = λiyi +
n∑
j=1

n∑
r=1

C
(i)
jr yjyr, (7.6)
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C(i) = 1
2

∑n
j=1 vij

(
U>H(j)U

)
, and vij is the ij-th element of V . Equation (7.5) is trans-

formed into the Normal form as follows:

y = z + α (z) , (7.7)

where z is the vector of Normal form variables, and (7.7) can be expanded as

yi = zi +
n∑
j=1

n∑
r=1

h
(i)
jr zjzr, (7.8)

where h(i)
jr =

C
(i)
jr

λj+λr−λi , with λj + λr − λi 6= 0 and i, j, r = 1, ..., n. Finally, we have

ż = Λz + o (3) , (7.9)

where o (3) denotes the neglected third- and higher order terms, and the second-order terms
have been annihilated by (7.7). The solution to the original system (7.2) is given by

xi (t) =
n∑
j=1

uijzj0e
λjt +

n∑
j=1

uij

[
n∑
r=1

n∑
s=1

h(j)
rs zr0zs0e

(λr+λs)t

]
. (7.10)

For more details on the method of Normal forms, please refer to [220]. Apart from the
linear contribution factors defined by (C.25), the nonlinear contribution factors in (7.10) are
defined in [205] as follows:

σ2ij = uijzj0, (7.11)

σ
(i)
22rs = zr0zs0

n∑
j=1

uijh
(j)
rs . (7.12)

Similarly, apart from the linear participation factors defined in (C.26), the nonlinear partic-
ipation factors derived from the method of Normal forms are given by

p2ij = uij

(
vji + v

(i)
2ji

)
, (7.13)

p
(i)
2rs = r

(i)
2rs

(
vri + v

(i)
2ri

)(
vsi + v

(i)
2si

)
, (7.14)

v
(i)
2ji = −

∑n
r=1

∑n
s=r h

(j)
rs vrivsi and r

(i)
2rs =

∑n
j=1 uijh

(j)
rs .

The method of Normal forms was introduced by Poincaré. Following [217], “a majority of
methods from dynamical system analysis rely on Poincaré’s geometric picture that focuses
on dynamics of states. While this picture has fueled the field for a century, it has shown
difficulties in handling high-dimensional, ill-described, and uncertain systems.” The Koop-
man operator-based approach, presented in the next section, has emerged as an alternative
framework based on the “dynamics of observables” picture.
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7.2 Participation factors for nonlinear systems based on
the Koopman operator-theoretic framework

In the previous Section, it is assumed that the reader is familiar with the continuous time
formulation; this is the reason why we present the equations in that way. In the linear case
(C.14), if a discrete time autonomous system of the form xk = Axk−1 is assumed, we can
show that

xk =
n∑
j=1

(
v>j x0

)
ujµ

k
j . (7.15)

We adopt a discrete time formulation to introduce the Koopman operator-approach, moti-
vated by the fact that the EDMD technique [112] is data-driven. Therefore, in what follows,
consider a discrete time autonomous nonlinear system given by

xk = T (xk−1) , (7.16)

where x ∈ S, and T : S → S is a vector-valued nonlinear function. The Koopman operator
is a linear operator K that acts on scalar-valued functions defined on S in the following
manner:

Kg (xk) = g (T (xk−1)) , (7.17)
and g : S → R. The eigenvalues, µj, and eigenfunctions, φj, of K are defined as follows:

Kφj (xk) = µjφj (xk) , j = 1, 2, ... (7.18)

The set of all Koopman eigenvalues, µj, is called the point spectrum of the Koopman opera-
tor. Now, consider a vector-valued observable g : S → Cq. If all the elements of g lie within
the span of the Koopman eigenfunctions, φj, we have

g (xk) =
∞∑
j=1

φj (xk)υj =
∞∑
j=1

φj (x0)υjµ
k
j , (7.19)

where υj are the Koopman modes [217], and (µj, φj,υj) are referred to as the Koopman
tuples. As stated by Susuki and Mezić [64], “the real part of φj (x0)υj determines the
initial amplitude of modal dynamics”, and are in fact a nonlinear generalization of the linear
contribution factors based on the Koopman operator, as defined before.

There are several algorithms in the literature that are able to approximate subsets of the
Koopman tuples. The generalized Laplace analysis [64] can approximate the Koopman modes
and eigenfunctions, but it requires a priori knowledge of the eigenvalues. The Arnoldi-
like [64] and the DMD [94] algorithms provide approximations to the Koopman modes and
eigenvalues, but not the eigenfunctions. Thus, these algorithms are not suitable to the
present work. By contrast, the EDMD algorithm is able to approximate the Koopman
modes, eigenvalues and eigenfunctions [112]. In what follows, we adopt the EDMD algorithm
as proposed by Klus et al. [113], which we present next.
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7.2.1 Mode-in-state participation factors for nonlinear systems

By making x = x0 in (2.55) and plugging it into (2.58), the i-th state variable reduces to

xik =

q∑
j=1

(
ξ>j γ0

)
υijµ

k
j , (7.20)

where γ0 = [γ1 (x0) ; ...; γq (x0)]>. Note that the expansion in (7.20) depends on the vector
of observable functions of the initial state, γ0, as opposed to the linear case where the
expansion is function of the initial state vector, x0, itself. As in [201], we view γ0 as
uncertain and approach the problem of measuring modal participation by averaging the
relative contribution over an uncertain set. Formally, we have

pij = E

[(
ξ>j γ0

)
υij

γi0

]
, (7.21)

where γi0 =
∑q

j=1

(
ξ>j γ0

)
υij is the value of xik = γi (xk) at k = 0.

Expanding (7.21), we have

pij = E

[
q∑
r=1

(ξrjγr0) υij
γi0

]

= E

[
(ξijγi0) υij

γi0

]
+ E

[
q∑

r=1,r 6=i

(ξrjγr0) υij
γi0

]

= ξijυij +

q∑
r=1,r 6=i

ξrjυijE

[
γr0
γi0

]
. (7.22)

By assuming that the observables γ1 (x0) , ..., γq (x0) are independent with zero mean, the
second term in (7.22) vanishes and the KMD-based mode-in-state participation factors are
given by

pij = ξijυij, (7.23)

where i = 1, ..., n and j = 1, ..., q. Note that as opposed to the linear case, q ≥ n and the
matrix of mode-in-state participation factors is in general not square.

7.2.2 State-in-mode participation factors for nonlinear systems

Suppose that γ (xk−1) =
∼
xk−1 and γ (yk−1) =

∼
xk. By making use of (2.54), we have

∼
xk = U

∼
xk−1. (7.24)
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Now, define a transformation
zk = Ξ

∼
xk. (7.25)

Substituting (7.25) into (7.24), we have

zk = ΞUΞ−1zk−1 = Ωzk−1, (7.26)

where Ω = diag (µ1, ..., µq). Following Hashlamoun et al. [201], we assume that the observ-
ables γ1 (x0) , ..., γq (x0) are jointly uniformly distributed over the unit sphere in Rq centered
at the origin. Due to space limitation, we present the final result directly; the derivation
steps follow [201]. The state-in-mode participation factors based on KMD become

πij =
(<{ξij})2

(<{ξj})><{ξj}
, (7.27)

where <{ξ} denotes the real part of ξ. An example using a canonical nonlinear dynamical
system follows to elucidate the important points.

7.2.3 Example: A canonical nonlinear dynamical system

Consider the autonomous nonlinear dynamical system expressed as[
ẋ1

ẋ2

]
=

[
λ1 (x1 − x2

2)
λ2x2

]
, (7.28)

with λ1 = −1, λ2 = −0.05, and x0 = [−1; 2]>. This system (7.28) has been studied by
Brunton et al. in [172]. By selecting w1 = x1, w2 = x2, and w3 = x2

2, we have

ẇ1 = ẋ1 = λ1

(
x1 − x2

2

)
= λ1w1 − λ1w3

ẇ2 = ẋ2 = λ2x2 = λ2w2,

ẇ3 = 2x2ẋ2 = 2λ2x
2
2 = 2λ2w3, (7.29)

and ẇ1

ẇ2

ẇ3

 =

λ1 0 −λ1

0 λ2 0
0 0 2λ2

w1

w2

w3

 , (7.30)

where [w1; w2; w3]> is the vector of observable functions. Note that through this particular
choice of observable functions, the two-dimensional nonlinear system (7.28) is transformed
into a three-dimensional linear system (7.30) without any linearization. Although such a
finite-dimensional transformation only exists for certain classes of nonlinear dynamical sys-
tems [172], this example elucidates the key idea of the Koopman operator-theoretic approach.
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Figure 7.1: Reconstruction of the state variables using the estimated Koopman tuples
(µj, φj,υj), j = 1, ..., q.

We integrate (7.28) numerically with a time step of 0.01 seconds and use the results to build
(2.51). Furthermore, we select γ = [x1; x2; x2

2]
> to build (2.53), with γ0 = [−1; 2; 4]>. By

applying the EDMD, we get µ = [−1; −0.05; −0.1]>,

Ξ =

−1 0 1.1111
0 1 0
0 0 1.4948

 , and Φ =

[
1 0 0.7433
0 1 0

]
. (7.31)

We reconstruct the states evolution using (7.20) and verify that the estimation of the Koop-
man tuples via the EDMD algorithm is satisfactory, as presented in Fig. 7.1.

Then, from (7.23), we have that the

mode-in-state participation factors =

[
1 0 0.8259
0 1 0

]
. (7.32)

Note that the sum of the values of all the entries of a single row or column in (7.32) is
not necessarily equal to 1. However, if only the first two columns in (7.32) related to the
linear modes λ1 and λ2 are taken into consideration, the proposed matrix of linear and
nonlinear participation factors reduces to the one proposed by Pérez-Arriaga et al. [194]. It
is important to mention that the choice of the vector of observables (2.52) plays a key role.
Furthermore, the nonlinear participation factors are not necessarily restricted to the unit
interval; in fact, if for instance we choose λ1 = −1 and λ2 = −0.4, we get

mode-in-state participation factors =

[
1 0 4.9029
0 1 0

]
, (7.33)

and the participation factor associated with the nonlinear mode 2λ2 is equal to 4.9029 > 1.
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Figure 7.2: Evolution of the modal variables zi, i = 1, ..., q, for the nonlinear dynamical
system (7.28). (a) Evolution of mode 1, z1 (t). (b) Evolution of mode 2, z2 (t). (c) Evolution
of mode 3, z3 (t).
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Figure 7.3: Two-Area Four-Machine System.
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Figure 7.4: Reconstruction of the evolution of the generator’s rotor angle using the estimated
Koopman tuples (µj, φj,υj), j = 1, ..., q.

Similarly, after computing the linear and nonlinear state-in-mode participation factors (7.27),
we have

Π =

0.4475 0 0
0 1 0

0.5525 0 1

 . (7.34)

To demonstrate the results above, we compute the time evolution of each modal variable
z (t) for the following set of initial conditions: γ0 = [0.1; 0; 0]>, γ0 = [0; 0.1; 0]>, and
γ0 = [0; 0; 0.1]>, which allows us to distinguish the influence of each observable function on
each mode. The results depicted in Fig. 7.2 are in good agreement with Π.

7.3 Numerical results in power systems

We perform simulations on the two-area four-machine system depicted in Fig. 7.3, whose
power flow setpoint is presented in Appendix A.3; the remaining steady-state and dynamic
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data is found in [213]. All the generators are modeled using the sub-transient model and are
equipped with an AVR and a fast-response exciter, and the loads are modeled as constant
admittances. The system operating condition is a highly stressed one, close to the point of
voltage collapse, characterized by a tie line flow Pe = 457 MW from Area 1 to Area 2. A fault
is applied to Bus 5 and cleared after 10 milliseconds with no line switching. We stress that
we rely on time-domain simulation only to generate the data used by the EDMD algorithm,
i.e., to emulate PMU measurements. The IEEE standard C37.118.1-2011 encourages that
PMUs support reporting rates of 100 or 120 frames per second; in alignment with that, we
assume a reporting rate of 120 frames per second.

From the small-signal stability analysis, the system presents an inter-area oscillatory (linear)
mode, as well as two local oscillatory (linear) modes, as in Table 7.1; this information will
be used later to analyze the obtained results.

Table 7.1: Linear electromechanical modes of oscillation from small-signal stability analysis

Mode Eigenvalue Freq. Damping
(Hz) Ratio (%)

Inter-area −0.0614± j1.6522 0.2629 0.0371
Local (Area 1) −1.2452± j8.0146 1.2756 0.1535
Local (Area 2) −1.7390± j7.6730 1.2212 0.2210

To compute approximations to the Koopman tuples via EDMD, we select the following vector

of observable functions: γ =
[
δ>; ω>; E>fd; (sin (δ))> ; (cos (δ))> ; P>e

]>
, where δ, ω, Efd,

and Pe are vectors containing the generators’ rotor angle, rotor speed deviation, field voltage,
and real power injection, respectively. Although this particular set of observable functions
led to good results in all of the extensive tests that we have performed, we note that the
choice of observable functions for power systems, and in general [129,172], remains as an open
problem and is out of the scope of the present work. We also remark that the generators’
rotor angle is not directly measured in practice, and should be estimated via a dynamic state
estimator [50, 51]. Likewise, brushless excitation systems are commonly found in practice
and they do not provide access to measure the field voltage, which in this case shall be
estimated as well.

After carrying out the EDMD, we reconstruct the evolution of the system states using
(7.20). The results for the generators’ rotor angle δ are shown in Fig. 7.4, whereas other
system state variables are omitted since they do not bring any additional information. To
measure the estimation performance, we apply the Frobenius norm, defined as ‖x− x̂‖F =√∑n

i=1

∑m
j=1

∣∣xij − x̂ij∣∣2, on the matrices containing the snapshots of the system states
obtained from the time-domain simulation, x, and from the EDMD, x̂, and found a value
of 0.0952 that is satisfactory.

The eigenvalues obtained from the EDMD are presented in Table 7.2. Note that the pair of
eigenvalues λ4,5 is similar to the local (linear) mode of area 2. Likewise, λ6,7 refer to the local



mode of area 1, and λ19,20 to the inter-area mode. Note that we have 24 modes, as the system
in Fig. 7.3 has 4 machines and we selected 6 observable functions. Furthermore, observe
that because we adopt the center of angle reference frame and do not take any generator as
reference, one eigenvalue is equal to zero, λ16 = 0. This is a well-known fact and helps on
validating the estimation results.

Table 7.2: Modes frequency and damping ratio
<{λi} = {λi} Freq. (Hz) Damp. (%)

λ1,2 −63.64 ±37.17 5.92 86.35
λ3 −7.26 0.00 0.00 100.00
λ4,5 −1.91 ±7.82 1.24 23.74
λ6,7 −1.17 ±7.94 1.26 14.54
λ8,9 −0.58 ±5.23 0.83 11.09
λ10,11 −0.25 ±4.15 0.66 6.04
λ12,13 −0.44 ±3.43 0.55 12.86
λ14,15 −1.44 ±1.99 0.32 58.73
λ16 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
λ17,18 −0.15 ±1.95 0.31 7.73
λ19,20 −0.03 ±1.47 0.23 1.95
λ21,22 −0.52 ±0.94 0.15 48.70
λ23,24 −0.32 ±0.10 0.02 95.12

Table 7.3 shows the mode-in-state participation factors computed using (7.23). Note that
results are not in the unit interval as is the case for the model-based participation factors.
In the model-based approach, if the eigenvalues are non-degenerate, each left eigenvector
is orthogonal to all right eigenvectors except its corresponding one, and vice versa. This
property does not hold for Ξ, the matrix containing the left eigenvectors of U , and Φ, the
matrix containing the Koopman modes. We recommend to normalize the matrix containing
the mode-in-state participation factors by row.

From Table 7.2, we can see that λ1,2 is a control mode with frequency equal to 5.92 Hz.
From Table 7.3, we observe that λ1,2 has the highest participation on the state Efd2, which
is expected since generator 2 is electrically the closest to Bus 5, where we applied the fault.
Although the participation factors are supposedly independent of the disturbance duration
and location, the proposed technique is data-driven and rely on the most excited modes in
the data set.

The modes λ8,9, λ14,15, and λ17,18 respectively have the first, second and third highest par-
ticipation on the states {δ1, δ2, δ3, δ4}. From Table 7.2, we observe that f8,9 = 0.83 Hz,
f14,15 = 0.32 Hz, and f17,18 = 0.31 Hz, i.e., these are inter-area modes. Their frequency,
however, differ from the linear inter-area mode in Table 7.1. We claim that λ8,9, λ14,15, and
λ17,18 are nonlinear modes not revealed by the linear analysis. The linear inter-area mode
λ19,20 appears immediately after the nonlinear inter-area modes with a significant participa-
tion. The linear local modes in Areas 1 and 2 show up in sequence, after the linear inter-area
mode, with a high participation on the states {δ1, δ2} and {δ3, δ4} respectively.



Table 7.3: Mode-In-State Participation Factors Based on the Koopman Modes Decomposition
λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4 λ5 λ6 λ7 λ8 λ9 λ10 λ11 λ12 λ13 λ14 λ15 λ16 λ17 λ18 λ19 λ20 λ21 λ22 λ23 λ24

δ1 0.5 0.6 20.8 74.9 52.7 36.4 208.3 858.7 2.0 0.4 6.8 5.1 44.3 634.9 191.6 39.0 357.7 184.0 138.7 205.3 2.1 3.7 3.0 9.2
δ2 0.5 0.6 25.9 53.9 37.9 86.4 494.3 877.8 2.0 0.3 5.0 4.0 34.8 645.3 194.8 15.2 372.7 191.8 145.6 215.5 2.1 3.7 3.5 10.4
δ3 0.0 0.0 3.5 4.8 12.0 0.7 7.0 39.8 0.1 0.0 1.4 1.2 4.1 30.2 20.8 2.5 24.1 22.0 15.2 26.7 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.3
δ4 0.0 0.0 0.6 1.0 2.7 1.1 7.9 28.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.4 2.2 7.5 2.4 0.5 9.7 4.5 2.5 3.7 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.4
ω1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ω2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ω3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.4 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ω4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Efd1 45.5 44.8 17.8 6.4 6.9 3.8 10.5 15.8 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.3 4.9 15.8 3.1 1.5 16.4 7.7 1.6 2.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2
Efd2 383.3 349.7 50.6 24.6 22.9 35.0 98.6 17.3 0.0 0.1 2.4 2.2 30.4 58.0 2.4 1.5 87.5 37.8 2.7 3.4 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.9
Efd3 19.3 17.6 4.2 4.1 3.8 5.6 15.7 65.8 0.0 0.0 1.8 2.0 28.4 59.1 2.5 0.8 75.2 32.5 2.8 3.6 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.4
Efd4 26.2 22.4 4.7 4.8 11.0 5.7 15.9 46.5 0.0 0.0 2.2 2.6 26.6 51.0 5.9 4.8 73.7 30.0 1.9 4.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.9

Table 7.4: State-In-Mode Participation Factors Based on Koopman Modes Decomposition
λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4 λ5 λ6 λ7 λ8 λ9 λ10 λ11 λ12 λ13 λ14 λ15 λ16 λ17 λ18 λ19 λ20 λ21 λ22 λ23 λ24

δ1 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.19 0.19 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.25 0.25 0.04 0.04
δ2 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.08 0.08 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.14 0.02 0.02
δ3 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
δ4 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00
ω1 0.02 0.02 0.07 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.06 0.06 0.19 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.34 0.34
ω2 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.26 0.26 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.13 0.13 0.01 0.01
ω3 0.50 0.50 0.52 0.23 0.23 0.30 0.30 0.43 0.43 0.33 0.33 0.30 0.30 0.06 0.06 0.15 0.36 0.36 0.47 0.47 0.01 0.01 0.47 0.47
ω4 0.43 0.43 0.30 0.60 0.60 0.45 0.45 0.55 0.55 0.43 0.43 0.49 0.49 0.02 0.02 0.39 0.32 0.32 0.41 0.41 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02
Efd1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Efd2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Efd3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Efd4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
sin (δ1) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.06 0.01 0.01
sin (δ2) 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.11 0.02 0.02
sin (δ3) 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
sin (δ4) 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
cos (δ1) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.13 0.13 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.18 0.18 0.04 0.04
cos (δ2) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01
cos (δ3) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
cos (δ4) 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Pgen1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Pgen2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Pgen3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Pgen4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Similarly, the state-in-mode participation factors computed using (7.27) are shown in Table
7.4. Note that for the state-in-mode participation factors, the summation of any column is
always equal to 1, which is a desirable property. Due to space limitations, the results in
Table 7.4 are not discussed in details.

7.4 Concluding remarks

A novel data-driven technique that is able to compute linear and nonlinear participation
factors based on the Koopman operator-theoretic framework has been proposed. Numerical
simulations carried out on a canonical nonlinear dynamical system, and on the two-area
four-machine system, demonstrated the performance of our approach.

The proposed technique is not restricted to operating conditions nearby the stable equilib-
rium point; in fact, it is applicable to any operating point including the ones off-attractor.
Furthermore, the decomposition based on the Koopman modes is applicable to any dynami-
cal system, and the proposed technique is not restricted to any particular kind of nonlinearity.
To demonstrate the broadness of our technique, its performance under particular phenomena
such as bifurcations will be evaluated and reported in future publications.



Chapter 8

Conclusions and future research

8.1 Conclusions

The potential application of the Koopman operator theory to electric power systems has
been exploited with particular focus on the development of emergency controls. As it has
been argued before, time is the main challenge that has to be overcome. A first step in
this direction is the development of the robust Koopman Kalman filter, which allows us to
perform robust nonlinear system identification, and most important, to rely on the linear
Kalman filter to track nonlinear dynamics. The linear Kalman filter can be implemented
very efficiently, thereby coping with the strict time requirement. Of course, a robust filter
is certainly an a priori requirement for control. However, further theoretical and practical
developments are required. From the theoretical standpoint, an investigation of the necessary
and sufficient conditions for the convergence of the filter is needed. Likewise, a formal
treatment of the required system observability is lacking. From the practical perspective, a
comparison analysis between recorded measurements of the system response to an event, and
numerical simulations using the robust Koopman Kalman filter is necessary to demonstrate
the approach.

A second important step toward the design of emergency controls is the development of modal
participation factors for nonlinear systems. The Koopman operator-theoretic framework
extract modal information from measurements, whereas we ultimately act to control the
system states. So, there has to be a measure of relative participation of modes in states, and
states in modes; the modal participation factors provide this measure. The detail here is that
we are able to compute the modal participation factors directly from measurements, are not
restricted to operating conditions nearby the stable equilibrium point or to any particular
kind of nonlinearity. However, further developments are also necessary in this topic. A
formal treatment of this approach is lacking, as we essentially showed preliminary results.
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8.2 Directions of future research

In this section, we will discuss the ongoing work and future directions of research. We start
from the short-term developments that are already under course, and gradually move toward
the big picture and main goals of this work.

Modal participation factors for nonlinear systems

A comparison between the results provided by the method of Normal forms and the results
given by the Koopman operator theory is being prepared. This is important to demonstrate
the fact that the proposed approach is not limited to any particular kind of nonlinearity.
Also, we shall study cases with more rich nonlinear dynamics, with particular interest to bi-
furcations. Apart from the numerical tests, further theoretical development is also necessary
to better understand the existing limitations on computing modal participation factors from
recorded measurements.

Voltage stability evaluation using modal analysis

Following the seminal paper by Gao, Morison, and Kundur [221], Koopman mode decompo-
sition offers a proper framework to the assessment of voltage stability using modal analysis.
See also [222]. This is an interesting opportunity to apply the modal participation factors
previously discussed, despite the fact that it will most certainly require further extensions
such as defining the participation factors for algebraic variables as well.

The choice of observables for electric power systems

As discussed throughout the text, the choice of observables is key when computing the Koop-
man mode decomposition. However, the choice of observable functions for power systems,
and in general, remains as an open problem. In the fluid dynamics and dynamical systems
community, researchers are suggesting the use of algorithms that rely on large dictionaries
of functions to discover the most suitable observables on the fly. These are “brute force”
type of strategies that suit their applications where they do not have access to models. This
is, however, not the case in electric power systems. Because we are restricted by time, and
the possible options of observables are limited, it is of interest to find out what is the best
compromise choice.

Koopman mode decomposition, model predictive control and uncertainty quantification using
polynomial chaos

Initial results demonstrated that Koopman mode decomposition suits model predictive con-
trol [128,223]. These results illuminated our way toward the application of Koopman mode
decomposition to emergency control of electric power systems. Model predictive control fits
naturally within energy management systems as it can act directly as feedback control or
provide guidance to the operators by identifying the best compromise actions to be taken.

One of the first contributions to the application of model predictive control to emergency
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control of electric power systems was made by Larsson, Hill and Olsson [224]. More recently,
Hiskens et al. [225–228] have made several contributions to this topic. These works are
either oriented toward quasi steady-state issues such as thermal limits of equipment, or
long-term dynamics issues such as voltage control and automatic generation control. An
application of model predictive control to protection schemes can be found in [229]. To
the best of our knowledge, there is not an application focused on dynamic monitoring and
control. One of the arguments is that “centralized model predictive control is impractical for
control of large-scale, geographically expansive systems, such as power systems” [225]. The
Koopman operator-theoretic framework holds the promise of putting that argument down,
as we discussed throughout the text. We will investigate its application toward these lines.
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Appendix A

Models and data

A.1 Model A

Differential equations :

δ̇ = ω − ωs, (A.1)

ω̇ =
ωs
2H

(Tm − Te −D (ω − ωs)) . (A.2)

Algebraic equation:

Pe =

(
E

X ′d

)
(Vi sin (δ) cos (θi)− Vi cos (δ) sin (θi)) , (A.3)

where the subscript i denotes the i-th generator bus; δ and ω denote the generator rotor
angle and rotor speed, respectively; Tm is the scaled mechanical torque on the generator
shaft; ωs, H and D are the generator rated synchronous speed, scaled shaft inertia constant
and damping torque coefficient, respectively; Pe is the generator real electrical power output
and in per unit, the generator electric torque output Te = Pe; Eejδ represents the voltage
behind the transient reactance X ′d, and Viejθi is the voltage at the i-th generator bus.

The synchronous generator model defined by (A.1)-(A.3) is also known as the classical gen-
erator model. Equations (A.1)-(A.2) can be expressed as a single second order differential
equation, in which case it is called the swing equation.
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A.2 Model B

Differential equations :

T ′doĖ
′
q = Efd − (Xd −X ′d) Id − E ′q, (A.4)

T ′qoĖ
′
d =

(
Xq −X ′q

)
Iq − E ′d, (A.5)

δ̇ = ω − ωs, (A.6)

ω̇ =
ωs
2H

(Tm − Te −D (ω − ωs)) , (A.7)

TEĖfd = VR − (KE + SE (Efd))Efd, (A.8)

TF V̇F =
KF

TE
(VR − (KE + SE (Efd))Efd)− VF , (A.9)

TAV̇R = KA (Vref − VF − V )− VR, (A.10)

TCH ṪM = PSV − Tm, (A.11)

TSV ṖSV = PC −
1

RD

(
ω

ωs
− 1

)
− PSV . (A.12)

Algebraic equations :

Vd = V sin (δ − θ) , (A.13)
Vq = V cos (δ − θ) , (A.14)

Id =
E ′q − Vq
X ′d

, (A.15)

Iq =
Vd − E ′d
X ′q

, (A.16)

Pe = VqIq + VdId, (A.17)
Qe = VqId − VdIq. (A.18)

(A.19)

where E ′d, E ′q and Efd are the generator d- and q-axis transient internal voltages and scaled
field voltage, respectively; VF and VR are the scaled output of the exciter stabilizing trans-
former and amplifier, respectively; PSV is the steam valve position; T ′do, T ′qo, TE, TF , TA, TCH
and TSV are time constants; KE, KF and KA are controller gains; Vref and PC are adjustable
control inputs; Xd, X ′d, Xq and X ′q are generator parameters; RD is the speed regulation;
SE (Efd) accounts for the saturation of the exciter iron; Qe is the generator reactive electrical
power output; Id and Iq are the d- and q-axis currents, whereas Vd and Vq are the d- and
q-axis voltages. For more details, please refer to [230].

Model B includes the two-axis synchronous generator model, the IEEE type DC1A excitation
system model, and the IEEE TGOV1 steam turbine-governor system model.
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A.3 Two-area four-machine system

The power flow setpoint utilized to submit the two-area four-machine system to a stressed
operating condition is presented in Table A.1. The remaining steady-state and dynamic data
can be found in [213].

Table A.1: Power flow setpoint
Bus Bus Voltage Gen. Load Load Shunt

Number Type PU MW MW Mvar Mvar
1 Swing 1.0400 - - - - - - - -
2 PV 1.0530 660 - - - - - -
3 PV 1.0510 510 - - - - - -
4 PV 1.0500 510 - - - - - -
5 PQ 1.0063 - - 900 250 255.1
6 PQ 1.0021 - - 1400 250 254.3



Appendix B

Error covariance matrix of the robust
extended Kalman filter

It has been shown by Hampel [135] that the IF can be utilized to measure the sensitivity
of an estimator to an infinitesimal contamination and to derive the error covariance matrix
of an estimator under the assumed probability distribution, e.g., the Gaussian distribution.
This approach is applied here for the GM-IEKF. Consider the ε-contamination model G =
(1− ε) Φ + ε∆r, where Φ is the target distribution and ∆r is the probability mass at r, and
let the cumulative probability distribution of the residual vector r = y − ϕ (x) calculated
from (4.17) be Φ (r). The GM-estimator provides an estimate of the state by processing the
redundant observation vector y and solving the following implicit equation:

m+n∑
i=1

λi (r,x) =
m+n∑
i=1

$i
∂ϕ (x)

∂x
ψ (rsi) = 0, (B.1)

which, by virtue of the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem [231], asymptotically tends to∫
λ (r, T ) dG = 0. (B.2)

Here, the GM-estimator x̂k|k at G has been put in a functional form, T (G). The asymptotic
total influence function of T (G) is given by

IF (r,Φ) =
∂T (G)

∂ε

∣∣∣
ε=0

= lim
∆ε→0

T ((1− ε) Φ + ε∆r)− T (Φ)

ε
. (B.3)

Substituting G into (B.2) yields∫
λ (r,T (G)) dΦ + ε

∫
λ (r,T (G)) d (∆r − Φ) = 0. (B.4)
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Taking the differentiation with respect to ε and evaluating it at ε = 0, assuming regularity
conditions and Fisher consistency at Φ, given by

∫
λ (r,T (Φ)) dΦ = 0, yields

∂

∂ε

∫
λ (r,T (G)) dΦ

∣∣∣
ε=0

+

∫
λ (r,T (G)) d (∆r)

∣∣∣
ε=0

= 0. (B.5)

After applying the sifting property of the Dirac impulse to the second term, we obtain
∂

∂ε

∫
λ (r,T (G)) dΦ

∣∣∣
ε=0

+ λ (r,T (Φ)) = 0. (B.6)

Assuming λ (·) is continuous and measurable and λ′ (·) is measurable, we can apply the in-
terchangeability of differentiation and integration theorem to the first term in (B.6), yielding∫

∂λ (r,T (G))

∂ε

∣∣∣
T (Φ)

∂T (G)

∂ε

∣∣∣
ε=0
dΦ + λ (r,T (Φ)) = 0. (B.7)

Thus, IF (r,Φ) is expressed as

IF (r,Φ) =
∂T (G)

∂ε

∣∣∣
ε=0

= −
[∫

∂λ (r,T (G))

∂ε

∣∣∣
T (Φ)

dΦ

]−1

λ (r,T (Φ)) . (B.8)

Taking the derivative of λ (·) with respect to x and assuming that $ and s are independent
of x, we obtain

∂λ (r)

∂x
= $ψ (rsi)

[
∂2ϕ (x)

∂xi∂xj

]
+$

[
∂ψ (rsi)

∂x

] [
∂ϕ (x)

∂x

]>
. (B.9)

By neglecting the second-order term on the right-hand side of (B.9), we get

∂λ (r)

∂x
= $

[
∂ψ (rsi)

∂x

] [
∂ϕ (x)

∂x

]>
. (B.10)

Applying the chain rule to the derivative of ψ (rsi) yields

∂λ (r)

∂x
= −1

s
ψ′ (rsi)

[
∂ϕ (x)

∂x

] [
∂ϕ (x)

∂x

]>
. (B.11)

By substituting (4.17), (B.1) and (B.11) into (B.8), we get

IF (r,Φ) =

[∫
1

s
ψ′ (rsi)CC

>
∣∣∣
T (Φ)

dΦ

]−1

$Cψ (rsi) . (B.12)

Thus, the state estimation error covariance matrix for the GM-IEKF at time step k is given
by

Σk|k = E
[
IF · IF>

]
=

EΦ[ψ2(rsi)]
{EΦ[ψ′(rsi)]}

2

(
C>k Ck

)−1(
C>k Q$Ck

)(
C>k Ck

)−1
,

(B.13)

where Q$ = diag ($2
i ) and Ck = ∂ϕ/∂x

∣∣∣
x=x̂k|k

.



Appendix C

Linear modal analysis of electric power
systems

According to [232], “modal analysis is the process of determining the inherent dynamic
characteristics of any system”. The Koopman operator-theoretic framework, which is the
central object of this dissertation, can be cast as a modal analysis tool in this sense. This
“tool” based on the Koopman operator is nonetheless significantly more powerful than others
that have been applied to electric power systems. In what follows, we will briefly touch upon
this topic of modal analysis with particular interest in power systems oscillations. Then,
we will introduce and discuss two classical techniques, one based on the linearization of the
differential-algebraic equations, and another data-driven approach called Prony method.

Monitoring and controlling of oscillations is an important problem in modern power systems;
see for example [233]. Among others, this is specially due to

• the presence of high-gain fast acting excitation systems and higher bandwidth speed gover-
nor systems, both well-known contributors to reducing the damping torque of synchronous
generators;

• larger power transfers across the grid, which often decrease the damping of inter-area
modes; and

• the increasing use of renewable energy with uncontrolled prime-mover sources, which adds
to the challenges of monitoring oscillatory stability [234].

Although PSS control systems are usually applied to improve the damping of inter-area
oscillations, they often have limited controllability of these modes, thereby mitigating the
problem of oscillatory instability only to a certain extent. Therefore, the monitoring of the
electromechanical modes of oscillation is a mission critical task in regional power system
control centers. The earliest the detection of poorly damped oscillations occurs, the largest
the time is available for taking control actions, ultimately reducing the risk of a blackout
such as the one that occurred in the U.S. West Coast on August 10, 1996 [235, 236]. The
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methods used to identify oscillations are typically classified as model- or measurement-based
methods [233], although there exist hybrid techniques such as the ones based on the Kalman
filters [237–239].

The model-based methods typically rely on eigenanalysis of the system matrix that is built
after the linearization of the differential-algebraic equations governing the system, and is
carried out around an equilibrium point. All the natural linear modes can be calculated for
a given system topology and operating point, which makes this method suitable for off-line
planning and control design. However, this method is unable to reveal the nonlinear modes
of oscillation that occur when the system is temporarily pulled away far from equilibrium
by a major disturbance, even when these modes become dominant. Furthermore, model
uncertainties and parameters errors might induce biased results. Finally, this approach is
incompatible with real-time applications because it is computationally intensive for very
large systems, especially when the synchronous generators and their controls are modeled in
details.

By contrast, measurement-based methods are not limited by system size, but their perfor-
mance depends on the quality of the data samples that are available to the users. Further-
more, only the excited modes that are observable in the measurement set can be identified;
the ones embedded in noisy signals or well damped might not be easily detected [233]. These
methods have received recently a great deal of attention among practitioners and researchers
in power systems due to the widespread deployment of PMUs. Measurement-based methods
might be further classified as [233]:

• linear ringdown methods, typically used to process ringdown signals (the term ringdown
refers to signals that arise following a transient event). One example of such a technique
is the Prony method [240];

• mode-meter methods, which are tailored to ambient data, i.e., when the system is in a
quasi steady-state condition with the primary excitation being the random variations
caused by the switching of not large loads. One example here is the Yule Walker-based
algorithms [241];

• nonlinear and non-stationary methods, group to which the method based on the Koopman
operator might be included.

C.1 Linearization of the nonlinear differential-algebraic
equations

The following theory is based on [26,242]. The dynamics of power systems might be described
by a set of n first order nonlinear differential equations, such as:

ẋ = f (x,u) , (C.1)
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where x ∈ Rn is the state vector, u ∈ Rp is the input vector, and f : Rn → Rn is the
vector-valued nonlinear system function.

In practice, we are often interested in output variables which can be observed on the system.
In other words, we want to represent mathematically the variables which we can measure in
the field. These are usually expressed as:

y = h (x,u) , (C.2)

where y ∈ Rm is the vector of outputs, and h : Rn → Rm is the vector-valued nonlinear
output function.

The state space representation of the system is therefore written as:

ẋ = f (x,u) ,

y = h (x,u) . (C.3)

Eq. (C.3) might be defined for any deterministic, continuous, nonlinear, time-invariant dy-
namical system. Now, assuming that the perturbations to which this system is submitted are
sufficient small, its dynamic response can be modeled in terms of Taylor’s series expansion,
with second and higher order terms neglected. After some algebraic manipulation, we might
find:

ẋ = Ax+Bu,

y = C x+Du, (C.4)

where A ∈ Rn×n is the state matrix, B ∈ Rn×p is the input matrix, C ∈ Rm×n is the output
matrix, and D ∈ Rm×p is the feed-forward matrix. For more details, see for example [242].

MatricesB,C andD hold important information about the system. Some of their important
properties, specially for control theory, were put forth by Kalman in the 1960s. For now, let
us focus on the system state matrix A, which is a Jacobian matrix. For small perturbations,
the stability of the system is given by the eigenvalues of A, which is referred to as small
signal stability analysis. To compute its eigenvalues for large systems, QR-factorization
and algorithms based on Krylov subspace have been recommended due to their numerical
stability and ability to deal with very large matrices in an efficient way. Formally, one has

Ari = λiri, i = 1, ..., n, (C.5)

where ri is the right eigenvector associated with the i-th eigenvalue λi of the matrix A. In
a similar way, the row vector `>i which satisfies

`>i A = λi`
>
i , i = 1, ..., n, (C.6)

is the left eigenvector associated with the i-th eigenvalue λi. Next, some important properties
are highlighted:
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• left and right eigenvectors associated with different eigenvalues are orthogonal. Formally,
we have `>i rj = 0 for all i 6= j;

• left and right eigenvectors associated with the same eigenvalue imply `>i ri = ci, where ci
is a non-zero constant, which is equal to 1 if the eigenvectors are normalized.

Finally, let us initiate the derivation to explicitly identify the modes of oscillation of the
system. For this purpose, define the following modal matrices, all square of dimension n:

U = [r1 r2 ... rn] , (C.7)

V = [`1 `2 ... `n]> , (C.8)
Λ = diag (λ1, λ2, ..., λn) . (C.9)

The following relations are important. Note that, from this point forward, we are assuming
that the eigenvectors are normalized.

AU = UΛ, (C.10)
V U = I, (C.11)
V = U−1, (C.12)

U−1AU = Λ. (C.13)

Eq. (C.4) can be rewritten as ẋ = Asys x+Eu, after some algebraic manipulations. Please
refer to [230] for details. Now, assuming that no input is applied to the system,

ẋ = Asys x. (C.14)

The relationship (C.14) shows that the rate of change of each state variable is a linear
combination of all state variables. Indeed, for power systems, Asys is sparse, implying that
the rate of change of a state variable is a linear combination of a subset of the system state
variables. Now, the question that arises is how to solve (C.14). Assuming that all the
eigenvalues λi of Asys are distinct, define the similarity transformation

x = Uz. (C.15)

Substituting (C.15) into (C.14), one has

Uż = AsysUz

ż = U−1AsysUz

ż = Λz. (C.16)

Note that the matrix Λ is diagonal. Therefore, the states are now completely decoupled
in terms of the new state vector z, which is related to the original state vector x through
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(C.15). The time-domain solution of system of first-order differential equations defined by
(C.16) is given by

zi (t) = zi (0) eλit i = 1, ..., n. (C.17)

Expanding (C.15) and using the relation expressed by (C.17) yields

x (t) = Uz (t)

= [r1 r2 ... rn]


z1 (t)
z2 (t)
...

zn (t)


=

n∑
i=1

rizi (t)

=
n∑
i=1

rizi (0) eλit. (C.18)

Again from (C.15), we know that

z (t) = U−1x (t) = V x (t) . (C.19)

Therefore, for each element of the vector z we have

zi (t) = `>i x (t) , (C.20)

and for t = 0,
zi (0) = `>i x (0) . (C.21)

Substituting (C.21) into (C.18) we get

x (t) =
n∑
j=1

(
`>j x (0)

)
rje

λjt. (C.22)

Finally, the time-domain response of the i-th state variable is given by

xi (t) =
(
`>i1x (0)

)
ri1e

λ1t︸ ︷︷ ︸
linear mode 1

+
(
`>i2x (0)

)
ri2e

λ2t︸ ︷︷ ︸
linear mode 2

+...+
(
`>inx (0)

)
rine

λnt︸ ︷︷ ︸
linear mode n

. (C.23)

Thus, the free motion time-domain response of the system is given by (C.23), which express
xi (t) in terms of eigenvalues, right and left eigenvectors, and system initial condition.
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C.2 Linear contribution and participation factors

The time evolution of the i-th state in (C.23) is written as

xi (t) =
n∑
j=1

(
`>j x0

)
rije

λjt =
n∑
j=1

σije
λjt, (C.24)

where x0 = x (0).

The contribution factor [211,243] is defined as

σij =
(
`>j x0

)
rij. (C.25)

It is as a measure of the contribution of mode j to the oscillations of state i for a given
disturbance. Note that the contribution factors are dependent on the initial condition x0,
and therefore dependent on the location and duration of the disturbance, as well as the
system topology and operating point. The nonlinear counterpart of (C.25) based on the
Koopman operator-theoretic framework has been pinpointed by Susuki and Mezić in [64],
although the terminology contribution factor has not been used. Whereas the contribution
factors provide a valuable information, a measure of the system performance that depends
only on the system topology and operating point, and not on the disturbance location or
duration, is advantageous for capturing inherent system dynamics. By realizing this fact,
Pérez-Arriaga et al. [194] take the contribution factors in (C.25) and select an initial condition
x0 = ei, where ei is the unit vector along the i-th coordinate axis, thereby defining the linear
mode-in-state participation factors as a measure of the magnitude of the modal oscillations
in a state when only that state is perturbed. Formally, we have

pij = `ijrij. (C.26)

Now, by substituting (C.15) into (C.14), ż = V AsysUz = Λz, and the time evolution of
the i-th modal variable z is given by

zi = zi0e
λit = `>i x0e

λit. (C.27)

Pérez-Arriaga et al. [194] select x0 = ri, which leads to

zi =

(
n∑
j=1

`ijrij

)
eλit. (C.28)

From (C.28), the linear state-in-mode participation factors are defined as a measure of the
relative participation of the j-th state in the i-th mode. Formally, we have

pij = `ijrij. (C.29)

Note that as proposed by Pérez-Arriaga et al. [194], (C.26) and (C.29) are identical.
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